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Abstract
The focus of this PhD project is the functional and molecular diversity of Leptocylindraceae
diatom species, the study of which can lead to a better understanding of long standing questions
regarding the ecology and evolution of phytoplankton. A wide range of tools, spanning from
microscopical observations and physiological measurements to molecular techniques and high
throughput sequencing, is utilized during this attempt. The genus Leptocylindrus has been chosen
as the main target species due its worldwide and at the same time local importance in the Gulf of
Naples and also because of the already extended study of the species in Stazione Zoologica Anton
Dohrn (SZN) towards the direction mentioned above.

Leptocylindraceae are centric diatoms that occupy a basal position in the diatom phylogeny and
are abundant in marine plankton worldwide. In the Gulf of Naples (GoN), five out of the six
species are found; L. minimus is known to be absent from the Mediterranean environment. The
family shows a morphological conservation but the seasonal patterns between the species differ
considerably. Indeed, physiological experiments of two Leptocylindrus species that show
contrasting seasonality confirmed their opposed preferences regarding temperature as well as a
high intraspecific phenological variability. In addition, the analysis of transcriptomes acquired for
the three temperatures of one of them (L. aporus) indicated the possibly important role of
transposable elements in response to stress and diatom adaptation. Furthermore, the
transcriptomes of all Leptocylindrus species were explored in order to detect basic intra- and
interspecific similarities and/or differences. HTS sequencing data from the MareChiara station in
GoN and from the Tara expedition in the world’s seas were analyzed in order to assess the actual
diversity of this important diatom family. A significant level of intraspecific variability was
detected while the distribution of species and populations at spatial and temporal scale
supported the functional differences among them that account for their distinct seasonality and
their adaptation to different environmental conditions.
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Figure 4.3.2.5 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO
for L. aporus 1A1 vs 3A6. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR
corrected p-value
Figure 4.3.2.6 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO
for L. aporus 1A1 vs B651. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR
corrected p-value.
Figure 4.3.2.7. Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO
for L. aporus 3A6 vs B651. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR
corrected p-value.
Figure 4.3.2.8 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO
for L. danicus 1089-17 vs 4B6. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR
corrected p-value.
Figure 4.3.2.9 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO
for L. danicus 1089-17 vs B650. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR
corrected p-value.
Figure 4.3.2.10 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO
for L. danicus 4B6 vs B650. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR
corrected p-value.
Figure 4.3.2.11 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO
for L. convexus 1123B2 vs B768. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR
corrected p-value.
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Figure 4.3.2.12 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO
for L. convexus 1089-7 vs 1123B2. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR
corrected p-value.
Figure 4.3.2.13 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO
for L. convexus 1089-7 vs B768. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR
corrected p-value.
Figure 4.3.2.14 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO
for L. hargravesii 3B6 vs 4D4. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR
corrected p-value.
Figure 4.3.2.15 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO
for L. hargravesii 1089-21 vs 3B6. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR
corrected p-value.
Figure 4.3.2.16 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO
for L. hargravesii 1089-21 vs 4D4. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR
corrected p-value.
Figure 4.3.3.1 Numbers of orthologous genes found among groups of three species and all
species.
Figure 4.3.3.2 Neighbor-joining tree based on the orthologous sequences among species.
The method used was alignment free calculation tree followed by phylogenetic
reconstruction with PHYML tool. No bootstrap or any other similar statistics is supported by
this free-alignment method.
Figure 4.3.3.3 Maximum likelihood tree (Tamura, 500 bootstraps) based on the alignment
of four selected ribosomal genes found orthologous among species, RL30, RL10, L1 and 60s
ribosomal protein L31.
Figure 4.3.3.4 PCA analysis on filtered expression values of orthologous genes. Black: L.
aporus, green: L. danicus, blue: L. hargravesii, red: L. convexus.
Figure 4.3.3.5 Hierarchical clustering of orthologous genes across all four species and
corresponding expression heatmap.
Figure 4.3.3.6 CCA plot of orthologous genes across all four species. Green: L. convexus, red:
L. danicus, black: L. aporus, blue: L. hargravesii.
Figure 4.3.4.1 Significantly up and downregulated transcripts (FDR<0.05) of the genes found
orthologous across all four species.
Figure 4.3.4.2 Boxplot of log2(FC) values of the significant DE transcripts detected in the
orthologous gene set across all species.
Figure 4.3.4.3. Barplot of high fold (above) and unique (below) significant DE transcripts of
orthologous genes found across all species.
Figure 4.3.4.4 L. aporus vs L. danicus biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05)
‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR
corrected p-value.
Figure 4.3.4.5 L. aporus vs L. convexus biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05)
‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR
corrected p-value.
Figure 4.3.4.6 L. aporus vs L. hargravesii biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05)
‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR
corrected p-value.
Figure 4.3.4.7 L. convexus vs L. danicus biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05)
‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR
corrected p-value.
Figure 4.3.4.8 L. convexus vs L. hargravesii biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05)
‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR
corrected p-value.
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Figure 4.3.4.9 L. danicus vs L. hargravesii biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05)
‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR
corrected p-value.
Figure 4.3.5.1. Distribution of transposon related transcripts on class (left) and order (right)
level in all four Leptocylindrus species.
Figure 4.3.5.2 Transcripts related to transposable elements found significantly differentially
expressed among strains in each Leptocylindrus species.
Figure 5.1.2.1 Distribution maps of Leptocylindraceae species inferred from HTS V4 and V9
sequences in the BioMarKs and GenBank datasets (blue dots), plus reliable microscopy
images (red dots). Absence of finding in the BioMarKs dataset is represented by grey dots
(Nanjappa et al., 2014a).
Figure 5.3.1.1 Neighbor-joining with Kimura 2-parameter model as substitution model (1)
and maximum-likelihood with GTR substitution model (2) trees based on HTS V4 (A) and V9
(B) Leptocylindraceae sequences in the period 2011-2013 at LTER-MC station, with
bootstrap method set as test of phylogeny (500 replications). For a clear representation of
the tree here and only for this, the ten most abundant ribotypes of each species were
selected. The last number in the ribotype labels represents the number of sequences.
Figure 5.3.1.2 Graphs produced by Swarm for OTU#1, ΟΤU#2 and OTU#3 in the V4 and V9
LTER-MC dataset, corresponding to L. aporus, L. danicus and L. convexus respectively. The
central node is the seed (the size of which depends on its abundance), the representative
amplicon and most abundant one for each OTU. The number within each node corresponds
to the number of sequences for each amplicon (numbers lower than 10 are not shown).
Each line represents a step of one difference between the two nodes.
Figure 5.3.1.3 Neighbor-joining (A) and maximum-likelihood (B) tree based on V9
Leptocylindraceae sequences of all 154 stations (total BioMarKs and Tara dataset), with
bootstrap method set as test of phylogeny (500 replications) and Kimura 2-parameter
model as substitution model. For a clear representation of the tree here and only for this,
the ten most abundant ribotypes of each species were selected. The last number in the
ribotype labels represents the number of sequences.
Figure 5.3.1.4 Graphs produced by Swarm for OTU#1, ΟΤU#2, OTU#3, OTU#4 and OTU#5 in
total BioMarKs and Tara Leptocylindraceae V9 dataset, corresponding to L. aporus, L.
convexus, L. danicus/ L. hargravesii, L. minimus and T. belgicus respectively. The central
node is the seed (the size of which depends on its abundance), the representative amplicon
and most abundant one for each OTU. The number within each node corresponds to the
number of sequences for each amplicon (numbers lower than 10 are not shown). Each line
represents a step of one difference between the two nodes.
Figure 5.3.2.1 Seasonal cycles of Leptocylindraceae species, all diatoms and all
phytoplankton based on light microscopy (LM) counts in 2011, 2012 and 2013 at the LTERMC station. The sampling dates selected for HTS analysis are marked with a star. In 2011
Leptocylindrus danicus, L. aporus, L. hargravesii and L. convexus were indistinguishable. In
2012 and 2013 L. convexus was characterized and therefore counted separately under LM
but L. danicus was still undistinguished from L. aporus and L. hargravesii.
Figure 5.3.2.2 Seasonality of Leptocylindraceae species and their related clades based on
the number of V4 and V9 sequences at the LTER-MC station for years 2011-2013.
Figure 5.3.2.3 Seasonal distribution of the Leptocylindraceae species at the LTER-MC station
based on the V4 and V9 average across the three years. The average abundance has been
standardized to Leptocylindraceae monthly sum (Ni is the average abundance of each
species/ clade and Nt is the average total abundance of all Leptocylindraceae at each
month).
Figure 5.3.2.4 Seasonal signal for Leptocylindraceae species and clades in GoN based on the
HTS V4 and V9 data. Bars indicate the proportional abundance of the sequences for each
species/clade in the different seasons(Ni is the average abundance of each species/ clade
and Nsp is the average total abundance of the species/clade at each year).
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Figure 5.3.2.5 Hierarchical clustering plots on the averages of the three years of V4 and V9
abundances at the LTER-MC station.
Figure 5.3.2.6 CCA analysis’ plots on the averages of the three years of V4 and V9
abundances at the LTER-MC station.
Figure 5.3.2.7 Relative abundance of HTS V4 and V9 Leptocylindraceae sequences and
Leptocylindraceae cells counted under the light microscopy for 2011, 2012 and 2013 over
total diatoms at LTER-MC station. In 2011 L. danicus, L. hargravesii, L. aporus and L.
convexus were indistinguishable under LM (dark red). In 2012 and 2013 L. convexus was
characterized and therefore counted separately under LM (dark blue for L. convexus, as in
HTS, and orange for L. danicus, L. hargravesii and L. aporus).
Figure 5.3.2.8 CCA plot of Leptocylindraceae V4 (above) and V9 (below) based community
matrix and selected environmental parameters (temperature for V4; temperature and NO2
for V9 dataset) for the HTS sampling dates in the three study years at the LTER-MC station.
In V4 dataset, CCA1 explained 16.08% of total variance. In V9 dataset, the axes explained
28.76% (26.1% by CCA1 and 0.07% by CCA2) of total variance.
Figure 5.3.2.9 Hierarchical clustering of the environmental parameters (salinity, PO4, NH4,
NO2, NO3, temperature, SiO2) for the HTS sampling dates in the three years (2011, 2012,
2013) at the LTER-MC station. The height in the clustering represents the value of the
distance metric between clusters. Clades have been grouped in seasons based on the main
months that constitute them.
Figure 5.3.2.10 CCA plot of environmental parameters (salinity, PO4, NH4, NO2, NO3,
temperature, SiO2) for the HTS sampling dates in the three study years at the LTER-MC
station. The orange cycle highlights the summer-autumn dates, the green highlights the
spring months and the blue cycle highlights the winter months.
Figure 5.3.3.1 All stations explored for Leptocylindraceae presence in the current study. The
BioMarKs station are coloured green while stations where no Leptocylindraceae was
detected are red.
Figure 5.3.3.2 World distribution of log(abundance+1) of Leptocylindraceae based on the
Tara Ocean and Tara Arctic datasets at surface and DCM, 5-20 μm size fraction.
Figure 5.3.3.3 World distribution of log(abundance+1) of L. aporus clades at the Tara
stations’ surface samples, 5-20 μm size fraction. OTUs were represented by swarms (Mahè
et al., 2014) and were linked to the spatial distribution with corresponding colours. The size
of the bubbles in the lower maps represents the abundance within each clade.
Figure 5.3.3.4 World distribution of log(abundance+1) of L. danicus clades and L. hargravesii
at the Tara stations’ surface samples, 5-20 μm size fraction. OTUs were represented by
swarms (Mahè et al., 2014) and were linked to the spatial distribution with corresponding
colours. The size of the bubbles in the lower maps represents the abundance within each
clade.
Figure 5.3.3.5 World distribution of log(abundance+1) of L. convexus at the Tara stations’
surface samples, 5-20 μm size fraction. OTUs were represented by swarms (Mahè et al.,
2014) and were linked to the spatial distribution with corresponding colours. The size of the
bubbles in the lower maps represents the abundance within each clade.
Figure 5.3.3.6 World distribution of L. minimus (above) and T. belgicus (below) in Tara
surface samples, 5 -20 μm size fraction. The size of the bubbles represents the abundance
within each clade.
Figure 5.3.3.7 Hierarchical clustering of Tara stations based on Leptocylindraceae rarefied
abundances in the 5 – 20 size fraction at surface and DCM samples.
Figure 5.3.3.8 World map distribution of the Tara stations where Leptocylindraceae were
detected in surface and DCM, 5-20 size fraction samples. The colour of each station is
representative of the sampling season.
Figure 5.3.3.9 CCA plot of Leptocylindraceae rarefied abundances from the Tara surface 520 μm size fraction. The stations are colour-labelled based on their geographical position.
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Figure 5.3.3.10 CCA plot of the Tara DCM 5-20 μm size fraction Leptocylindraceae rarified
abundances. The stations are colour labelled based on geographical position.
Figure 5.3.3.11 CCA analysis of surface (above) and DCM (below) Tara Leptocylindraceae
samples, 5-20 μm size fraction, and selected environmental parameters. The
Mediterranean/ North Atlantic (blue circle) and the Indian/South Pacific/South Atlantic
group (orange circle) are highlighted. The Arctic stations, two stations in the Mediterranean
Sea and one North Atlantic station are not included. In surface samples, the axes explained
22.3% of total variance whereas in DCM 63.9%.
Figure 5.3.3.12 HCA plots of the Tara surface and DCM, 5-20 μm size fraction environmental
parameters, without the Arctic stations, two stations in the Mediterranean Sea and one
North Atlantic station.
Figure 5.3.3.13 CCA plot of the Tara surface, 5-20 μm size fraction environmental
parameters, without the Arctic stations, two stations in the Mediterranean Sea and one
North Atlantic station.
Figure 5.3.3.14 CCA plot of the Tara DCM, 5-20 μm size fraction environmental parameters,
without the Arctic stations.
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Chapter 1. General Introduction

1.1.

Introduction

Oceans are the largest but the least known habitat on earth. Despite the numerous expeditions
that have already provided a massive amount of new information about them and their organisms
only a first glimpse into the marine ecosystem has been achieved so far. There is a lack of deep
understanding of the parts that shape the whole and this is probably because of the size of the
marine ecosystem and the difficulties in accessing it. However, about two decades ago, Biological
Oceanography and Marine Ecology entered a new era by applying new technology to old
questions with one of the most significant examples being the description of the hydrothermal
vents discovered on the deep ocean floor (Van Dover, 1990; Tunnicliffe and Fowler, 1996) using
genome-based technologies such as proteomics and metagenomics (Markert et al., 2007;
Grzymski et al., 2008). Genome-enabled technology has equipped Marine Ecology with an
extremely powerful tool which offers us the potential to fill in gaps in our understanding of
marine organisms, their evolution and adaptation to the environment as well as the diversity and
functioning of marine communities (Mock and Kirkham, 2011). Ecology and genomics might be
considered as a mismatched couple due to their contradictory approaches from two completely
different viewpoints; ecology is all about observing the interactions of organisms and their
communities with the environment and building hypotheses based on them (Odum, 1977;
Putman and Wratten, 1984) while in contrast genomics is not primarily driven by hypotheses but
by technology and has so far focused on data collection. Recent developments such as high
throughput sequencing technologies (e.g. Illumina, 454 GS-Titanium, SOLID) have significantly
advanced genomic disciplines (Schuster, 2008) and contributed in a great extent to the generation
of new hypotheses. But even though the deductive system of ecology to explain evolution seems
not to match the inductive approach per se of genomics, all genome projects with marine
organisms so far have led to pioneer insights into their biology and evolution (e.g. Rocap et al.,
2003; Armbrust et al., 2004; Bowler et al., 2008; Worden et al. 2009). There is still a lot to be
investigated and understood before someone can say that genomic information can be integrated
into the general ecological concepts and the main reasons are that a) the identification of single
1
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genes, gene families and their importance for the biology and evolution of organisms is still in the
discovery phase and b) the way to select and integrate the sequence data into ecosystem models
is yet in a very premature stage (Mock and Kirkham, 2011).

1.2.

The marine environment

Oceans are vast and therefore they cannot be homogenous throughout their whole extent.
However, depending on the purposes of each independent research or investigation conducted,
oceans can be divided into certain categories. For the study of the evolutionary ecology of
phytoplankton, Kilham and Kilham (1980) followed the general practice of biological
oceanography and categorized all ocean waters based on their nutrient concentrations and
temporal variability into a) estuarine, b) coastal and c) oceanic. Estuarine waters are rich in
nutrients but highly variable since the interaction of river deposition and tidal currents create an
unstable, dynamic environment. Coastal waters are less nutrient rich than estuarine waters
because of the nutrient dispersion over wider areas, utilization and precipitation. Temporal
variability is a typical feature of coastal environments and is mainly due to seasonal variations in
solar radiation and temperature. Temperature is an important factor in marine environments and
one of the reasons is that water density varies with temperature. Stratification or mixing of water
can be induced by temperature changes and that will have an effect on hydrography and nutrient
availability. Despite that, the environmental perturbations caused by seasonal processes in the
coastal area are still less extreme and of longer period than in the estuarine environment (Kilham
and Kilham, 1980).

Oceanic waters are characterized by low nutrient concentrations and high temporal stability. In
this environment, nutrient supply is mainly determined by atmospheric inputs and diffusive
transport from deep water (Menzel and Spaeth, 1962). The maintenance of the very low nutrients
level results from the very slow transfer, due to density discontinuities, from the nutrient rich
deep water to the surface water combined with the incorporation of nutrients into living
organisms (Walsh, 1976). The temporal stability does not mean that supply rates are
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unchangeable but it implies that changes in nutrient supply are so slow that any increase is
directly incorporated into biomass (Kilham and Kilham, 1980).

1.3.

Phytoplankton: Diatoms

Phytoplankton is a polyphyletic assemblage of photosynthetic microscopic organisms that live in
aquatic environments. They contribute about 40-50% of global primary productivity even though
their photosynthetic biomass represents approximately only 0.2% of the one in land (Falkowski et
al., 1998). That means that they have a very high biomass turnover compared to land plants and
therefore represent a considerably dynamic pool of organic carbon that can be more easily
affected by environmental alterations and vice versa (Nelson et al., 1995; Field et al., 1998;
Smetacek, 1999; Sayre, 2010). Phytoplankton dynamic growth along with its important
contribution to the global carbon cycle makes it a key player in our perception of the global
biogeochemical cycles of elements and that is why phytoplanktonic organisms were an early
target for marine genome sequencing projects (Mock and Kirkham, 2011). At least one genome
sequence from each major algal taxon is available (Table 1.3.1) and due to that we now have a
sense of the major forces shaping the evolution of algae.
Table 1.3.1 Algal groups and selected representative organisms whose genome has been sequenced (Parker et al.,
2008). The list has been updated to 2013.
Organism

Group

Genome size

Year of completion

Guillardia theta

Cryptomonad

0.551 Mb

2001

Thalassiosira pseudonana

Diatom

34.5 Mb

2004

Cyanidioschyzon merolae

Red alga

16.5 Mb

2004

Ostreococcus tauri

Green alga

12.6 Mb

2006

Aureococcus anophagefferens

Stramenopile

56.7 Mb

2007

Phaeodactylum tricornutum

Diatom

27.4 Mb

2007

Emiliania huxleyi

Haptophyte

165 Mb

2008

Micromonas pusilla

Prasinophyte

21.5 Mb

2008

Volvox carteri

Green alga

131.2 Mb

2010

Bathycoccus prasinos

Green alga

15 Mb

2012

Chondrus crispus

Red alga

105 Mb

2013

Diatoms are among the most common types of phytoplankton and one of the most successful
clades of eukaryotic, single-celled photosynthetic organisms in the modern ocean (Smetacek,
1999). Many species, like Leptocylindrus species, form chains composed of sister cells with no
3
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cytoplasmatic contact with one another. The trademark of diatoms is an ornate, siliceous cell wall
called the frustule which is composed of two halves called thecas; one half fits in the other slightly
larger half (Kooistra et al., 2007). Each half consists of two parts, the valve which is the flat surface
of the theca and the girdle which is the side wall. The valve belonging to the largest half is called
epivalve while the other one that fits in it hypovalve (Round et al., 1990). The valve often has
pores (areolae), spines, hyaline areas, processes and other protrusions that might be
advantageous for the cell protection against grazers or involved in the increase of buoyancy. The
transparency of the frustule allows light to pass through for photosynthesis while its
ultrastructure with pores and poroids allows dissolved gases and nutrients to enter and exit.
Traditionally, diatoms are divided in two main classes based on the shape and symmetry of their
cell walls: centric and pennate diatoms (Fig. 1.3.1). Centric diatoms (Chaetoceros, Thalassiosira,
Leptocylindrus and Skeletonema) are either radially symmetric or bi/multipolar while pennates
are asymmetrical (Pseudo-nitzschia, Phaeodactylum). Pennates can be further divided based on
the presence or not of a raphe.

Figure 1.3.1 Schematic diagram of centric and pennate diatom suborders redrawn from Hasle and Syvertsen (1997).

Radial centrics are the most ancient group, whereas bi/multipolar centrics emerged from them
and therefore are a newer group. Finally, pennates evolved from the polar centrics (Fig. 1.3.2).
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Figure 1.3.2 Neighbour joining (NJ) phylogeny inferred from maximum likelihood pair-wise distance among nuclear
SSU rDNA sequences of various diatom genera (Kooistra et al., 2007).

The first critical step in the evolution of algae was the engulfment of a photosynthetic
cyanobacterium by a unicellular eukaryote about 1.2 billion years ago. That endosymbiont
became the chloroplast and this primary endosymbiosis gave rise to three major photosynthetic
lineages: the green, the red and the glaucophyte lineage (Falkowski et al., 2004). All other
lineages, including diatoms, were derived from additional endosymbiotic events (secondary and
tertiary endosymbiosis) between heterotrophic and autotrophic eukaryotic organisms (Parker et
al., 2008). Genome sequencing of Thalassiosira pseudonana and Phaeodactylum tricornutum
provided data that revealed more than 70% of genes derived either from red or green sources are
in fact of green lineage origin. According to Bowler et al. (2008), P. tricornutum and T. pseudonana
5
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have been found to share only 57% of their genes without any synteny (conservation of gene
order). In addition to vertical evolution described above, indications for horizontal gene transfer
(HGT) between bacteria and diatoms have been found by microscopical and physiological studies
(Schmid, 2003). The molecular data that came later confirmed this HGT evolution and gave rise to
additional novel features. For example, most of the genes of prokaryotic origin were found to
belong to the shell group (moderately common genes in prokaryotes) and their functions are
related to mitochondrial metabolism, including one of the most interesting findings, genes
encoding proteins from the urea cycle (Bowler et al., 2008). Organisms from green lineage were
also detected as gene donors for HGT to diatoms (Moustafa et al., 2009). Armbrust et al. (2004)
observed a high degree of polymorphisms in diatom genomes which is probably the result of their
complex evolution. Maintaining polymorphic alleles may be favoured by positive selection
because it may improve survival in fluctuating ocean environment by providing diatoms with the
necessary set of tools when the environment is changing (Mock and Kirkham, 2011). Another
possible way to adapt quickly to extreme environments is the re-arrangement of the genome
through transposable elements which have been found to contribute 6.4% of the P. tricornutum
genome (Maumus et al. 2009).

Diatoms are widespread in the plankton and benthos of freshwater, coastal and oceanic habitats
and even in temporarily wet terrestrial environments. They often form widespread blooms in
temperate and polar seas. In particular, centrics are planktonic with many species constituting
major part of phytoplankton blooms in the coastal ecosystems and upwelling regions. On the
other hand, pennates are often benthic, found in sediments or as epiphytes on invertebrates or
macrophytes; yet, they still can be successful in both the open ocean and turbulent coastal waters
(Kooistra et al., 2007). Diatom productivity maintains most of the world’s fisheries while their
fossilized remains are the main source of petroleum. In fact diatoms account for a strong share of
the organic carbon and oxygen produced on Earth (Falkowski et al., 1998; Field et al., 1998). Some
of the main characteristics that make diatoms such successful settlers in almost every habitat are
their central vacuole that can store nutrients when in favorable conditions for later use, their
6
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light-harvesting system that is able to protect them against high light intensity, their highly
efficient CO2 uptake mechanisms and the formation of resting stages to overcome unfavorable to
growth periods (Kooistra et al., 2007).

Diatoms reproduce mostly by cell division, a type of asexual reproduction called vegetative phase
during which the overlapping valves of the frustule separate and each secretes a new, smaller
half. The most discrete property of diatoms life cycle is this gradual reduction in cell size which
can be regained either by vegetative cell enlargement or by sexual reproduction (D’Alelio et al.,
2010, Fig. 1.3.3). In the latter case, resistant stages known as auxospores are formed which
eventually give rise to larger cells (Drebes, 1977; Chepurnov et al., 2004).

Figure 1.3.3 Sexual reproduction (left) and vegetative cell enlargement (right) in the life cycle of L. danicus. In the left
cycle, sexuality (b-f) produces auxospore (h) within which the resting spore forms (j-k), later germinating (l-m) to
produce cells of maximum diameter. In the right cycle, extrusion of vegetative cell contents usually occurs midway
along pervalvar axis (no sexuality, b). When extrusion is completed an auxospore-like structure is formed (c-d) which
is detached from the parent cell (e) and finally elongates and germinates cells of maximum diameter (f-g) (French and
Hargraves, 1985).

Most species rely on sexual reproduction for their size restoration and therefore diatoms are
considered to have a diplontic life history (diploid vegetative cells with haploid gametes) which is
unique among algae (Al-Kubaisi, 1981). Sexual reproduction takes place only under two
conditions, the first one being the already mentioned reduction under a specific size threshold
and the second one being the right environmental and physiological conditions (Geitler, 1932).
Under favorable conditions such as high nutrient availability and appropriate temperature and
light conditions, rapid reproduction of diatoms occurs (blooms) (Diersing, 2009). Silica, nitrogen
and iron are the most critical drivers of the diatom growth in the ocean (Smetacek, 1999; Quigg et
7
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al., 2003). The blooms usually decline because nutrients are depleted or physical factors get less
favorable and in that case many diatom species can turn dormant (spore formation) and sink to
lower water levels until a new bloom occurs. Diatom cells that do not produce gametes keep
dividing mitotically resulting in smaller and smaller progeny until their death. When diatoms die,
their glassy frustules settle to the bottom of the sea floor forming thick deposits of siliceous
material, known as diatomaceous ooze, huge fossil deposits of which are found inland, mined and
used in products such as temperature and sound insulators, for clarifying beer, filters for
swimming pools, as mild abrasives in toothpaste etc.

Originally, it was considered that there are approximately 12,000 diatom species but since
molecular studies in diatoms became more frequent and sequence data were employed to
investigate species-level variation, the estimated number raised to at least 30,000 and probably
ca 100,000 species (Mann and Vanormelingen, 2013). Regarding their genetic diversity, diatoms
are not distributed homogeneously across the phylogenetic tree. There are genera such as the
Pseudo-nitzschia Peragallo (Lundholm et al., 2012), Chaetoceros Ehrenberg (Rines and Hargraves,
1990; Kooistra et al., 2010) and Skeletonema Greville (Sarno et al., 2005, 2007; Zingone et al.,
2005; Alverson et al., 2008; Kooistra et al., 2008) that are highly diverse while others like
Leptocylindrus genus are relatively poor. In the recent years many studies integrating molecular
phylogenetics, morphological, ultrastructural and biological information uncovered numerous
cases of genetically distinct and even reproductively isolated groups of strains that were
otherwise undistinguishable with microscopy resulting in many cases in their designation as
cryptic or pseudo-cryptic species (Sarno et al., 2005; Amato et al., 2007; Nanjappa et al., 2013).
The species of interest of this study is one of these cases. The high genetic diversity of diatoms is a
consequence of different modes of evolution, and hence adaptation to different ecological niches
in the marine environment. Each genetically distinct population adapted to specific environmental
conditions, called an ecotype, is characterized by a relative fitness which ultimately regulates the
distribution and abundance of the species in the ocean. At the same time, most diatom species
encounter dramatic temporal fluctuations in environmental conditions and phenotypically buffer
8
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their physiological functioning in order to face this environmental heterogeneity (Bradshaw, 1965;
Thompson, 1991; Everroad and Wood, 2012). This so called adaptive phenotypic plasticity is a
well-established mechanism in phytoplankton to respond to short-term environmental variability.
It is theoretically predicted that fluctuating versus constant environmental conditions will select
either for differentially adapted populations (ecotypes) or enhanced plasticity of all – purpose
genotypes (Cooper and Lenski, 2010; Alpert and Simms, 2002). The presence of adapted and/or
plastic populations was also explored in the current thesis on the case of Leptocylindraceae
diatom species and to that end more than one strains of each species were used.

1.4.

Leptocylindrus species

The diatoms of the Leptocylindrus genus are centric diatoms, common in the marine plankton
worldwide. According to a recent DNA metabarcoding study based on High Throughput
Sequencing (HTS) at six coastal sites in European coastal waters, individual Leptocylindrus species
are found to be widespread but not all of them are everywhere and their diversity appears to be
low (Nanjappa et al., 2014). The genus was found to consist of at least five species instead of two
as originally considered (Nanjappa et al., 2013, Table 1.4.1). One of the species was so different
from the rest that a new genus, Tenuicylindrus, had to be established in order to circumscribe it
properly.
Table 1.4.1. Main distinctive morphological characters in Leptocylindrus and Tenuicylindrus species (French and
Hargraves, 1986; Nanjappa et al., 2013).
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The reappraisal has been based on frustule and spore morphology and on three nuclear- and
three plastid-encoded markers. Eighty-six strains were obtained to assess the morphological and
genetic diversity of Leptocylindrus. The main distinctive morphological characters in
Leptocylindrus and Tenuicylindrus are shown in Table 1.4.1. Almost all markers contained
sufficient information to distinguish the species with 5.8S rDNA and plastid SSU rDNA providing
the lowest number of variable positions (33 and 34, respectively) whereas the nuclear SSU rDNA
provided the highest (358). All the phylogenies inferred from their alignments showed the same
relationships as the one depicted in Fig. 1.4.1.
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Figure 1.4.1 Differential characters for Leptocylindrus and Tenuicylindrus species plotted on the SSU rDNA maximum
likelihood tree. Scale bar, LM: 10 lm, EM: 1 lm (Nanjappa et al., 2013).

An interesting fact in the case of Leptocylindraceae is that, despite simple morphology retained by
all species (narrow, cylindrical cells), they are more distantly related compared to species in the
genera Skeletonema and Pseudo-nitzschia that show higher morphological differentiation among
species (Nanjappa et al., 2013). In addition, the seasonal distribution and the life cycle are also
quite diverse among species. L. aporus is apparently the most abundant species in the Gulf of
Naples (GoN), where it was present from mid-July to mid-November; L. danicus, which is also
relatively abundant, was present from mid-November to mid-July, whereas L. hargravesii was
11
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rarely found and only in December and January. L. convexus was found from the end of November
to the end of July, whereas L. minimus was not found at all in the GoN, instead it was
Tenuicylindrus belgicus that had been misidentified under that name. T. belgicus was present
from the end of August to the beginning of November (Fig.1.4.2).

Figure 1.4.2 Seasonal distribution of Leptocylindraceae species at the LTER-MC station (Gulf of Naples, GoN,
Mediterranean Sea) based on year-round strain isolations followed by microscopic observations and molecular
identifications. Temperature and light conditions related to the season where each species was detected are also
depicted for the GoN (Nanjappa et al., 2014b).

Regarding their life cycle, L. aporus shows vegetative cell enlargement through “auxospore-like
structures”, with no ability of spore formation, L. danicus, besides vegetative enlargement, shows
sexual reproduction and spore formation (Fig. 1.4.1). The resting spores of L. danicus derive
directly from auxospores, a characteristic only rarely found in diatom species. L. hargravesii is
quite similar to L. danicus, morphologically speaking but also regarding its life cycle.
Morphological distinction between these two species is possible only under electron microscopy.
In L. convexus no resting spore formation has been observed neither cell enlargement but cell size
does vary over time. Finally, T. belgicus maintains a rather constant cell size, with no indication so
far of vegetative enlargement or of auxospore formation. Also spores have not been observed in
the latter species. All the information on the seasonal distribution and life cycle of
12
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Leptocylindraceae are mainly based on Nanjappa’s (2013) observations on strains cultivated from
isolations that were performed almost weekly for more than one year. Despite this exhaustive try
for seasonal reconstruction, there is always the possibility that a rare species, such as L.
hargravesii, escaped isolation during a specific season. In any case, these results made up the first
evidence of a higher diversity of the genus Leptocylindrus, which was further supported by a
functional classification based on oxylipin diversity (Nanjappa et al., 2014b), the results of growth
and metabolomics experiments (Nanjappa, 2012) as well as by the first indications deriving from a
comparative transcriptomics investigations on L. danicus and L. aporus (Nanjappa et al.,
submitted).

In more details, the production and diversity of C20 and C22 non-volatile oxylipins were analysed in
Leptocylindraceae by Nanjappa et al. (2014b). Oxylipins are secondary metabolites implicated in
several biological processes such as signaling and defense against biotic stressors and grazers.
Lipoxygenases (LOXs) are enzymes involved in oxylipin biosynthesis by oxidizing fatty acids to
hydroperoxides. In the Leptocylindraceae, species-specific lipoxygenase activity and oxylipin
patterns reflected the phylogenetic relationships observed with molecular markers (Nanjappa et
al., 2014b).

To explore if the diversity found in taxonomy and oxylipin patterns was paired with similar degree
of diversification at the biochemical and physiological level, metabolite levels and growth
characteristics at different temperatures were analysed. Temperature plays an important role in
the temporal and spatial distribution of a species since growth is only possible within some
relatively limited range (Pörtner and Farrell, 2008; Montes-Hugo et al., 2009). Different
temperatures have different effects on the rate of enzyme catalyzed reactions in various
metabolic processes of the cells, affecting ultimately their growth and physiology. Therefore,
Nanjappa (2012) chose L. danicus and L. aporus, which showed an almost contrasting time of
occurrence (entire year except summer and autumn/summer respectively) to further investigate
their growth and metabolomes under three different temperatures, 12 °C, 19 °C, 26 °C. The
temperature range was chosen based on the temperatures recorded in the GoN during the year.
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The general outcome was that L. danicus appeared to be adapted to grow under a wider
temperature range than L. aporus. The latter grows equally efficiently at medium and high
temperature but less at low temperature, where there was a trade-off between time taken to
accumulate the given biomass and biomass yield (more time, higher biomass).

At the same time, contrasting patterns were shown in the metabolomic variations of the two
species at different temperatures. Finally, the analysis of the first transcriptomes acquired from
one strain of L. danicus and one strain of L. aporus revealed differentially expressed genes that
can be related to the differences already mentioned between the two species, and particularly to
life cycle features (Nanjappa et al., in prep.).

1.5.

Phenological diversity

Over the year, the abundance of diatom species fluctuates greatly showing peaks (blooms) in
certain seasons and sudden drops in others. Even though a general idea of species seasonality
might be possible, the exact seasonal succession patterns and bloom events remain largely
unpredictable (Rengefors and Anderson, 2006). Each species has traits that allow it to thrive
under specific environmental conditions, so the reoccurrence of these environmental conditions
over the seasonal time stimulates its growth at specific times (Margalef 1978; Reynolds, 1998;
Kneitel and Chase, 2004). Ribera d’Alcalà et al.(2004) suggested that changes in physical factors
lead to a change in the water column structure and/or in residence times of water bodies in the
Gulf of Naples playing an important role in interannual variations. Despite the quantitative
interannual variability, the occurrence of species was regular, indicating that resource availability
explains only part of the temporal variance of plankton. Biological rhythms could regulate the
temporal dynamics of the communities, whereas the abiotic forcing could modulate the
amplitude of the growth phases (Ribera d’Alcalà et al., 2004) In addition, some species show many
peaks over the year, even in seasons that differ in terms of environmental parameters and others
show long bloom times lasting even months, covering a wide range of environmental conditions
(McDonald et al., 2007; Ribera d’Alcalà et al., 2004). In the case of Leptocylindraceae, there is high
seasonal diversity with some species being detected almost throughout the whole year, such as L.
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danicus, and other species showing a more specific seasonal preference, such as T. belgicus, or
species showing an almost contrasting seasonal preference, such as L. aporus and L. danicus.
Mainly thanks to molecular approaches, many recent studies have revealed cryptic or pseudocryptic diversity in diatom species, , which are often reflected in remarkable ecological and
physiological differences (Sarno et al., 2005; Amato et al., 2007; Nanjappa et al., 2013;
Vanelslander et al., 2009; Degerlund et al., 2012; Huseby et al. 2012; Mann and Vanormelingen,
2013).

Recently, Ruggiero et al. (2015) used a DNA metabarcoding approach coupled with clone libraries
to depict diversity and temporal patterns of species of the genus Pseudo-nitzschia, a cosmopolitan
diatom genus that includes many cryptic and pseudo-cryptic species. High seasonal diversity was
detected among species from the GoN, some of which recorded in two or more consecutive
periods of the year and others found in single periods. In agreement with results shown in Ribera
d’Alcalà et al. (2004) based on LM species detection, the seasonal occurrence of Pseudo-nitzschia
species appeared not to be constrained by nutrient levels, which is expected particularly for
species that contribute little to the total phytoplankton abundance because their regularity
strongly contrasts with the hydrographic variability in coastal waters. Temperature and
photoperiod, which are linked to astronomical cycles, may be related to species occurrence over
the seasons directly or indirectly through endogenous clocks (Anderson and Kaefer, 1987). The
alternation of cryptic species or even ribotypes of the same species along seasons might reflect
adaptations to particular ecological/seasonal niches (Rynearson et al., 2006; Huseby et al., 2012;
Degerlund et al., 2012). Hendry and Day (2005) discuss the idea of isolation and adaptation by
time caused by different heritable reproductive times of individuals leading to a reduction of the
gene flow (transfer of alleles or genes from one population to another) between early and late
reproducers. This isolation would eventually produce populations occurring at different times of
the year. Isolation by time could also be an important speciation driver and could explain the
striking number of cryptic, closely related lineages in unicellular microalgae. More studies on the
eco-physiological characteristics of cryptic species that show differences in their ecological/
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seasonal niches are needed in order to better understand the mechanisms and processes
involved. The current study aims to aid towards the fulfilment of this purpose.

1.6.

Plasticity and adaptation

Adaptation and plasticity are of vital importance to be clarified here since one of the main aims of
the present thesis is to analyse the responses of Leptocylindraceae strains to different
temperatures and determine whether the capacity to thrive under different temperature
conditions in the natural environment depends on phenotypic plasticity or instead that species
consist of populations, each with a rather narrow physiological tolerance and response (i.e.
possibly adapted populations). Here we define “population” as a group of conspecific individuals
that is demographically, genetically, or spatially disjunct from other groups of individuals,
“plasticity” as changes in phenotype without any underlying change in genotype and “adaptation”
as changes in phenotype which are caused by changes in the genotype.

While plasticity and adaptation are basic terms involved in the context of functional intraspecific
diversity, they are also relevant to theories trying to explain the plankton paradox stated by
Hutchinson (1961), one of the biggest questions in marine ecology. The paradox describes how a
limited range of resources supports an unexpectedly wide range of plankton species defying the
competitive exclusion principle on the extinction of one of two species that compete for the same
resource. Many microalgal species are differentiated into genetically distinct populations with
some of them actually containing both cosmopolitan and endemic clades (Godhe et al., 2006;
Rynearson et al., 2009; Watts et al., 2011). The mechanisms behind the high intraspecific genetic
diversity are largely unknown (Figuerola and Green, 2002). The assumptions that dispersal rates
are high and the extinction of local populations is therefore negligible in the marine environment
are controversial and need further investigation. Local adaptation has been found to restrict
populations in certain habitats (Foissner et al., 2008; Weisse et al., 2008) and can be either related
to geographic distance as in the diatom Pseudo-nitzschia pungens (Casteleyn et al., 2010) and the
coccolithophore E. huxleyi (Iglesias-Rodriguez et al., 2006) or circulation patterns as in the diatom
Ditylum brightwellii (Rynearson and Armbrust, 2004) and the dinoflagellate Alexandrium
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fundyense (Richlen et al., 2012). So, as in the monopolization hypothesis of De Meester et al.
(2002), which was developed for freshwater zooplankton, gene flow can be largely uncoupled
from dispersal in marine phytoplankton since local adaptation and numerical effects of residents
may strongly reduce or even prevent successful invasion (immigration). This hypothesis argues
that large genetic differentiation even between populations in well-connected habitats is
explained by the rapid population growth; fast growing populations that are newly established
can adapt quickly to the local environment conditions (Haag et al., 2006).

Yet of course, the maintenance of taxon diversity in sympatric populations cannot be explained by
local adaptation. Hutchinson himself suggested that plankton communities could not be in
equilibrium due to weather-driven fluctuations. Scheffer et al. (2003) support this notion,
suggesting that ecological and environmental factors continually interact such that the planktonic
habitat never reaches an equilibrium in which a single species is favored. In practice the
homogeneous well-mixed conditions assumed in the competitive exclusion principle hardly exist,
since even the open ocean has a spatial complexity facilitating coexistence of species. However,
the addition of spatial structure to a simple model of resource competition can provide even an
equilibrium solution to the Hutchinson’s plankton paradox. Tilman (1977) experimentally tested
planktonic algae grown along a two-resource gradient (phosphate and silicate) and suggested that
when several species compete for the same resource, the superior competitor at equilibrium
should be the species with the lowest requirement for the resource. Several other early studies
supported the same model (O’Brien, 1974; Hansen and Hubbell, 1980; Hsu et al., 1977). Tilman et
al. (1981) also demonstrated that a species may be a superior nutrient competitor through only a
part of the temperature range in which it can survive in the absence of competition, suggesting
that “such physiologically caused specialization on a particular nutrient ratio can allow the
equilibrium coexistence of many more species than there are limiting resources if a habitat is
spatially structured”. Additionally, the study of phytoplankton populations in the deep Lake
Constance revealed that all factors studied (temperature, stratification, light, competition for
resources, sedimentation, losses to heterotrophic compartments of the trophic chain) were
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important at certain times of the year for their seasonal succession, but there was a hierarchy
among them, while the seasonal pattern of stratification and mixing was the main environmental
variable (Sommer, 1985).

Although both nonequilibrium and equilibrium solutions to the paradox indicate that the
coexistence of numerous algal species is no longer paradoxical, it is still unknown which of the
various equilibrium and nonequilibrium approaches are able to predict the population dynamics,
seasonal succession, and other aspects of the structure of natural algal communities (Tilman et
al., 1981). The interactions described so far are local rather than global, while all previous gametheoretic models assume that interspecies rankings are fixed and identical across all individuals,
excluding individual variability. However, interactions in an ocean do not remain local and
competing species without individual variability, which are periodically mixed, have been shown
to cease to coexist (Kerr et al., 2002; Menden-Deuer and Rowlett, 2014). Intra-specific variability
can be observed as niche differentiation, variability in ecological and environmental factors and
variability of individual behaviors or physiology. The outcome of competition among individuals
with variable competitive abilities is unpredictable; this unpredictability results in the observed
survival of individuals and persistence of diverse species. Therefore plasticity, which results from
intra-specific variability, could complete the previously mentioned explanations of the paradox of
the plankton since individual variability would maintain high functional diversity within a species
making it possible to persist in a habitat despite constant competition with several other
planktonic species (Menden-Deuer and Rowlett, 2014). Highly plastic organisms are favoured,
especially in fluctuating environments, as they perform well in a variety of habitats because they
can rapidly acclimate to new environmental conditions (Pigliucci, 2005; Reusch and Boyd, 2013;
Schaum et al., 2013). In order to better explore these issues, it is fundamental to first understand
what are plasticity and adaptation and in what way they are linked or diversified.

In contrast to plasticity, adaptation involves a change in mean phenotype of a population due to
changes in the genetic composition of that population over time. The definition of adaptation is a
central question in evolutionary biology. There have been several propositions, but here
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adaptation will be defined as an apomorphic (evolutionarily derived) feature that has evolved in
response to natural selection for an apomorphic function (Wanntorp, 1983; Pagel 1994). This
definition stresses that a trait can be considered as adapted for a function only when it changes in
response to a certain selective agent, to fulfil this certain function. In order to further diversify
adaptation from plasticity, the former will be linked with genetic changes occurring when natural
selection acts on the genetic variability of a population. On the other hand, phenotypic plasticity
is the ability of a single genotype to express a range of phenotypes, discrete or continuous, in
different environments and it can work as an adaptive strategy to cope with a range of
environments (Stearns, 1989). In this frame, plasticity can be adaptive with respect to a function,
and may be altered by natural selection and ultimately become or facilitate adaptation, or it can
be non-adaptive. The degree to which plasticity is adaptive or non-adaptive depends on whether
environmentally induced phenotypes are close enough or far away, respectively, from a new
phenotypic optimum for directional selection to act on (Ghalambor et al., 2007). Adaptive
plasticity, which places populations close to an optimum, is the only plasticity that predictably
enhances fitness and is most likely to facilitate adaptive evolution on ecological time-scales in new
environments. Environments that fluctuate regularly will favour the evolution of adaptive
plasticity, (Reusch and Boyd, 2013). The evolution is likely to depend on the relative frequency of
different environments and their relative influence on overall fitness (Houston and McNamara,
1992; Kawecki and Stearns, 1993). Non-adaptive plasticity has received relatively little attention
but recent results show that it might also be an important mechanism that predicts evolutionary
responses to new environments (Ghalambor et al., 2015).

Phenotypic plasticity delays competitive exclusion; each genotype within a species might react
differently to different variables - e.g., temperature - but no genotype will be able to “outcompete” all others consistently across all temperatures as their fitness ranking order changes
with temperature (Sebens and Thorne, 1985; Gsell et al., 2012). The fact that each extant
genotype can show its own interaction pattern with an environmental modulator of genotype
fitness such as temperature suggests a more intricate succession pattern of genotypes, constantly
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shifting in a temporally variable environment. Over evolutionary time, there will be a stabilization
of generalized plasticity within the species yet not of a specific plastic trait; instead Darwinian
selection will act on the existing genetic variation for that trait to be genetically accommodated
(West-Eberhard, 2003). This theory implies that fluctuating environments increase plasticity over
evolutionary time and advantageous plastic traits will become encoded by the genome, if allowed
by the existent genetic variation.

However, recent studies have shown a more direct way from environmental perturbation to
genetic accommodation. To explain how the exact same genotype may show different reactions
depending on the environmental parameters, epigenetic mechanisms have been proposed as a
key answer; caste polyphenisms in social insects, seasonal polyphenisms in butterflies and
mechanisms of learning and immune system adaptation are well-known examples of phenotypic
plasticity that have been linked with epigenetics changes (Fusco and Minelli, 2010, Kucharski et
al., 2008, Simola et al., 2013; Lim et al. 2012). Epigenetic marks include DNA methylation, histone
modifications and small RNA molecules that lead to reversible modifications on DNA or histones
affecting gene expression without altering the actual DNA sequence (Duncan et al., 2014).
Epigenetic mechanisms have the potential to define and alter cell phenotypes while the
epigenome (the record of epigenetic changes) can be altered by the environment. Therefore
through regulation of gene expression they may coordinate a dynamic regulation of the genome
in response to environmental changes (Duncan et al., 2014). Epigenetics might be an essential
tool that cells use in order to “remember” a past gene-regulatory event and the corresponding
stimulus, or hold one in reserve until it is needed (Anway et al., 2005; Stouder and PaoloniGiacobino, 2010; Manikkam et al., 2012). Epigenetic modifications are inherited by daughter cells
during cell division but are usually “reset” at each generation and not transmitted from one
generation to the next through sexual reproduction. However, for a wide range of epigenetic
mechanisms and organisms there is evidence that some epigenetic changes escape “resetting” (a
subset of epigenetic modifications is transmitted through meiosis to subsequent generations),
and persist through sexual reproduction (Jablonska and Raz, 2009; Chandler and Stam, 2004;
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Vastenhouw et al., 2006; Buckley et al., 2012; Anway et al., 2005; Nelson et al., 2012; Castel and
Martienssen, 2013). Epigenetic changes that can be transmitted across generations can also affect
adaptation (Bonduriansky, 2012; Jablonska and Raz, 2009).I It has been shown that when natural
selection acts both on epigenetic and genetic level, adapted phenotypes show up much earlier
than genetic changes do, so populations are able to adapt faster than the cases of selection only
on genetic variation (Klironomos et al., 2013). Therefore, epigenetics or otherwise plasticity can
affect the timing of adaptive genetic changes and offer responsiveness even in the absence of
standing genetic variation or the ability to generate it rapidly. Testing experimentally if and how
genetics of adaptation is influenced by epigenetic mutations remains a challenge since long-term
evolution is already known to involve genetic change but we have no idea on what proportion of
phenotypic adaptation relies immediately on genetic variation.

Having tried to make as clear as possible the relation between adaptation and phenotypic
plasticity, the exact use of the terms is defined for the current study as follows:
 Physiologically plastic populations refer to populations consisting of genotypes with high
phenotypic plasticity in terms of their physiology.
 Adapted populations are populations that have already reached to the state of acquiring
the necessary genetic variations that will help them flourish in a specific environment
with possibly no ability to adjust to other environmental parameters that diverge in a high
degree from the ones already adapted to.

1.7.

New technologies: contribution to the diversity study of
Leptocylindrus species

Sequencing technologies have brought a revolution in the field of ecology, including marine
ecology as well. Marine organisms that are abundant and even critical for our survival are little
understood, rarely cultured and described, and sometimes yet to be even seen (Keeling et al.,
2014). The use of molecular sequence data can confront these problems (Moustafa et al., 2009).
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Although sequencing of the whole genome is possible and can offer an enormous amount of new
information on the ecology and evolution of a species (Armbrust et al, 2004), sequencing only a
small, standard part of the genome as a marker, called DNA barcoding, is preferential when the
main aim is a species-level DNA based identification or the exploration of species diversity . Indepth analyses using molecular markers have offered much information regarding the diversity of
marine phytoplankton species; in all cases to date a high degree of interpopulation diversity
within dominant phytoplankton groups has been discovered (Rynearson and Armbrust, 2004;
Wohlrab et al., 2016).

Following the sequencing of the genome or part of it, the sequencing of the transcriptome
(transcriptomics) came to be used in order to better understand the responses of diatoms to
nutrients and other biological, chemical and physical variables that characterize the ocean
environment (Dyhrman et al., 2012; Lommer et al., 2012). Transcriptomics can also be rephrased
as expression profiling since it is referred to the study of the expression level of mRNA transcripts
in a given cell population. A first advantage of transcriptomics over genomics is that nuclear
genomes are more difficult to be sequenced and assembled and gene modeling is not always
straightforward, making transcriptomics the best alternative way to generate a marine microbial
reference database of expressed genes coming from pure cultures, of which we are in a great
need (Keeling et al., 2014). Transcriptome sequencing not only offers a comprehensive analysis of
differential gene expression among conditions or species, but also promises for the annotation
and quantification of all genes along with their alternative isoforms across samples and for the
discovery of novel genes, since transcriptome data do not contain introns (Garber et al., 2011;
Kim et al., 2014). The Joint Genome Institute (JGI), supported by the United States Department of
Energy, provides transcriptome data for many algal species, whereas the National Center for
Genome Resources (NCGR) and the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation’s (GBMF) Marine
Microbiology Initiative (MMI) hold a transcriptome sequencing program from 750 marine
microbial eukaryotes including many algal species (http://www.marinemicroeukaryotes.org). The
data in these databases are freely available.
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Since transcriptomics and in particular RNA-sequencing technique are quite recent developments,
improvements in the generation, manipulation and analysis of the data are still ongoing, resulting
in a great variability in the maturity of the available computational tools (Garber et al., 2011).
Therefore, different methodologies can have an impact on the results and interpretation of the
data. Nevertheless, transcriptomics is being largely utilized in marine plankton research. Several
diatom based studies taking advantage of transcriptomics have been conducted the last decade,
mainly focusing on changing environmental conditions such as nitrogen or iron starvation (Mock
et al., 2008; von Dassow et al., 2009; Bhadury et al., 2011; Lommer et al., 2012; Bender et al.,
2014; Buhmann et al., 2014; Di Dato et al., 2015; Levitan et al., 2015; Wohlrab et al., 2016). It
seems indeed that studies based on data produced by sequencing technologies will continue for
years to come, considering that the sequencing detection and resolution power is constantly
improved while the related problems and limitations are better understood and confronted.

A rapid, and therefore widely used, method of biodiversity assessment is DNA metabarcoding,
which takes advantage of DNA barcoding using universal PCR primers to amplify and identify DNA
from mass collections of organisms or from environmental DNA. Sequencing a whole community
coming from an environmental sample, at a single point in time and space focuses on a higher
level and allows investigation of organisms while in their natural condition and environment;
metabarcoding provides an indication of who is there and how diverse they are, overcoming the
bias against rare taxa. Subsequently, the sequencing of the transcriptome of a community
(metatranscriptomics) would ideally tell us how the species behave in their environment without
any effect by the culturing conditions. In the end, the exploitation of these technologies should
provide a better understanding of the whole diatom or even the whole plankton community,
including interactions between species and with environment. Another aspect that could be
addressed by these approaches is the clarification of the importance of the rare biosphere.
Communities can be characterized by few dominant taxa, and many low-abundance but highlydiverse taxa, a group which is referred to as the “rare biosphere” (Pedròs-Aliò, 2007; Sogin et al.,
2006), which can make the difference since it might be equally or even more active in terms of
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key physiological functions in the environment than the abundant species. In addition,
metagenomics studies have led to the seed bank hypothesis which suggests that environments do
not contain only species adapted to them but also species that reached the area and did not
flourish but survived. The seed bank consists of microbes that can enter dormancy or low
metabolic activity stages and eventually bloom when the environment changes. Caporaso et al.
(2012) proved that the differences in the community composition can be due to changes in the
relative abundance of taxa that there were always present in the environment. Despite the
remarkable scope of metabarcoding, there are still plenty limitations for this approach such as the
substitution of the concept of species with OTUs (Operational Taxonomic Unit, a term used for
groups of closely related individuals) and their reliability, the dependence of results on the DNA
extraction protocol, the low depth sequencing compared to the quantity of DNA in a sample, the
lack of annotation data and functional verification for sequence annotation (Zarraonaindia et al.,
2013; Delmont et al., 2012; Warnecke and Hugenholtz, 2007). A complementary approach to the
taxonomical determination of natural communities will be to detect environmentally restricted
functional genes and pathways in order to detect metabolic activities in distinct environments
(Dinsdale et al., 2008; Rusch et al., 2007). To sum up, as it is already stated in Zarraonaindia et al.
(2013)’s review article, individual omic techniques are not able to clarify the complex aspects of
microbial ecosystems so a multilevel omic approach is needed together with a spatiotemporal
sampling design. The present study takes advantage of the two omic techniques, transcriptomics
and DNA High Throughput Sequencing (HTS) metabarcoding, and although they are not directly
combined, an attempt to combine the information provided by them on functional and genetic
diversity, respectively, was done with the final goal of capturing the general diversity (in all levels)
and thus better understanding the ecology and evolution of the study species. Molecular
knowledge and technologies have been exploited with notable results so far, helping to a great
extent to unfold the genetic and functional diversity of the Leptocylindraceae species. Therefore,
molecular technologies were used again and constituted the main tool of the continuation of the
Leptocylindraceae universe exploration.
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1.8.

Aim

This research project aimed at exploring the physiological, functional and molecular diversity of
the Leptocylindraceae species and thus, identifying the related differences across the seasonal
and geographical variations of environmental parameters. The reasoning behind this approach is
that similar or distinct diversity patterns within and among species would shape, or be a result of,
their composition (structure) across the seasons and the different places. To this end, each
chapter dealt with one or more of the mentioned levels of diversity (physiological, functional,
molecular) in the following way:


Chapter 2 investigated physiological diversity of two of the most abundant
Leptocylindraceae species, L. aporus and L. danicus, through growth experiments
performed at different temperatures, including low and high temperature. The two
species are known to show a broad but at the same time a contrasting time of occurrence
in the Gulf of Naples (GoN). Therefore, the results of this chapter could explain in what
way a species manages to maintain intermediate to high levels of abundance through the
constantly changing environmental conditions. For each species, multiple strains isolated
in different seasons in GoN were used in order to understand if the two dominant species
could be composed by strains adapted to the environmental temperature of each season
or rather by highly plastic strains that could respond similarly or differently to each other.
The last case of different responses would indicate intraspecific physiological diversity,
independent of the seasonal origin of the strains and of any possible genetically-based
adaptation.



Chapter 3 explored the functional diversity of three L. aporus strains used in the growth
experiments of Chapter 2 by obtaining the transcriptome of each strain at the three
different temperatures and then performing a differential expression analysis between
temperatures and between strains as well. In that frame, the results could associate with
the ones of the previous chapter. This analysis would reveal the specific responses at
different environmental conditions of an abundant species with a broad temporal range
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in GoN. Certain functions or mechanisms and pathways could be identified and linked to
heat or cold reaction and even adaptation, which could help us understand the strategy
followed by such species. Furthermore, the between-strains analysis could show a similar
behaviour for all strains or strain-specific gene expression profiles, revealing the level of
intraspecific functional diversity in L. aporus and its possible role in the ecology of this
species.


Chapter 4 examined the intra- and interspecific functional and molecular diversity of four
Leptocylindraceae species, L. danicus, L. aporus, L. convexus and L. hargravesii. All strains
used were isolated in GoN and grown under the same conditions. Comparative
transcriptomics was used in order to explore the functions within and among species
while phylogenomics could show any molecular diversity based on microvariations.
Leptocylindrus convexus and L. hargravesii are more scarce in GoN while they have a
more restricted seasonal niche compared to the other two species. Therefore, the
analysis of this chapter could reveal functional traits and diversity patterns related to the
specific characteristics of each species while it could also uncover similar or different
strategies among them.



Chapter 5 dealt with the molecular diversity of all Leptocylindraceae species and their
corresponding temporal and spatial distribution. DNA HTS metabarcoding was used to
explore for Leptocylindraceae in data gathered at Tara and BioMarKs world stations and
several dates during three years at the long-term ecological research MareChiara (LTERMC) station in GoN. This analysis could lead to the identification of new ribotypes or even
new Leptocylindraceae species, which would broaden our knowledge of intra and
interspecific genetic diversity. The geographic and seasonal distribution of each ribotype
or species would represent the ecological aspect of the genetic, phenotypic and
functional diversity described in the previous chapters and therefore, help determine any
signs of ecological adaptation to the different environmental conditions found throughout
the year and/or at different localities.
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In the end, the knowledge and information gained by the analyses carried out in the chapters
described above should provide some answers to two important questions:
a) Are individual species able to respond to environmental fluctuations due to physiological
plasticity or genetically-based adaptation to different conditions?
Individual species have been found to show different but also recurrent distribution patterns
through the year while at the same time show specific spatial distribution across the world. Given
the fact that plasticity or adaptation would be reflected on the homogeneous or specific,
respectively, response of the Leptocylindraceae species to environmental changes, Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3 would give a first insight into the answer to this question. Any intraspecific physiological
or functional diversity detected through these analyses could serve as a link either to plasticity or
to adaptation in the case of a correlation with strains coming from a certain period of the year.
Furthermore, the spatial and temporal distributions defined in Chapter 5 would express the
ecological side of the diversity produced by plasticity or adaptation.
b) Are the different co-occurring species reacting in the same way under the same
environmental conditions or each one of them takes advantage of different cues of the
environmental spectrum and therefore have different functional patterns?
At the station LTER-MC, diatom blooms consist of several species each time. So the answer to this
question could come from Chapter 4 where differences in gene content and/or gene expression
between the Leptocylindraceae species might be linked to their different physiology, seasonality
or life cycle. The level of intraspecific functional variability, as well as of the genetic
microvariations indicated by the transcriptomes, could be also a characteristic borne by species of
a certain seasonal occurrence and spatial distribution.
Summing up, the present study would reveal the presence of high or low diversity in several
levels, both within and among Leptocylindraceae species, which could serve as evidence for its
most probable source, either that being plasticity or adaptation, the possible relation or
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interaction between those levels of diversity, and, most importantly, their connection to the
ecology of each species.
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Chapter 2. Growth response of L. aporus and L. danicus

2.1.

Introduction

One of the most important factors of growth is temperature. There is a relatively limited range
within which species can grow; in some groups like prochlorophyte temperature plays a key role
while in others plays a secondary one and nutrients or light seem to be either antagonistic or
synergistic factors (Cavender-Bares et al., 2001; Rose et al., 2009). Eppley (1972) and Goldman
and Ryther (1976) concluded that temperature has little effect on the production of
phytoplankton in the sea while Karentz and Smayda (1984) accept that the seasonal appearance
of species is a prime example of how temperature does indeed exert a huge influence on species
competition. It has been shown though that the optimum temperature for growth in laboratory
cultures can be 3 to 14 °C higher than the field temperature in which the species flourish (Karentz
and Smayda, 1984). In addition, Karentz and Smayda (1984) observed that temperature during
the annual field maxima varied significantly for all the studied species and concluded that the
considerable interannual variation is driven by other controlling factors which also change
interannually together with the temperature.

Either way, it is generally accepted that temperature mainly affects cellular structural
components, especially lipids and proteins, and reaction rates. Changes at these levels have
secondary effects on metabolic regulatory mechanisms, cell permeability, cell composition and
specificity of enzyme reactions (Richmond, 1986). An increase in temperature leads to an increase
in enzyme activity in metabolic processes, including photosynthesis and respiration so the cells
are expected to grow faster (Falkowski et al., 1997). Low temperatures lead to the exact opposite
direction so in order to survive, cells set off an increase in enzyme synthesis (DeNicola, 1996).
Toseland et al. (2013) used a set of interdisciplinary approaches combining metatranscriptomes
with biochemical data, cellular physiology and emergent phytoplankton growth strategies in a
global ecosystems model in order to prove that eukaryotic phytoplankton metabolism is highly
influenced by temperature. It was concluded that under high temperatures the number of
ribosomes and their associated rRNAs decreases but the rate of protein synthesis increases,
whereas under low temperatures the mRNA translation efficiency is reduced but it is partially
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compensated by an increase in cellular concentrations of ribosomal proteins. However, too high
temperature can also lead to reduction of algal growth; this reduction is related to denaturation
and degradation of certain proteins (Downs et al., 2013), reduced functionality of the
photosynthetic machinery (Rowland et al., 2010), decreased RUBISCO activity, stimulated
respiration (Davison, 1991) and disturbed functions of cell membranes (Glatz et al., 1999).

In diatoms, the effect of temperature is still not clear for most species. The maximum growth rate
change can be considered a species-specific characteristic; cell size might be a determining variant
with smaller diatoms having higher growth rates due to their catalytic advantage (Sarthou et al.,
2005). The upper temperature limit is different for each species but culture experiments have
already proven that clones of the same species isolated from warm or cold waters may also differ
in their optimum temperature for growth (Braarud, 1961; Hulburt and Guillard, 1968). The
interactions and exact relationship between temperature and other environmental parameters
such as nutrients and light are not yet well characterized despite the many experiments showing
the significant effects (synergistic or antagonistic) on growth, photo-physiology and calcification
(Fu et al., 2007; Hare et al.,2007; Rose et al.,2009; Feng et al.,2009). Diatom distribution is
influenced by all these environmental parameters and even though the role of temperature might
differ compared to the rest for each species, it is definitely a factor that either directly or
indirectly has an effect on their growth and physiology.

In this Chapter, growth experiments on L. aporus and L. danicus strains collected at different
periods of the year were performed at 13 °C, 19 °C and 26 °C. The results gave a first idea of the
strains’ responses to different temperatures and whether they respond differently due to their
physiological plasticity or rather they are different populations adapted to different conditions
(see Chapter 1 for further information on plasticity and adaptation).
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2.2.

Materials and Methods

2.2.1. Isolation and molecular characterization of strains
Before starting with the experiments, establishment of Leptocylindrus species cultures from
coastal waters of the Gulf of Naples was performed in the first months of the winter (December
2013-February 2014) with the aim to expand the SZN collection and isolate new strains of L.
aporus and L. danicus for the growth experiments and also of L. hargravesii, which was at that
time missing from the collection. Phytoplankton is regularly sampled (bottle and net samples) at
LTER-MC (MareChiara) station in the GoN on a weekly base. From net samples, which contain
mainly >20 μm fraction of the phytoplankton assemblage, cells recognized in the light microscope
as Leptocylindrus were picked up by a capillary tube, placed into culture medium droplet and
transferred several times into new separate droplets in order to eliminate any contaminant
species. When a single cell was isolated, in vitro cultures were attempted to be established by
progressively increasing the volume of the medium (first grown in a 12-well culture plate, then 6well and finally in 25 cm2 flasks).
The medium used for the maintenance of the cultures was initially F/2 medium (Guillard and
Ryther, 1962) prepared on sterile water plus silica, but was later replaced by K medium (Keller et
al., 1987) plus silica, based on the observations by the laboratory staff of a better growth of
Leptocylindrus species in this specific medium. The cultures were kept at 20 °C, under fluorescent
light of 100 μmol photons m-2 sec-1 and a photoperiod of 12:12 (light: dark) and were refreshed
regularly (weekly or every second week).
Total DNA was extracted from individual strain cultures following the C-TAB DNA extraction
protocol:
Materials
-

C-TAB extraction buffer (2% CTAB, 200 mM Tris HCL pH 8.0, 50 mM EDTA, 1.4 M NaCl, 2.5
PVP)

-

β- mercaptoethanol

-

Chloroform: isoamyl alcohol (SEVAG), 24:1
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-

Isopropanol (-20 °C)

-

75% ethanol (-20 °C)

-

dd H2O (50 °C)

Protocol
1. 1-1.5 ml of cell culture were collected and centrifuged for 15 minutes at 5000 rpm (2600 x
g). Supernatant was discarded.
2. The pellet was resuspended in 500 ml C-TAB and 12 μl β-mercaptoethanol and vortexed
(under hood).
3. Incubation was performed at 65 °C for 35 min. The material was vortexed in between and
at the end of incubation.
4. 500 μl of SEVAG was added and tubes were shaken gently. Centrifugation followed at
14000 rpm (20200 x g) for 20 min. The upper layer was pipetted out and transferred into
a new tube.
5. 400 μl of cold isopropanol was added and then mixed gently. Centrifugation followed at
14000 rpm (20200 x g) for 20 min. Supernatant was discarded.
6. The pellet was washed with 400 μl of 75% cold ethanol and centrifuged again at 14000
rpm (20200 x g) for 15 min. Alcohol was removed and sample was air-dried for 30-40 min
(under hood).
7. 40 μl of dd H2O (first warmed at 50 °C) were added and samples were finally stored at 20oC.
Following DNA extraction, the Internal Transcribed Spacer region (ITS) of the nuclear ribosomal
RNA-coding cistron was amplified in order to identify the species based on this molecular marker.
This specific marker was selected because, according to Nanjappa (2013), it is the most variable
one and also allows distinguishing between L. danicus and L. hargravesii, which show base
changes at least at 29 positions in the ITS. The specific primers and PCR protocol follow:
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Primers
LDITSF (Nanjappa, personal
communication)

5’-ATTACGTCCCTGCCCTTTGT-3’

ITS4 (White et al., 1990)

5’-TCCTCCGCTTATTGATATGC-3’

Amplification Protocol
Reagents

PCR settings
o

5 min

o

30 sec

o

30 sec

o

2 min

o

10 min

PCR buffer (10x)

2.5 μl

94 C

dNTP (10x)

2 μl

94 C

LDITSF (10 μM)

0.5 μl

44 C

ITS4 (10 μM)

0.5 μl

72 C

Taq Polymerase (5u/μl)

0.5 μl

72 C

H2O

18 μl

DNA (10ng/μl)

1 μl

step 2- step 4: repeated for 40 cycles

The PCR product was run on a 1% agarose gel. The band was then cut with a razor and DNA was
extracted using DNA Isolation Spin-Kit Agarose by AppliChem. Finally, the DNA was quantified on
a NanoDrop Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc, UK), then prepared (7 μl DNA of at
least 15 fM + 3 μl primer, 10 μM) and sent for sequencing. The sequences received were edited
using Bioedit v.7.0.2 and blasted in National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)
database.
2.2.2. Growth experiments
For the growth experiment of L. aporus six strains isolated from summer and winter samples were
used and duplicates were kept for all of them during the acclimatization. For L. danicus three
strains were selected, one from summer and two from winter samples. Strains were acclimated to
three temperatures, 13 °C, 19 °C and 26 °C, at a light intensity of 100 μmol photons m -2 sec-1 and a
photoperiod of L:D, 12:12 (Fig. 2.2.2.1). The temperatures were chosen to test the growth of the
strains under natural conditions, i.e. within the range they may experience in the GoN, with no
intention to test stressful conditions. As cultures were routinely maintained at 20 °C, before
reaching the two final extreme temperatures, cultures spent one week at intermediate
temperatures, namely 15 °C and 23 °C. To this aim, cultures were kept in 20 ml of K + Si medium
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in glass tubes and waterbaths were used for regulation of temperature. Chlorophyll fluorescence
was measured daily using a Turner 10-005 fluorometer.

Figure 2.2.2.1 Diagram of the acclimatization (purple shaded area) and growth experiment including all
measurements taken for one of the duplicates of each strain.

Cultures were transferred to fresh medium when they were at their exponential phase and just
before the stationary phase. The time at which the latter phase would start was estimated based
on previous observations of the growth of each strain in each temperature. Growth rate was
calculated based on plots of the logarithmic values (base 10) of fluorescence along the incubation
time. The slope calculated from the linear trendline applied to this graph is equal to K10. K10 was
used in the following equations to calculate growth rate (Andersen et al., 2005):
k (div./day) = 3.322 / K10

(1)

and
Ke (day-1) = 0.6931 * k

(2)

After the growth rate had remained steady for three growth curves the acclimatization was
considered to be completed and the actual experiment started. During the experiment,
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fluorescence was measured daily and cell density was calculated by counting on a Sedgewick
rafter counting cell slide every other day. Growth rate was calculated as described for the
acclimatization, once based on fluorescence values and once based on cell counts. While counting
pictures were taken and a record of number of cells per colony, cell diameter and pervalvar axis
for 25 randomly selected cells was kept. Mean cell diameter and pervalvar axis were used for the
calculation of the biovolume according to the formula for cylinders, V=π*r2*h (Hillebrand et al.,
1999). Biomass production is directly dependent on the physiological status of the cell and is thus
influenced by abiotic factors. Therefore, the biomass achieved under different conditions was
calculated as Carbon converting biovolume using (Menden-Deuer and Lessard 2000) formula;
log10C = -0.541 + 0.811 x log10V. The converted log10C gives pg of C cell-1, which multiplied by
maximum cell density ml-1 gives the maximum biomass attained in terms of pg of C ml-1.

2.3.

Results

From the end of December 2013 until the end of February 2014, 65 strains of Leptocylindrus
species were isolated and successfully brought into culture conditions. After being characterized
molecularly, 16 L. danicus (24.6%), 17 L. aporus (26.2%), 9 L. hargravesii (13.8%) and 5 L. convexus
(7.7%) were identified in the unialgal cultures established from plankton samples. The high
number of L. aporus isolated in December 2013 – February 2014 was a surprise since it is
considered a summer-autumn species based on previous isolation dates of the species (Nanjappa
et al, 2013). 18 strains (27.7%) remained unidentified due to contamination or bad quality DNA/
sequences. No Tenuicylindrus belgicus strain was isolated or identified.

The L. aporus strains selected for the growth experiment were the following:
1. B651, isolated on 21/8/2010.
2. B704, isolated in October of 2009.
3. B764, isolated on 18/11/2010.
4. 1A1, isolated on 20/12/2013.
5. 3A6, isolated on 28/01/2014
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6. 1089-10, isolated on 14/01/2014.
The L. danicus strains selected for the growth experiment were the following:
B650, isolated in 15/06/2010
4B6, isolated in 13/02/2014
1089-17, isolated in 14/01/2014
Two of the L. aporus strains, B651 and B764, which were maintained in the SZN collection for long
time (since 2010) seemed to need more time to acclimatize to the temperature of 26 °C
compared to the rest of the strains and needed one more growth cycle. Finally, the growth rate
for all strains remained consistent for at least three sequential growth curves (Table 2.3.1).
Despite the fact that some growth rates were still significantly different in the last two growth
cycles, these strains were considered acclimatized because of a much smaller deviation compared
to previous measurements (Table 2.3.1).
Table 2.3.1 Average between duplicates of growth rates, k (div./day), for L. aporus strains at the three different
growth temperatures inferred from fluorescence values during acclimatization. The strains with the significantly
different (Welch and Brown-Forsythe ANOVA, p<0.05) growth rates in the last two growth rates are written in red.

Strain
o
B651 (13 C)
B651 (19 °C)
B651 (26 °C)
B704 (13 °C)
B704 (19 °C)
B704 (26 °C)
B764 (13 °C)
B764 (19 °C)
B764 (26 °C)
1A1 (13 °C)
1A1 (19 °C)
1A1 (26 °C)
1089-10 (13 °C)
1089-10 (19 °C)
1089-10 (26 °C)
3A6 (13 °C)
3A6 (19 °C)
3A6 (26 °C)

st

1 Growth Curve
0.42
0.83
0.94
0.38
0.94
0.84
0.36
0.91
0.83
0.42
1.05
0.98
0.49
1.04
1.11
0.50
1.21
1.00

nd

2 Growth Curve
0.45
0.92
1.06
0.38
1.07
1.15
0.37
1.12
1.04
0.50
0.94
1.11
0.51
1.23
1.28
0.46
1.10
1.02

rd

3 Growth Curve
0.40
0.86
0.85
0.45
0.98
1.45
0.52
1.06
0.91
0.50
0.90
0.97
0.53
1.14
1.23
0.50
0.98
0.96

The growth curves during the growth experiment for all strains showed a much longer growth
cycle at 13 °C compared to the other temperature conditions, while at the same time there was a
high intraspecific variability in growth and duration of the cycle under all temperatures conditions
(Fig. 2.3.1).
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B.

A.

C.

Figure 2.3.1 Leptocylindrus aporus strains growth curves established by daily arbitrary fluorescence measurements at
three different temperatures, 13 °C (A), 19 °C (B), 26 °C (C). In the legend, the season of isolation of each strain is
indicated in brackets.

There were several cases where the growth rate during the experiment deviated considerably
from the one observed during the acclimatization period, as shown by the high standard
deviations of the growth averaged for B651 at 19 °C and 26 °C, B704 at 26 °C, B764 at 19 °C and
26 °C, 1089-10 at 26 °C and 3A6 at 13 °C (Fig. 2.3.2). The growth rate was significantly different
between low temperature and medium/ high temperature (Welch ANOVA, Games Howell post
hoc test; p<0.05) within and among all strains.
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Figure 2.3.2 Bar graph of growth rates of L. aporus strains at three different growth temperatures, based on counts.
Standard deviation values were calculated based on growth rate values of the four last growth curves (the last three
cycles of acclimatization plus the growth experiment cycle). In the legend to the x axis, the season of isolation of each
strain is indicated in brackets.

All strains showed a significantly longer exponential phase at 13 °C compared to 19 °C and 26 °C
(ANOVA, p<0.05) (Fig.2.3.3).

Figure 2.3.3 Duration of the exponential phase for L. aporus strains at three different growth temperatures. In the
legend to the x axis, the season of isolation of each strain is indicated in brackets.

High differences among the cell density and biovolume values reached at the end of the
exponential phase were recorded among different strains and temperatures (Fig. 2.3.4). However,
differences in biovolume were not significant among temperature conditions, nor season of
isolation (Kruskal Wallis, p=0.165).
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A.

B.

Figure 2.3.4 Cell density (A) and biovolume of cells (B) at the end of the exponential phase for L. aporus strains at
three different growth temperatures. In the legend to the x axis, the season of isolation of each strain is indicated in
brackets.

The biomass yield appeared also to be quite diverse among strains (Fig. 2.3.5). The cell density
and biomass were significantly different for autumn strains at 19 °C and 26 °C compared to the
rest at 26 °C while the winter and autumn strains were also significantly different at 19 °C; the 13
°C were significantly different to the 26 °C in the winter strains (Kruskal Wallis, p<0.05).

Figure 2.3.5 Biomass produced in the end of the exponential phase of the L. aporus strains at the three different
growth temperatures. In the legend to the x axis, the season of isolation of each strain is indicated in brackets.

Regarding the cell size and morphology, all strains appeared to form longer colonies and the
percentage of larger cells increased at medium and high temperature, with the recently isolated
strains forming longer chains (Table 2.3.2). No significant differences were detected between
strains isolated in different seasons (ANOVA tests, p>0.05).
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Table 2.3.2 Size (diameter and pervalvar distance) for 25 randomly selected cells and colony (chain length) condition
for L. aporus strains at the three different growth temperatures.

Strain

T ( C)

Mean
Diameter
(μm)

B651
(summer
2010)

13

5

15

19

7

26
B704
(autumn
2009)

B764
(autumn
2010)

1A1 (winter
2014)

1089-10
(winter
2014)

3A6 (winter
2014)

Max.
diam.
(μm)

Min. and Max.
Chain Length

0

5

Single and up to 5
cells

15

0

7

5

15

37,5

10

13

8

15

100

8

19

5

10

0

5

26

5

10

0

5

13

7

15

0

7

19

5

15

20

8

26

5

15

10

8

13

7,5

15

20

10

19

7,5

15

50

10

26

7,5

15

45

10

13

5

15

0

5

19

5

15

35

20

26

5

10

0

5

13

4

13

0

4

19

5

15

17

10

26

10

13

5

20

o

Pervalvar
axis (μm)

% of cells with
diameter >= 8 μm

Single and up to
10 cells
Single and up to
12 cells
Single and up to 6
cells
Single and up to 7
cells
Single and up to
11 cells
Single and up to 6
cells
Single and up to
11 cells
Single and up to
16 cells
Single and up to
22 cells
Single and up to
25 cells
Couplets and up to
24 cells
Couplets and up to
8 cells
Single and up to
20cells
Couplets and up to
11 cells
Single and up to
11 cells
Single and up to
11 cells
Triplets and up to
54 cells

For L. danicus, the acclimatization experiments ended after 6 weeks due to the strains’
incapability to steadily grow under the two extreme experimental conditions. More difficulties
were met at the high temperature condition. Therefore, the growth experiment for this species
was not completed and only the growth rates during the acclimatization period were recorded
(Fig.2.3.6). During this period:
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-

B650 and 4B6 did not show any significant difference between 13 °C and 26 °C in contrast
to 1089-17 (ANOVA, p= p<0.05)

-

1089-17 was significantly different from B650 and 4B6 at 19 °C and 26 °C (ANOVA, p<0.05)

-

4B6 at 19°C was significantly different than 4B6 at 26°C (ANOVA, p=0.014).

Figure 2.3.6 Bar graph of growth rates of L. danicus strains at three different growth temperatures, based on cell
counts. Standard deviation values were calculated based on growth rate values of three last growth curves. In the
legend to the x axis, the season of isolation of each strain is indicated in brackets.

The mean pervalvar axis and diameter are available only for the 19 °C and they were within the
expected range, significantly longer than L. aporus (Table 2.3.3).
Table 2.3.3 Size (diameter and pervalvar distance) for 25 randomly selected cells and colony (chain length) condition
for L. danicus strains at 19 °C.

Strain
B650
1089-17
4B6

Mean Diameter (μm)
8
8
10

Pervalvar axis (μm)
28,83
26,36
29,78

The behavior of the strains was also different and in particular 1089-17 was quite active sexually
compared to the other two strains, with cases of very high percentage of spores (almost 80%)
present in the culture.

2.4.

Discussion

The overall effects of biotic and abiotic factors on cell physiology are reflected in the growth rate
and final biomass yield. These are parameters that have been used as metrics for decades to
understand the effect of the environment in in vitro experiments. Use of one to the exclusion of
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the other could lead to misinterpretation regarding the physiological response of the species.
Leptocylindrus danicus was already known to be adapted to grow under a wider temperature
range than L. aporus, which is equally efficient at higher temperatures but less at low
temperature conditions (Nanjappa, 2012). Starting with L. danicus acclimatization period in the
current experiment, all strains were affected by the low temperature but two of them were highly
stressed also at 26 °C. There was a high variability among them too; 1089-17 was the one growing
the best at all temperatures while 4B6 was the one mostly stressed at the high temperature,
being the only strain with significantly lower growth rate at 26 °C compared to 19 °C. The different
behaviors of the strains including the higher sexual activity of 1089-17 compared to the other two
imply that the three strains of the same species were quite different regarding their physiology,
responses and ability to adapt/acclimatize. This differentiation does not seem to be linked with
the season of their isolation since 1089-17, which was a winter strain, had the better performance
at the higher temperature. All L. danicus strains were growing slower at 13 °C; a decrease in
temperature leads to a decrease in enzyme activity in processes such as photosynthesis and
respiration. No other conclusion can be drawn for the interaction of the species with temperature
because the strains were still under the acclimatization stress when the measurements were done
but the general result was a strain specific behavior in terms of response to temperature.

Before getting into details about the L. aporus results it must be noted that the deviation between
the growth rate during the experiment and the growth rate observed during the acclimatization
period could mean that either these strains were not actually acclimatized or that there was some
malfunction in the experimental equipment. In the following discussion we will focus on the
results during the experiment leaving aside for now the acclimatization values.

At a first glance, intraspecific variability in the species reactions to the different temperatures is
evident. The reason for that will be discussed here, starting from the potential relation to the
isolation season of each strain. There was no significant difference between growth rates of
different season strains but also no clear correlation to temperature for each season either. The
growth rate showed a significant decrease as the temperature decreased but at medium and
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higher temperature the values were very close to each other. Indeed for species with a
temperature coefficient (Q10, the factor by which a biological rate is increased following a 10 °C
rise in the temperature) of about 2, such as L. danicus and L. aporus, the growth rate for
suboptimal temperatures is expected to be slightly lower than the maximum growth rate (Eppley,
1972; Nanjappa, 2012). It seems that both species reached close to their maximum growth rate at
a temperature very close to 19°C and possibly remained at this plateau with only slight changes
until 26 °C. Despite this remarkable stability of growth rate between 19 °C and 26 °C, there have
been indications of different concentration of metabolites in the two temperatures for both
species (Nanjappa et al., in preparation). This might imply indeed a change in the enzyme usage
or/and activity since metabolites have various functions including stimulatory and inhibitory
effects on enzymes. The outcome of this change though was not depicted in the growth of the
cells. The alterations in metabolism are a temperature related result but the cell seems to be able
to compensate for the affected functions and ultimately maintain a steady state at 19 °C and 26
°C.

All strains showed a longer exponential phase at 13 °C compared to 19 °C and 26 °C which means
that L. aporus needed more time to reach the stationary phase at lower temperatures. Having
lower growth rate at 13 °C it is expected that it would take longer for the cells to deplete
nutrients. Cell numbers followed an opposite trend compared to biovolume (high cell density, low
biovolume and vice versa) leading to an assumption of a probable uniform biomass across the
strains. But that was not the case. It has been suggested by Nanjappa (2012) that there is a trade
off in biomass build up and time required for it in L. aporus since he observed higher biomass at
low temperature. But the current results, combined with several of his, do not support this idea In
fact some strains showed almost equal biomass in all three temperatures or even a much higher
biomass at 19 °C; considering that the later were autumn strains, one could suggest that they
were adapted for a higher biomass at 19 °C. On the other hand, the winter strains seem to be
adapted for a higher biomass at the lowest temperature while no certain conclusion can be
derived for the summer strain.
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The growth experiment mainly aimed at detecting any possible differences in the response to
different temperatures of strains isolated in different seasons. A pattern suggesting adaptation
could be observed in biomass values with the most prevailing one being the adaptation of autumn
strains at 19°C. Other than that, strains behaved in a more independent way suggesting
genotypes with different physiological plasticity.

However, another interesting point from the results of the L. aporus growth experiments was a
possible in-culture evolution in some of the strains used. Although during the present
experiments the acclimatization time was the same for all strains, it should be kept in mind that
three out of the six strains were taken from the SZN collection (B651, B704, B764). These strains
were preserved at the same temperature (19 °C) for at least three years, a considerable long time.
In the paper of Lakeman et al. (2009), a question is raised whether the observed differences in
studies of intra-specific algal diversity are due to (a) adaptation to the natural environment from
which strains were isolated or (b) evolutionary changes while being in culture. As it is stated in the
same paper “the processes of evolution know no bounds, and do not cease to exert their
influence even in our controlled laboratory environments”. This means that older cultures might
depart more from their “natural state” than newer isolates. In my experiments, two of the three
old SZN collection strains needed more time to reach a more stable growth rate at 26 °C during
acclimatization, while six out of the nine growth rates that did not reach significant stability during
acclimatization (Table 2.3.1) belonged to old strains. Finally, at 26 °C, all three old strains showed
discrepancies between the experimental growth rates and the acclimatization ones. The odd
behavior of the old strains compared to those recently isolated could provide an indication of inculture evolution during the three years of culture maintenance, eventually leading to divergence
from their original state.

Maintaining strains of the asexual species L. aporus in stable laboratory conditions should not be
different from experimental evolution studies where mutations are the main evolutionary driver.
Organisms such as bacteria and microalgae allow easier and faster investigations on evolutionary
processes, because of their rapid generation times and small physical size. In microbial evolution
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experiments, populations are placed in a new environment and allowed to adapt while this
environment remains stable. Heterozygosity can increase due to asexual reproduction (due to the
reduction of allele segregation) offering some fitness advantages over sexual reproduction, which
can produce homozygotes of deleterious alleles. In such experiments with asexually reproducing
populations, selection acts on standing variation between clonal lineages and heritable change
within clonal lineages attributed to novel genetic and epigenetic mutations in order to restore any
possible fitness loss (Lohbeck et al., 2012; Jin et al., 2013). Therefore, fitness measures such as
growth rate are then used to compare the evolved genotypes with either their own ancestor or an
evolving control population kept in a control environment. In a long-term microbial evolution
experiment, Barrick et al. (2009) documented how fitness of replicate E. coli population initially
rose and then leveled off even though genomic evolution continued, with adaptive mutations
arising regularly in a stable environment.

In addition, organismal responses of strains growing in laboratory conditions for many
generations lack effects from ecological interactions, such as competition for nutrients, grazing
and viral attack. Collins (2011) found that excluding competitors for about 300 generations of
growth in the alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii limits its adaptive response to abiotic change. In
the case of L. aporus, from 2010 to the time of the experiment, the old strains would have been
growing in the same environment, under stable temperature, light conditions and absence of any
kind of competition or threat, for more than 1,000 generations. Selection and adaptation under
culture conditions could have changed the physiology of algal populations, mainly in the direction
of a plasticity reduction, whereby genetic variations brought about by mutations, leading to
possible genetic variability within an originally clonal strain, would not be favoured (not positively
selected) in a stable environment, while epigenetic changes could have been lost over multiple
generations. By contrast, under normal conditions (e.g. all strains been recently isolated) the
differences in cell physiology would reflect plastic physiological responses, including epigenetic
changes or other gene regulatory responses. In the same Lakeman’s et al. (2009) paper, some
recommendations were made regarding problems deriving from in-culture evolution, including
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the minimization of the time between the isolations or performance of the experiments when
culture are the same “age” in terms of generation, the application of identical culturing conditions
and the use of sub-clones or replicate lines in the design of comparative growth experiment. In
agreement with these considerations, the results for the more recently isolated strains 1A1, 108910 and 3A6 (2014 strains) of L. aporus were comparable, as well as B651 and B764 (2010 strains),
whereas B704 (2009 strain) stands alone. The duplicates used for L. aporus during acclimatization
behaved in the same exact way, but this only ensures that no evolutionary processes took place
during the acclimatization period of the current experiment.

Summing up, three basic points emerge from the experiments conducted in this study:
In L. danicus and L. aporus, temperature influences the cellular functions in an important
degree, causing many physiological changes. Although the L. danicus growth experiment
was not completed, the failure of acclimatization mainly at the high temperature
condition in this species confirmed the lower tolerance, compared to L. aporus, to
elevated temperatures (Nanjappa, 2012) which partly explains the contrasting seasonality
of the two species. Of course, as it is already well understood by the scientific community,
all environmental factors contribute to the specific responses of a species in nature and
we should never neglect or overestimate the effect of an isolated stress factor studied in
the laboratory.
The long term maintenance of some of the L. aporus strains in culture might have had a
strong effect on their growth response due to in-culture evolution, affecting their final
behavior at the different temperatures. Because of that, it is hard to assign the reaction of
the old strains entirely to their individual natural attributes since, when compared to the
more recently isolated strains, in-culture evolution might have actually diverged them at a
higher degree than it would be based on the differences of their natural state alone.
In a first attempt to answer the question about the strains’ responses to different
temperatures and whether they respond differently due to their physiological plasticity or
rather they represent distinct populations adapted to different conditions., L. aporus
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strains seem to be mainly strains with a high diversity in physiological plasticity, and
possibly high genetic diversity, and the same may stand for L. danicus. Thus, the diversity
in the responses at the growth experiment of L. aporus can be described as genotypespecific trait responses, which would be a result of an extended range width of the
encountered environmental conditions (Reusch and Boyd, 2013). Significant differences in
growth rates among strains of a species have been noted in many studies (Rynearson and
Armbrust, 2004; Whittaker et al., 2012). In a community-wide study by Boyd et al. (2013)
the intraspecific variation in the diatoms Thalassiosira rotula, Thalassiosira pseudonana
and the dinoflagellate Akashiwo sanguinea was higher at low and high temperature
extremes suggesting that genotypic selection pressures have the largest influence under
these conditions. Substantial strain (genetic) variability within a species can facilitate the
success and widespread distribution of species such as L. aporus and L. danicus. Indeed, it
has been repeatedly observed in physiology experiments such as in studies on effects of
acclimatization time that adaptive phenotypic plasticity is widespread among
phytoplankton species, acting as a form of phenotypic buffering (Bradshaw, 1965;
Schlichting and Pigliucci, 1996; Pigliucci 2005). Such a capacity ensures the maintenance
of functions across a broad range of environmental variables like temperature. At the
same time, the presence of an autumn adapted population cannot be excluded assuming
that both scenarios of physiological plasticity and adaptation can co-occur. Indeed, JenPan Huang (2015) mentions that the immediate response of organisms to environmental
change can involve both acclimatization based on phenotypic plasticity and adaptation
based on selection.
2.4.1. Conclusion
Although intraspecific plasticity appeared to be the main driving force of L. aporus and L. danicus
response to the different temperatures, the presence of adapted population cannot be excluded
since clues pointing to this direction were also obvious. Nevertheless, the overall results of the
experiments conducted on Leptocylindrus highlight the importance of using many strains for a
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given region or season, as one, two or even three strains might not be reliable representatives of
a species or of a local/ seasonal population. This conclusion has to be considered especially when
interpreting gene expression of individual species and transcriptomic responses at different
temperatures. The topic of intraspecific variability will be further discussed in other chapters of
the thesis.
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3.1.

Introduction

As already mentioned in Chapter 2, temperature is one of the most important factors regarding
the growth response of species with diatoms’ exact relationship to it being still unclear. In any
case, it is generally accepted that temperature plays an essential role in the determination of the
spatial and temporal distribution of species. Furthermore, the adaptive potential of diatom
populations (and phytoplankton in general) is little understood. Likewise, the role of adaptation as
one of the principal mechanisms driving speciation and the response of species and communities
to environmental change remains poorly known. Investigating the actual reaction regarding the
gene expression of a diatom species to different temperatures could shed more light into this
dark area. Up to date, studies on diatoms’ adaptation or acclimation potential to different
temperatures have taken advantage mainly of real time PCR techniques as well as ESTmacroarrays, (Mock and Hock, 2005; Parker and Armbrust, 2005; Bayer-Giraldi, 2010; Helbling et
al., 2011; Kinoshita et al., 2001) whereas RNA sequencing has not yet largely been utilized
(Koester et al., 2013; Toseland et al., 2013).
Plants and other organisms have an inherent ability, called basal thermotolerance, to survive at
temperatures above the optimal for growth and an ability, called acquired thermotolerance, to
acquire tolerance to otherwise lethal heat stress. The latter one is induced by a short acclimation
period at moderately high yet bearable temperatures (Kapoor et al., 1990; Flahaut et al., 1996;
Larkindale et al., 2007). Conversely, stress tolerance can be induced by exposure to reduced
temperature; the ability to tolerate low temperatures without damage is known as chilling
tolerance whereas the enhanced tolerance to the physical and physiochemical changes of freezing
stress is cold acclimation (Somerville, 1995; Thomashow, 1999). Low or high temperatures close
to the environmental extremes experienced by the organisms might act as stress factors leading
to activation of stress related pathways engaged in restoring cellular homeostasis. The stress
response is a universal and highly conserved mechanism of cell survival to elevated or decreased
temperature and other unfavorable environmental conditions (Lindquist, 1986) and it is
characterized by an increase in stress inducible proteins coupled with a decrease in constitutive
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protein production (Schlesinger et al., 1982). In thermo-intolerant diatoms there is a lag period
between heat shock and stress protein synthesis (Rousch et al., 2004). Temperature stress
changes the structure, catalytic properties and function of enzymes and membrane metabolite
transporters so at first the organism will try to adjust its cellular metabolism through regulatory
mechanisms and restore normal metabolite levels and metabolic fluxes (Schwender et al., 2004).
Secondly, enhanced tolerance mechanisms involving extensive reprogramming of gene expression
and further modifications of metabolism are triggered. Heat and/ or cold stress have a complex
impact on cell function proving that many processes are involved in temperature tolerance:


Membrane-linked processes are affected due to alterations in membrane fluidity and
permeability through changes in lipid composition (Sangwan et al., 2002; Welti et al.,
2002). Adaptation of the lipid membranes is a common low-temperature adaptation
mechanism in the sea ice diatoms isolated from the Antarctic (Mock and Kroon, 2002) and
Arctic ice shelves (Henderson et al., 1998).



Imbalanced metabolic pathways or complete enzyme inactivation due to alterations in
enzyme activity and protein denaturation (Kampinga et al., 1995). The level of
ubiquitinated proteins and therefore the protein degradation rate has been found
increased during heat shock in Skeletonema costatum (Scoccianti et al., 1995). Reduction
of photosynthesis lies within these consequences.



Heat/ cold - induced oxidative stress caused by the production of reactive (also called
active) oxygen species due to membrane and protein damage (Larkindale and Knight,
2002). Reactive oxygen species accumulate in plant cells during various abiotic stresses
and it has been shown to have a strong influence on regulation of gene expression as well
(Lee et al., 2002).



Activation of specific signaling pathways linked to stress-response. The signal resulting
from the temperature stress is transduced downstream and many signaling pathways are
activated; the components of these pathways are various and can be calcium, reactive
oxygen species, protein kinases (mitogen-activated protein kinase, MAPK, involved in
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osmotic stress signaling as well), protein phosphatase and lipid signaling cascades. The
final target could be stress-responsive genes or transcription factors that regulate
expression and function of genes (heat/ cold regulated genes), which ultimately leads to
adaptation and survival during unfavorable conditions (Yamaguchi-Shinozaki and
Shinozaki, 2006).
In photosynthetic microorganisms, including diatoms, the same molecular responses are
followed; adaptation and acclimation to temperature shifts include the maintenance of
membrane fluidity (Mock and Kroon, 2002; Ralph et al., 2005), photosynthetic electron transport
and energy balance (Lomas and Gilbert, 1999; Parker and Armbrust, 2005), and the activation of
heat/ cold-adapted enzymes (Loppes et al., 1996; Salvucci and Brandner, 2004).
Heat Shock Proteins
The effector genes encoding proteins regulated by temperature include chaperones and in
particular heat shock proteins (HSPs), one of the best characterized aspect of acquired
thermotolerance.
Diverse physiological stresses like heat or cold produce multiple changes in a cell that ultimately
affect protein structures and function. HSPs were initially characterized as a highly conserved
family of genes whose expression was induced by heat shock but now it is well known that HSPs
play a prominent role in many of the most basic processes of the cell beyond response to heat
(Ritossa, 1996). HSPs are molecular chaperones that facilitate the synthesis and folding of
proteins but also participate in protein assembly, turn-over, export and regulation. In addition,
HSP chaperones are involved in the repair of stress-accumulated misfolded proteins preventing
their aggregation (Hartl, 1996; Schmitt et al., 2007). In fact, diverse stresses, including heavy
metals, oxidative stress and cold, induce the expression of HSP genes (Colinet et al., 2010; Miura
and Furumoto, 2013). In plants, HSP expression can be induced by cold (Timperio et al., 2008).
During development, growth and adaptation the synthesis of HSPs is regulated by Heat Shock
Transcription Factors (HSFs) which are not strictly heat inducible (Wu, 1995; Kim et al., 1997).
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HSFs play a key role in signal transduction pathways involved in the activation of genes in
response to numerous types of environmental stress (Nishizawa-Yokoi et al., 2011).
In diatoms, the role of HSPs during stress response has also been confirmed; thermal stress
considerably upregulates HSP90 in the Antarctic diatom Chaetoceros neogracile (Jung et al., 2007)
and in Ditylum brightwellii, along with HSP70, (Guo et al., 2013) whereas a shift to colder
temperature upregulates HSP70 in the polar diatom Fragilariopsis cylindrus (Mock and Valentin,
2004). In addition, HSPs were found to behave as signals of senescence/ aging and short-term
exposure to stress in Skeletonema marinoi (Lauritano et al., 2015).
Transposable elements
In addition to HSPs, transposable elements have often been shown to be linked to various biotic
and abiotic stressful conditions such as temperature changes (Bouvet et al., 2008; Maumus et al.,
2009; Rakocevic et al., 2009).
Transposable elements (TEs) are short mobile DNA sequences, with diverse structures, able to
move within the genome. They contain a high number of repetitions and short sequences. They
are often gathered in non-coding regions of DNA such as the heterochromatin and for this reason
they were known as “junk DNA” for a long time since their discovery by McClintock (McClintock,
1951; Xiong and Eickbush, 1990; Hermann et al., 2014). Their vast diversity and ubiquitous
presence in living organisms led to many extensive studies on their involvement in genomics,
thanks to which we now know a lot more about the large world of TEs but still not enough to fully
understand their role in ecology and evolution of species. Due to their diversity and the absence
of a universal structural rule for their identification, TEs are usually identified based on their
similarity and/or homology with already established TEs, thus any TEs with novel structures or
several mutations are difficult to identify and classify (Hermann et al., 2014). Further information
on the structure and classification of transposons can be found in the Appendix.
Active TEs are highly mutagenic when targeting protein coding genes for insertion, also causing
chromosome breakage, genome rearrangement, illegitimate recombination, altering splicing and
polyadenylation patterns of neighboring genes and functioning as promoters or enhancers (Girard
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and Freeling, 1999). In plants, the invasion has been so massive that TEs now make up most of
their genome, obviously having affected the genome structure through chromosomal sequence
rearrangements and disrupted gene expression (Chenais et al., 2012). However, deletions or
mutations have inactivated most of the TEs (immobile remnants) whereas many TEs have lost the
ability to move by themselves so they use the machinery of others to transpose and replicate
(non-autonomous elements) (Feschotte and Mouches, 2000). In addition, genomes have evolved
epigenetic ‘defense’ mechanisms to suppress the activity and the potentially harmful effects of
TEs, producing in that way some full-length intact autonomous TEs silenced by a repressive
chromatin environment (Slotkin and Martienssen, 2007). TEs can be reactivated by stress
contributing in that way to the generation of the raw diversity that a species requires over
evolutionary time to survive the specific stress. It is an adaptive response that functions as a longterm strategy to increase variability, not necessarily genetic, for selection (Capy et al., 2000). All
active or reactivated TEs can produce genetic and phenotypic variability between individuals
because of their polymorphic locations but also by subjecting nearby genes to the epigenetic
regulation that is originally targeted for the TE (Rakyan et al., 2002). Based on these, one can
conclude that TEs provide fuel for evolution, yet this is presumably not the aim of their
transposition. In any case, the stress-induced reaction of TEs and their invasion in a new genome
but also their control and epigenetic regulation might account for some key aspects of genome
evolution (Kidwell and Lisch, 2000; Slotkin and Martienssen, 2007). TE-induced mutations have
been associated with adaptation to the environment in numerous studies (de Visser et al., 2004;
Stoebel and Dorman, 2010; Gaffè et al., 2011; Kanazawa et al., 2009; Chu et al., 2011; Gonzalez et
al., 2010). An ever-changing environment may allow TEs to play an important role in the
responsive capacity of their hosts by increasing the genome ability to cope with environmental
challenges.
In diatoms, a specific example is Phaeodactylum tricornutum. Long Terminal Repeat (LTR, see
Appendix 1 for classes of transposable elements) elements are so abundant in P. tricornutum that
it is suggested that major genome rearrangements resulting from massive activation of LTR would
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allow the organism to respond rapidly to changing environmental conditions (Maumus et al.,
2009). As already mentioned, TE activation can be triggered by or in response to environmental
stress. The question is how exactly TEs can be activated or reactivated by stress?


Some TEs are sufficient alone to activate TE transcription in response to stress. For
instance, the Blackbeard retrotransposon in P. tricornutum is activated under nitrate
starvation stress through hypomethylation providing a link between environmental stress
and chromatin remodeling in diatoms (Maumus et al., 2009).



Other TEs are activated through their regulatory sequences. Several LTR retrotransposons
contain cis-regulatory elements that have been found to be similar to the motifs required
for the activation of stress-responsive genes and so they trigger transposon expression in
response to the particular stimulus (Kumar and Bennetzen, 1999; Grandbastien et al.,
2005). In Arabidopsis thaliana a LTR-copia type retrotransposon acquired a heatresponsive element recognized by plant derived heat stress defense factors (HSFA1 and
HSFA2) resulting in a specific response under elevated temperatures (Cavrak et al., 2014).



TEs might integrate close to stress-responsive genes and hence activated along with
them. Certain TEs can show a strong preference to integrate close to promoters induced
by specific stress conditions such as heat, implying a unique response that leads to
specific expression level alteration of the stress responsive genes (Guo and Levin, 2010).



TEs can be activated by a secondary response to the specific initial stress. Other cellular
mechanisms affected by the stress trigger the activation of the TE (Zhu et al., 2003; Dai et
al., 2007).

The effects of TEs as novel promoters or enhancers for nearby genes should not be neglected as
they might as well provide the surrounding genes the capacity to respond to certain stress
situations (Naito et al., 2009; Makarevitch et al., 2015).
In diatoms, the investigation of TEs could provide a model to evaluate their possible role in the
great diversity and adaptation capacities of these organisms worldwide (Hermann et al., 2014).
The level of TE invasion in diatoms is considerably low, and mostly related to the LTR
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retrotransposons superfamily, which make up 90% of TEs in P. tricornutum and 58% in T.
pseudonana (Maumus et al., 2009). Phylogenetic analysis of Ty1-Copia (LTR retrotransposon)
conserved reverse transcriptase domains from the genomes of those two species revealed the
existence of seven groups (six of them being diatom specific) called CoDi1 to CoDi7. The groups
were divided into three lineages; one consists of elements mainly found in P. tricornutum, the
second is made up of elements found in both species and third, Copia lineage CoDi6, includes
elements again from both species but also closely related to Ty1-Copia from other organisms,
mostly marine. Two of the diatom specific retrotransposons, namely Blackbeard and Surcouf,
were found active and overexpressed during nitrate starvation (Maumus et al., 2009). Surcouf was
also overexpressed at high temperature just as small Heat Shock Proteins (sHSP). In fact similar
sequences were detected in both the sHSP promoters and the 5’ DNA sequence of Surcouf but not
of Blackbeard, suggesting that sHSP and Surcouf may be partly co-regulated (Egue et al., 2015).
Surcouf and possibly Blackbeard might therefore act as environmental sensors in the response of
the diatoms to stress. Moreover, the expression of Blackbeard is suggested to be under epigenetic
control, which implies a direct link between environmental stress and chromatin modeling in the
processes of adaptation to environmental variations (Maumus et al., 2009).
In the current study, three conditions (at 13 °C, 19 °C and 26 °C) have been chosen in order to
investigate the functional diversity of L. aporus in response to temperature. A first idea on the
species behavior has been already acquired in Chapter 2 where it was suggested that the species
growth is equally efficient at medium and high temperature but less at low temperature
conditions. In the same chapter, the first evidences on intraspecific diversity and/or adaptation to
culturing conditions were noted. Here, those results were also kept in mind while the expression
patterns of L. aporus at the three temperatures were compared and the genes found significantly
differentially expressed were further investigated for specific functions related to the ones
mentioned above. In particular, greater attention was given to genes encoding for HSPs and TEs.
The RNA-seq results for the genes of interest have been validated on the same biological samples
under the same conditions by a second independent method, while as a further exploration of
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their role in stress response, the expression of the selected TEs and HSPs was investigated also in
samples with a shorter acclimatization time period at the low and high temperature. Quantitative
real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) is one of the techniques mostly used for fast,
sensitive and accurate gene expression analysis and the one usually chosen for validation of RNAseq results (Siaut et al., 2007). In the end, three HSP and five TE related transcripts were selected
for validation and exploration analysis with the qRT-PCR technique. So far, information on HSPs in
diatoms is restricted and their role not fully understood while results on TEs are limited only to
two diatom species. For this reason, it is important to investigate more diatom species and
understand whether HSPs are involved in heat/ cold stress responses and if TEs do indeed play an
essential role in diatom responses to environmental changes and ultimately if they are
responsible for the genetic diversity that have allowed diatoms to adapt so successfully to so
many environments (Bowler et al., 2008; Maumus et al., 2009; Hermann et al., 2014).

3.2.

Materials and Methods

3.2.1. RNA-sequencing and downstream analysis
1. RNA extraction and sequencing
Based on the results of the molecular characterization, strains of L. aporus were selected so that,
in combination with strains already available in the SZN collection, they would cover as high
diversity as possible in terms of seasonality and physiological characteristics (Table 3.2.1.1). Intraspecies molecular similarity was also checked and it was found that all strains selected were
identical regarding ITS marker.
Table 3.2.1.1 L. aporus strains selected from the isolated and SZN collection strains for RNA extraction and
sequencing.

#

Isolation Date

Strain Code

Species

1

21/8/2010

B651

L. aporus

Temperature
o
13 C
o
19 C
o

26 C
o

2

20/12/2013

1A1

L. aporus

3

28/01/2014

3A6

L. aporus

13 C
o
19 C
o
26 C
o
13 C
o
19 C
o
26 C
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L. aporus strains were acclimatized to three temperatures, 13 °C, 19 °C and 26 °C, at a light
intensity of 100 μmol photons m-2 sec-1 and a photoperiod of L:D, 12:12. Before reaching the final
temperatures, cultures spent one week at intermediate temperatures, 15 °C and 23 °C (see Fig.
2.2.2.1 in Chapter 2). Cultures were kept in 100 ml of K + Si medium and waterbaths were used
for regulation of temperature. Cells were counted and chlorophyll fluorescence was measured
daily using a Turner 10-005 fluorometer. When cultures reached a concentration of 2,000 cells/ml
while at their exponential phase they were transferred to 1 liter (1L). Growth rate was calculated
based on plots of the logarithmic values (base 10) of fluorescence and days in the same way
described in Chapter 2. RNA was extracted as follows:
1. Cultures were grown until a final concentration of 50,000 cells/ ml in 1 L while it was also
ensured they were at exponential phase. Then they were harvested by filtration on 47
mm MF-Millipore mixed cellulose membrane filter (1.2 μm pore size).
2. The filter was cut into two halves, each half stored in 2 ml Eppendorf tube.
3. 1.5 ml of TRIzol Reagent was added to each Eppendorf and vortexed briefly. One tube was
flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and then stored at -80oC while the other one was
immediately used in the next extraction step.
4. Glass beads were added and then the tube was put on thermoshaker for 10 min at 60 oC
and maximum speed.
5. Brief centrifugation of one minute followed. Supernatant was transferred into a new 2 ml
Eppendorf tube.
6. 300 μl of chloroform was added, vigorous shake and incubation at room temperature for
15 minutes followed.
7. Centrifugation of 15 minutes at 4 °C and 10,600 rpm (12,000 x g) followed. The upper
most aqueous phase containing RNA was transferred into a new 1.5 ml tube. Step 6-7
were repeated adding as much chloroform as the supernatant obtained.
8. Equal volume (approximately 750 μl) of isopropanol was added and the tube was inverted
to mix. Then it was incubated at 4 °C for one hour to overnight.
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9. Centrifugation of 10 minutes at 4oC and 10,600 rpm (12,000 x g) and removal of
supernatant followed.
10. 1.5 ml of 75% ethanol was added, tube was gently inverted to wash the pellet and stored
at -20 °C overnight or more.
11. Centrifugation of 10 minutes at 4oC and 10,600 rpm (12,000 x g) and removal of
supernatant followed. The pellet was dried for 15-20 minutes.
12. The pellet was resuspended in 44 μl of DEPC water and incubation at 55-60oC for 5-10
minutes.
DNase treatment
Roche DNase I recombinant, RNase-free, (10 u/μl) and 10x incubation buffer was used. 1 μl of
enzyme solution and 5 μl of buffer were added to 44 μl of RNA sample and incubated for 10
minutes.
RNA cleanup
In order to clean up the RNA and remove DNase treatment reagents, the QIAGEN RNeasy Mini Kit
was used. After clean up, RNA was run on Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 RNA Nano LabChip (Agilent,
Palo Alto, CA) for qualitative control. Good quality RNA samples were sent for sequencing. Within
the framework of the collaboration of SZN with EMBL Genomics Core Facilities, an offer for
preparation of RNA sequencing libraries and deep sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq instrument
(pair-end, 50 bases) was provided. All L. aporus samples were placed in the same lane.
2. Bioinformatics downstream analysis
The bioinformatics analyses to assemble and annotate the transcriptome and to identify the
differentially expressed transcripts were performed by Remo Sanges and Francesco Musacchia
(SZN). The reads produced from the RNA sequencing were processed as follows:
1. Quality check and trimming. The quality of the reads was checked using FastQC v0.11.3
(Babraham Bioinformatics) with the default parameters and the trimming of adapters was
performed by Trimmomatic 0.33 (Bolger et al., 2014) where the sliding window was kept
low in order to permit a reliable quality average. Reads that were half the initial sequence
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length (50 nucleotides) were kept. After trimming, one more FastQC check was run in
order to confirm the quality improvement.
2. Assembling. Paired-end reads were assembled with Trinity 2.0.6 (Grabherr et al., 2011).
CD-HIT-EST (Li et al, 2001) was used in order to reduce the redundancy of isoforms that
belong to the same gene.
3. Quantification and filtering. The reads were aligned to the transcripts generated by the
assembler with Bowtie v.1.1. (Lakeman et al., 2012) and SAMtools (Li et al., 2009) were
used to count the mapped reads. EdgeR (Robinson et al, 2010) and faSomeRecord
function from UCSC Genome Browser (Kent et al., 2002) were used in order to calculate
CPMs (Count Per Million) and extract transcripts with a CPM greater than 1 for at least 2
samples, respectively.
4. Annotation. Annocript 1.1.2 (Musacchia et al., 2015) was executed for the annotation of
the transcripts using Swiss-Prot (Bairoch and Apweiler, 1996), UniRef90 (Suzek et al.,
2007), the Conserved Domains Database (CDD, Marchler-Bauer et al., 2014), Rfam
(Griffiths-Jones et al., 2003) and SILVA (Quast et al., 2013) database.
5. Differential expression analysis. Annocript uses EdgeR to evaluate the expression of the
transcripts obtained and statistically distinguishes the expression of the genes among the
experiments. The following comparisons were performed: 13 °C-19 °C, 19 °C-26 °C, 13 °C26 °C. Transcripts were considered differentially expressed when FDR (False Discovery
Rate) ≤ 0.05 and FC (Fold Change) > 2. A k-means cluster analysis based on unsupervised
classification was applied to the differentially expressed genes. The clustering was
performed in MultiExperiment Viewer (MeV) and the parameters were: k=15 (number of
clusters), 500 clusters re-ordering iteration, Pearson uncentered as distance measure and
calculation of medians (Howe et al., 2011).
6. Enrichment analysis. The Gene Ontology (GO) terms that were enriched in the list of the
differentially expressed transcripts in respect to the overall transcriptome were identified
by the R prop.test function (R Core Team, 2015). The parameters used were 10 as the
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minimum number of transcripts associated to a GO class and a cut-off of adjusted p-value
equal to 0.1 in order to consider a class significant.
Part of the visualization of the results was done with T-Rex (RNA Expression Analysis) webserver
for RNA-seq expression data (de Jong et al., 2015).
3.2.2. qRT-PCR analysis
1. Selection of target and reference genes
After analyzing the RNA-seq results, specific transcripts of interest were selected for validation
with quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR). To achieve this aim, TE-related transcripts were mainly
selected, along with some other temperature-related transcripts. In order to select the best
candidates, the nucleotide and protein sequences of the significantly differentially expressed
transposon-related transcripts were derived and ‘blated’ (tblastx and blastp respectively) against
the diatom genomes available in Ensembl (Phaeodactylum tricornutum, Thalassiosira oceanica,
Thalassiosira pseudonana). BLAT is an alignment tool like BLAST, but it is structured differently.
BLAT is commonly used to look up the location of a sequence in the genome since the target
database of BLAT is not a set of GenBank sequences, but instead an index derived from the
assembly of the entire genome. BLAT of DNA is designed to quickly find sequences of 95% and
greater similarity of length 40 bases or more. Based on the results, transposon-related transcripts
were grouped and then used to build a phylogenetic tree. The nucleotide sequences were also
imported in RepeatMasker, along with the CoDi sequences from Maumus et al. (2009).
RepeatMasker is a program that screens DNA sequences for interspersed repeats and low
complexity DNA sequences (Smit et al., 2015).
What is very important in qRT-PCR is the selection of appropriate reference genes in order to
normalize the expression ratios. So in addition to the target genes to be validated, reference
genes were also selected for the qRT-PCR analysis. Reference genes are genes whose expression
should remain stable through the different conditions tested in the experiment and they act as a
control for the calculation of the target gene expression. In this case histone H4, tubulin beta-6
chain (TUBB), tubulin alpha 1A (TUBA) and TATA box were selected and checked for their stability
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using NormFinder software, an algorithm for identifying the optimal normalization gene among a
set of candidates (Andersen et al., 2004). These genes are commonly used as reference genes in
qRT-PCR and were found stable in other diatoms (Nanjappa, in prep; Adelfi et al., 2014). The
region of the transcripts to be amplified was selected based on the following criteria:
1. The region should be included in the open reading frame (ORF) of the transcript. In order
to ensure that the nucleotide sequence of the transcript was translated to a protein
sequence using the ExPASy translate tool which is available online.
2. The region should be a conserved domain if possible. This was checked based on the
annotation by Annocript.
3. The length of the amplicon should not exceed 200 bp (usually 60-150 bp).
Based on these criteria primers were designed on the Primer-Blast tool of NCBI. The pair of
primers that were more suitable in terms of GC content (50-60%), length (min: 18 °C, max: 24 °C),
melting temperature (min: 60 °C, max: 63 °C, best: 60 °C) and 3’-complementarity and selfcomplementarity scores (ranges from 0-3 and 2-6 respectively) were preferred (Table 3.2.2.1).
Table 3.2.2.1 Reference and target genes and their corresponding primers. The related selection criteria are
presented for each pair.
Gene/Domain

Transcri
pt ID

Histone 4

H4

Tubulin beta

TUBB

Tubulin alpha

TUBA

TATA box

TATA

RNase H RT Ty1

TR6356

RNase H RT Ty1

TR7186

Reverse
Transcriptase
Integrase core
(Ty3 Gypsy)
Integrase core
(Ty3 Gypsy)
Heat Stress
Transcription
Factor A-1a
Heat Stress
Transcription
Factor B-2a
Stressinducible yeast
Mpv17 (SYM1)

TR6586
TR6506_i
3
TR6506_i
5

Sequence (5’-3’)
Forw.: TCGTGGTGTTCTCAAGGTAT
Rev.: TTTCCCTGCCTCTTCAAGGC
Forw.: GGTAGAGAACGCGGACCAAT
Rev.: TTGTCCGGGGAACCTCAAAG
Forw.: TCAATTCGGGACAGTGCCTC
Rev.: GCCAATGTTCCTGGTGGAGA
Forw.: TGACAGTGCCAACGGGTATC
Rev.: CCCGTAGCCTTTGGTTCCAT
Forw.: GTAGCACGGAGGCGGAATTA
Rev.: GCTCTTTCTCCCGTTCGTCT
Forw.: CGCGAGTCATGCCACTAATC
Rev.: AACCCCAGTCCTTAATGCCA
Forw.: CACTCGATGCAAGCAAGTCG
Rev.: CCCCTTTGATGAGTGCGTCT
Forw.: TGGCCGAAGTACAGGACCTA
Rev.: ATTGGCCTGAGGGTTTCGAG
Forw.: AGAGAGCGGACGAAATAGCG
Rev.: ACAATTACGTGCTGAGGCCA

Primer
Length
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Ampl.
Length

20

80

20
20

76

122
160
95
217
158
154
80

45
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
50
55
55
55
55
55
50

Selfcompl.
2
5
4
4
5
3
4
4
4
2
4
4
4
2
5
5
2
4

Self-3’compl.
5
4
2
1
3
0
2
1
2
0
3
3
2
0
3
2
2
2

Tm

GC %

56.19
60.25
59.82
59.59
60.04
59.96
59.82
59.82
59.9
59.76
59.14
58.92
59.91
60.04
59.96
60.04
59.97
59.96

HSFA

Forw.: ACCATGGGGCAACCAAGATA
Rev.: GTGGGGAGATTTCGGCCATT

20
20

121

58.99
60.4

50
55

6
4

2
1

HSFB

Forw.: GTCGTCGTTTCGTAAGCAGC
Rev.: CAGCTTGGGCATTCCTCGTA

20
20

109

59.91
60.11

55
55

4
4

3
2

SYM1

Forw:
TGTTGGGGTATATGGATACCAGT
Rev.: TTCGGAGAAACTCTGGAACAA

23
21

78

58.43
57.17

43.48
42.86

6
3

2
0
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2. qRT-PCR analysis
For the qRT-PCR validation the following set of L. aporus RNA samples was used:
B651, 1A1, 3A6 (acclimatized in 2015). The same three strains that were used for RNA-seq
were also used for qRT-PCR validation. However, the samples were not the same as the one
sequenced but they were duplicates that had been acclimatized in the same period and for
approximately the same time as the ones sent for sequencing (100 – 150 days). In the
following, the RNA-seq samples will be named with an additional “ _r ” in the end of their IDs
while samples from the same period used for qRT-PCR will be named with the “2015”
addition in their names.
In addition, in order to further explore the behavior of the target genes in response to different
acclimatization and cultivation times, qRT-PCR experiments were also performed on two different
sets of RNA samples:
i.

B651, 1A1, 3A6 (acclimatized in 2016). The same strains mentioned above were
acclimatized again in 2016 for half the original time (40 – 60 days) and used for qRT-PCR
validation. These will be referred to as the “2016” or exploration set 1 samples (Table
3.2.2.3).

ii.

1188A1, 1189A3, 1189B3. Three strains that were recently isolated and characterized
based on ITS in the same way mentioned in section 2.2 were acclimatized for an even
shorter time (10 – 40 days) and then used for qRT-PCR. These will be referred to as the
exploration set 2 samples (Table 3.2.2.2 and 3.2.2.3).

Table 3.2.2.2 Strains isolated in 2016 and used in the qRT-PCR validation of the selected transcripts.

New L. aporus strains
1188A1
1189A3
1189B3

Isolation Date
04/02/2016
19/02/2016
19/02/2016
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Table 3.2.2.3 Isolation, start and end of acclimatization dates and acclimatization duration for each sample used in
qRT-PCR.

Validation Set
Temp.
Isolation Date
Start of Acclim.
End
Duration (days)
Exploration Set 1
Start of Second
Acclim.
End
Duration (days)
Exploration Set 2
Isolation Date
Start of Acclim.

B651_2015
19
26
21/08/2010
01/09/2014
21/01/ 01/02/ 24/03/
2015
2015
2015
140
150
203
B651_2016

1A1_2015
19
26
20/12/2013
01/09/2014
26/03/ 16/12/ 17/12/
2015
2014
2014
205
105
105
1A1_2016

3A6_2015
19
26
28/01/14
01/09/2014
23/01/ 17/12/ 16/01/
2015
2014
2015
142
105
135
3A6-2016

15/01/2016

15/01/2016

15/01/2016

13

14/03/
2016
60

25/02/ 02/03/
2016
2016
40
47
1188A1
04/02/2016
04/03/2016

13

21/03/
2016
66

24/02/ 29/02/
2016
2016
39
44
1189A3
19/02/2016
11/04/2016

13

20/03/
2016
65

01/03/ 05/03/
2016
2016
46
50
1189B3
19/02/2016
15/04/2016

End

17/ 04

21/ 03

08/ 04

07/05

19/04

28/04

07/05

24/04

03/06

Duration (days)

43

17

34

26

8

17

22

9

19

Here it should also be mentioned that 1189B3 was not able to grow to the same concentration as
the rest of the strains during the acclimatization at 26 °C. Therefore a whole filter of 10,000
cells/ml was used which corresponds to less than half of the concentration of the other samples.
In the end, as most significant differences in the differential expression analysis among
temperatures were seen between the highest and the lowest temperature, the validation and
exploration were performed between these two temperatures
The RNA was extracted in the same exact way as it was done for the RNA sequencing. RNA was
analysed by gel electrophoresis (1% agarose w/v) and NanoDrop spectrophotometer to determine
the quality as 260/280 nm and 260/230 nm absorbance ratios. Good quality RNA was reverse
transcribed into cDNA using the QuantiTect Reverse Transcription Kit (Qiagen, Venlo, Limburgo,
Netherlands). The primers’ specificity was checked by blasting against the whole L. aporus
transcriptome and by conducting a gradient PCR for a temperature range of 59.6 – 66.9 °C. The
reactions were done in final volume of 10 μl: cDNA 1μl, forward primer (10 μM), reverse primer
(10 μM), PCR reaction buffer with MgCl2 (10x), dNTP (10x), Taq DNA Polymerase (5u/μl). The
products were run on 1.5% agarose gel in order to specify the size of the amplicon and confirm a
single band, which means a single region is amplified for each primer. The primers efficiency was
calculated with an at least five point serial 10-fold dilution using the Standard Curve method of
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ViiA™ 7 Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems by Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The
efficiency of all primers were ranging from 1.85 to 2.41. In addition, the melting curves, which
ideally should show a single peak corresponding to a single product, were checked in order to
verify the specificity of the primers seen already by the agarose gel.
Finally qRT-PCR was performed for all samples in triplicates with a negative control. qRT-PCR
plates were set up according to the “standard SBM protocol”:
Add Order
1°
2°
3°

Sample
Fast SYBR Green Master Mix with ROX*
Oligo F + Oligo R [0,7 pmol/ul] each
cDNA

5,0 ul
4,0 ul
1,0 ul

V tot.

10,0 ul

*Applied Biosystems by Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA

Reaction plates were analysed according to the following thermal profile:
Fast SYBR
(duration ≈ 50 min)
Step
1
Step
2
Step
4
Go to
Step
6

95°-10 min
95°-1 sec

60 °-20 sec
2

39
times

Melting

The analysis of the expression levels was performed using TUBA and TUBB as reference genes,
since TUBB was detected as the best gene by NormFinder (smallest stability value: SVTUBA=0.388,
SVTUBB=0.247, SVTATA=0.301) and TUBA showed the lowest standard error (SETUBA=0.199,
SETUBB=0.221, SETATA=0.202), and the Relative Expression Software Tool-Multiple Condition Solver
(REST-MCS) which is a software for the calculation of the relative expression in qRT-PCR. The
software uses the Pair Wise Fixed Reallocation Randomization Test (Pfaffl et al., 2002). The
relative expression ratio is calculated from the real-time PCR efficiencies (E) and the crossing point
(CP) difference (Δ) of an unknown sample versus a control (ΔCPcontrol-sample):
Ratio (R) = (Etarget) ΔCPtarget (control−sample) / (Eref) ΔCP ref (control−sample)
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The relative expression ratio (R) of the targeted genes was computed as the expression variation
between high temperature samples, set as control, against the low temperature samples, set as
condition, normalized over the expression variation of reference genes whose expression levels
were not regulated in specific experimental conditions.

3.3. Results
A good quality RNA should have a high RNA integrity number (RIN ≥ 7) that is calculated based on
the size of the two bands in the electrophoresis or the height of the two peaks in the
electropherogram (bands/ peaks correspond to the 18S and 28S ribosomal subunits). In the case
of diatoms one extra peak is present at a position close to 18S. Due to this unique nature of the
diatom RNA, the 18S and 28S peaks are sometimes wrongly assigned by the Bioanalyzer and the
RIN values can be incorrect. Therefore, for the assessment of the RNA quality only the
electrophoresis results and electropherograms were used and according to them all samples were
found of an acceptable quality for sequencing (Fig. 3.3.1).
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Figure 3.3.10 Bioanalyzer results of L. aporus RNA samples sent for sequencing. The electrophoresis (above) and
electropherogram (below) results show the typical pattern of a diatom good quality RNA with the three expected
bands/ peaks.
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The final, complete transcriptome of L. aporus consisted of 19,963 transcripts. Further statistics
on the transcriptome follow (Table 3.3.1).
Table 3.3.1. L. aporus transcriptome statistics.

L. aporus final transcriptome
Number of transcripts
19,963
Mean sequence length
1,315 bp
Minimum sequence length
224 bp
Maximum sequence length
11,566 bp
Swiss-Prot hits
7,129
UniRef hits
12,489
Domains hits
9,339
Ribosomal RNAs hits
127
Transcripts with at least one blast result
12,872 (64.48%)

The expression values (CPMs) of each sample showed an equal distribution for all strains,
especially between same temperatures (Fig. 3.3.2).

Figure 3.3.2 Boxplot of the expression values (CPMs) of each L. aporus sample (LowT : 13 °C, MedT : 19 °C, HighT : 26
°C).

The annotation of the transcriptome built based on all L. aporus samples showed that the two
conserved domains with the higher percentage of representation in the assembly were
Pkinase/Protein kinase domain (around 20%) and Heat Shock Factor (HSF)-type DNA-binding
(around 15%) (Fig.3.3.3.a). The biological processes with the higher percentage were translation
(more than 40%), protein folding (around 37%), transmembrane transport (36%) and DNA
integration (35%) (Fig.3.3.3.b). The most represented biological process based on domains was
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oxidation-reduction process (12%) (Fig.3.3.3.c) and the most represented molecular function was
ATP binding (more than 15%) followed by protein binding (more than 10%) (Fig.3.3.3.d). The
cellular component with the higher representation percentage was integral to membrane (more
than 25%) and then nucleus (15%) (Fig. 3.3.3.e). Regarding pathways the most represented ones
on level1 (lower levels represent more general categories) was protein modification (more than
20%) (Fig. 3.3.3.f), level 2 was protein ubiquitination (more than 12%) (Fig. 3.3.3.g) and at level3
pyruvate from D-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate step (more than 20%), spermidine from putrescine
step (19%), D-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate and glycerone phosphate (17%) and pyruvate from Dglyceraldehyde 3-phosphate step (almost 15%) (Fig. 3.3.3.h).

a.

c.

b.

d.
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f.

e.

g.

h.

Figure 3.3.3 Bar plots of the percentages of conserved domains (a), biological process (b), biological process based on
domains (c), molecular function (d), cellular component (e) GO terms, level1 (f), level2 (g) and level3 (h) pathways
present in the final L. aporus transcriptome assembly.

The functions described above correspond to the state of L. aporus during the three different
temperatures since the transcriptome assembly was based on reads from all available samples. So
for example ATP binding and pyruvate from D-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate step might be features
of the cell under medium temperature conditions but protein folding, DNA integration and
oxidation-reduction process might be result of the contribution of the low and high temperature
transcripts.
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3.3.1. Differential expression analysis between temperatures
The differential expression analysis between the different temperatures (using strains as
replicates) resulted in 276 significantly differentially expressed (DE) genes between low (13 °C)
and high (26 °C) temperature and only nine between low and medium (19 °C) temperature (Table
3.3.1.1) while there was no significant difference in expression between medium and high
temperature.
Table 0.1.1 Significant DE genes between different temperatures in L. aporus.

Up-regulated
Down-regulated
Total

Significant DEs at low T compared to high
T
243
33
276

Significant DEs at low T compared to
medium T
8
1
9

A cluster analysis of the DE transcripts shows the main response of the cells to the cold conditions
(Fig. 3.3.1.1) with the exception of three clusters (clusters 4, 12 and 14).

Figure 0.1.1 K-means clustering on the significant DE transcripts between low and high temperature. The dots in the
x-axis correspond to the samples (B651- , 1A1-, 3A6-lowT, B651- , 1A1-, 3A6- medT, B651- , 1A1-, 3A6- highT). The low
temperature samples are blue shadowed, the medium temperature ones are orange and the high temperature ones
are red shadowed. Clusters are numbered on the bottom right corner while in each cluster the number of the genes
included is provided on the top left corner. Clusters 4, 12 and 14 (red borderline) are deviating from the main cold
responsive trend.
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Several transcripts did not receive a complete annotation while the annotation of others were too
generic or not considered related to the scope of this study (response to temperature and
adaptation). Therefore not all significantly differentially expressed molecular functions and
pathways are discussed below.
Low temperature compared to medium temperature
The most important transcripts, based on their function, among the nine differentially expressed
between medium and low temperature are described below providing information reported in
Annocript (Musacchia et al., 2015) and were related to:


Antioxidant activity-oxidoreductase activity. In particular, the seed-specific plant 1-cys
peroxiredoxins (PRXs) which are thiol-specific antioxidant (TSA) proteins, also known as
TRX peroxidases and alkyl hydroperoxide reductase C22 (AhpC) proteins, were included.
In plants, PRXs protect tissues from reactive oxygen species during desiccation; they
confer a protective antioxidant role in cells through their peroxidase activity in which
hydrogen peroxide, peroxynitrate and organic hydroperoxides are reduced and detoxified
using reducing equivalents derived from either TRX glutathione trypanothione or AhpF.
These transcripts were significantly downregulated at medium temperature.



Methylmalonate-semialdehyde

dehydrogenase

acylating

activity.

The

aldehyde

dehydrogenase family (ALDH) of NAD(P) dependent enzymes in general oxidizes a wide
range of endogenous and exogenous aliphatic and aromatic aldehydes to their
corresponding carboxylic acids. The ALDH family plays an important role in detoxification
and plant defense against oxidative stress. The Arabidopsis succinic semialdehyde
dehydrogenase (SSADH) gene product ALDH5F1 is also included. Mutations on
Arabidopsis ALDH5F1 result in the accumulation of H2O2 suggesting a role in plant defense
against the environmental stress of elevated reactive oxygen species. ALDH5F1 is
downregulated L. aporus grown at medium temperature (logFC=-4.488, FDR=0.032).
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Low temperature compared to high temperature
The following graphs show the molecular functions enriched between high and low temperature
(HT_LT) and are also described in detail right after.

Figure 0.1.2 Biological process (above) and molecular function (below) GO terms significantly enriched in the
differentially expressed genes between high and low temperature. Selected refers to the significantly differentially
expressed transcripts and transcriptome refers to the total L. aporus transcripts.
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In more details, the enriched processes and functions that were considered more interesting due
to a possible link with the low temperature response were:


Protein dephosphorylation and protein serine/threonine phosphatase activity. The
related transcripts code for serine/threonine-protein kinase SAPK2 or in CDD description
STKc_AMPK-like catalytic domain of AMP-activated protein kinase-like serine/threonine
kinases and probable serine/threonine-protein kinase fhkD. They serve as master
regulators of glucose and lipid metabolism by monitoring carbon and energy supplies via
sensing the AMP/ATP ratio of the cell. The large family of serine/threonine kinases (STKs)
regulates many cellular processes including proliferation, division, survival, metabolism
and cell-cycle progression. SAPK2 is downregulated at low temperature L. aporus (logFC=4.612, FDR=0.0009) and fhkD is upregulated (logFC=3.801, FDR=0.022).



DNA integration refers to the process in which a segment of DNA is incorporated into
another, usually larger, DNA molecule such as a chromosome. This process includes
transposon integration. Nine transcripts were related to DNA integration.



Oxidoreductase

activity.

This

function

includes

the

UDP-N

acetylmuramate

dehydrogenase activity which is also enriched at low temperature. The transcripts
involved in this activity were mainly related to redox sensing such as transcripts encoding
for ferredoxin-NADP reductase and peroxiredoxin. In addition there were transcripts
encoding for proteins belonging to the short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase (SDR)
superfamily such as the light-dependent protochlorophyllide (Pchlide) oxidoreductase
(LPOR). LPOR is one of the two unrelated Pchlide reductases in the penultimate step of
chlorophyll biosynthesis; the other one is dark-operative Pchlide reductase (DPOR), a
nitrogenase-like enzyme sensitive to oxygen.


Nucleic acid binding. This molecular function appears to be one of the most enriched ones
among the significantly differentially expressed transcripts. When checking these
transcripts into more details it is concluded that all of them (except a few that have no
detailed annotation) are also associated with DNA integration.
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Amino-acid degradation was the most enriched pathway with respect to the overall
transcriptomes, indicating failed metabolic compensation (Fig. 3.3.1.3). This pathway includes a
diverse set of enzymes many of which play important roles in fatty acid metabolism, like the
crotonase/Enoyl-coenzyme A (CoA) hydratase superfamily. The transcripts involved were
upregulated at low temperature.

Figure 0.1.3 Pathways enriched in L. aporus differential expressed genes between high and low temperature.
Selected refers to the significantly differentially expressed transcripts and transcriptome refers to the total L. aporus
transcripts.

Transcripts related to specific functions and conditions such as temperature, response to stress,
nutrients, adaptation, growth, sexual reproduction and light were searched for among the
significantly differentially expressed transcripts. There were 13 transcripts related to heat stress,
seven related to transposable elements, one temperature related and seven environmental
stress-related (in addition to the ones mentioned in the enrichment analysis):
 Response to thermal stress/ Heat shock response and temperature related transcripts. In
this group i) eight chaperones related transcripts are included since many chaperones are
heat shock proteins (HSPs), ii) four transcripts of heat shock factor proteins and heat
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stress transcription factors, iii) one transcript of photosystem II 12 kDa extrinsic protein
(PSBU), a protein that stabilizes the structure of photosystem II oxygen-evolving complex
(OEC), the ion environment of oxygen evolution and protects the OEC against heatinduced inactivation, and iv) one transcript of SYM1, a stress-induced protein related to
temperature changes. They are all significantly upregulated at low temperature except for
heat shock factor protein 1 (HSF1) and heat stress transcription factor C-1b (HSFC1B).
 Transposable elements. The transcripts found in addition to the DNA integration
described above were transcripts annotated as domains of reverse transcriptase,
ribonuclease, transposase (domains commonly met in transposons) or as insertion
element.
 Environmental stress. (i) Alternative oxidase AOX4 which is a ubiquinol oxidase acting
early in chloroplast biogenesis as a component of a redox chain responsible for phytoene
desaturation in plants, some fungi and protists. It prevents the generation of toxic oxygen
radicals and photooxidation of the nascent photosynthetic apparatus. In our dataset
AOX4 was found significantly upregulated in low temperature L. aporus (logFC=4.657,
FDR=0.0005). (ii) Methylmalonate-semialdehyde dehydrogenase (Aldh6a1), an enzyme
involved in valine and pyrimidine metabolism. The ALDH family was already described
above and it is upregulated in low temperature L. aporus (logFC=3.541, FDR=0.035)
compared to high temperature. (iii) Ribosome associated inhibitor A (RaiA), also known as
Protein Y (PY), YfiA and SpotY, is a stress-response protein that binds the ribosomal
subunit interface and arrests translation by interfering with aminoacyl-tRNA binding to
the ribosomal A site. RaiA is also thought to counteract miscoding at the A site thus
reducing translation errors. The RaiA fold structurally resembles the double-stranded
RNA-binding domain (dsRBD). The same transcript includes domains related to the sigma54 modulation protein family and the S30AE family of ribosomal proteins which includes
the light- repressed protein (lrtA). It is upregulated at low temperature. (iv) Formate
dehydrogenase like. Formate dehydrogenase (FDH) catalyzes the NAD+-dependent
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oxidation of formate ion to carbon dioxide with the concomitant reduction of NAD+ to
NADH. FDHs are found in all methylotrophic microorganisms in energy production and in
the stress responses of plants. It is part of two transcripts that are both upregulated at
low temperature. (v) ABC transporter periplasmic binding protein YdcS which is involved
in uptake of polyamines. Polyamine transport plays an essential role in the regulation of
intracellular polyamine levels which are known to be elevated in rapidly proliferating cells
and tumors. Natural polyamines are putrescine, spermidine, and spermine. They are
polycations that play multiple roles in cell growth, survival and proliferation, plant stress
and disease resistance. They can interact with negatively charged molecules, such as
nucleic acids, to modulate their functions. The two related transcripts are upregulated at
low temperature.
Uncharacterized proteins
TR6937|c1_g1_i1. This transcript based on blastx in NCBI could translate to a conserved
hypothetical protein found in the bacterium Magnetospirillum gryphiswaldense (88% identity,
83% coverage, evalue=2e-36). Magnetosome island (MAI) is related to biomineralization, contains
numerous genes with unknown functions and it is rich in insertion elements. This transcript is
overexpressed at low temperature.
TR4495|c0_g1_i1. This transcript contains a conserved domain of 2Fe-2S ferredoxin (iron-sulphur
protein) binding site. 2Fe-2S ferredoxins play an important role in electron transfer processes
such as in photosynthesis. Several oxidoreductases contain redox domains similar to 2Fe-2S
ferredoxins implying that this low T-upregulated transcript could be included in the group related
to oxidative stress.
TR7159|c1_g1_i1. A conserved domain of this transcript belongs to transcription factor PAP1
which regulates antioxidant-gene transcription in response to H2O2.
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TR6538|c6_g1_i2. Possible transcript of the hypothetical protein mgI388 belonging to the MAI
region mentioned above (71% identity, 82% coverage, evalue=7e-20). It is upregulated at low
temperature as well.
TR5929|c0_g1_i1. Possible transcript of the hypothetical protein mgI382 belonging to the MAI
region mentioned above (72% identity, 95% coverage, 1e-27). It is upregulated at low
temperature as well.
3.3.2. Differential expression analysis between strains
Screening the expression values of the interesting genes mentioned in section 3.3.1., a strain
specific pattern was noted. In order to confirm this, we proceeded with a PCA analysis of all
samples and a heatmap of the transcripts that showed highly differential expression in at least
one of an in-between-strains comparison made in T-REx (HighFold: fold change ≥ 5 and p-value ≤
0.01) (Fig. 3.3.2.1. and 3.3.2.2).

Figure 0.2.1 PCA analysis of all L. aporus samples based on the expression values (CPMs) of all transcripts. LowT: low
temperature, MedT: medium temperature, HighT: high temperature.
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Figure 0.2.2 Heatmap and corresponding clustering based on expression values (CPMs) of the high fold changed
transcripts in the between L. aporus strains comparison done in T-REx.

In the PCA of the expression values of all samples, B651 seems to cluster apart from the other two
strains that group based on temperature rather than strain. At the same time the heatmap of the
high fold transcripts shows clearly a much lower difference in the expression patterns of the 1A13A6 pair compared to the pattern when B651 is included in the pair, thus proving the higher
resemblance of 1A1 and 3A6. Based on these evidences, a second differential expression analysis
(following the exact same procedure as the first analysis between temperatures) was performed
but this time between strains (using the different temperatures as replicates). 622 transcripts
were significantly differentially expressed between 1A1 and 3A6; much less compared to the
3,015 between 1A1 and B651 and 2,418 between B651 and 3A6 (Fig. 3.3.2.3).
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Figure 0.2.3 Venn diagram of the significantly differential expressed genes between strains in L. aporus when
temperature conditions are used as replicates.

Transcripts with a fold change larger than 10 or smaller than -10 were considered as highly
expressed; 35 transcripts were highly expressed in the 3A6 – 1A1 pair, 187 in the 1A1 – B651 pair
and 142 in the B651 – 3A6 showing again a higher difference when B651 is included in the pair.
The enrichment analysis resulted in a considerable number of GO terms related to DNA
integration: 20.33% (25/123) in the 1A1 - 3A6 pair, and double or more in 1A1 - B651 (49.59%,
61/123) and in B651 – 3A6 (54.47%, 67/123). DNA integration was the biological process enriched
in all three pairs so the TE-related transcripts detected in the temperature DE analysis were
searched for and all were found among the significantly differentially expressed ones of this
analysis as well. The pathway enrichment analysis had no results on the 1A1 -3A6 pair while
isoprenoid biosynthesis was the pathway enriched in 1A1 – B651 and antibiotic biosynthesis in
the B651 – 3A6 pair.
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3.3.3. Transposon-related analysis
Most of the DNA-integration transcripts were expressed in a similar manner, i.e., lower at low
temperature and lower in B651; there were even some transcripts completely absent from all
B651 samples. Therefore a further analysis on the transposon related transcripts was designed
here. The transcripts that were found significantly differentially expressed between temperatures
were searched for an expression less than a half in B651 compared to the other two strains. 83
out of the 277 significantly differentially expressed transcripts were found to be expressed at a
low level in B651 compared to the other two strains. All sixteen DNA integration/transposon
related transcripts were present in the list. Hierarchical clustering was performed in MeV for
these TE transcripts (Fig. 3.3.3.1).

Figure 0.3.1 Hierarchical clustering and corresponding heatmap of all DE transcripts related to TEs, found significant
both between temperatures and between strains in L. aporus.

On the other hand, the stress and heat/temperature related transcripts were all absent from the
list except for three, AOX4, HSFC1b and HSFA1a. The clusters produced in section 3.3.1 (Fig.
3.3.1.1) were searched for the TE related transcripts as well. Cluster 3 included four TE related
transcripts and HSFA1a (Fig. 3.3.3.2).
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Figure 0.3.2 Heatmap of cluster 3 produced by the k-means clustering in the DE analysis between temperatures in
section 3.3.1. TE-transposons are highlighted red and HSFA1a is blue.

Based on the blat results in Ensembl, eleven transposon-related transcripts were grouped and
then used to build a phylogenetic tree. Four main groups were created; group A, B and group C
belong to the Ty1 Copia transposon family while group D is a Ty3 Gypsy transposon family. Both
types of TEs are included in the LTR order of retrotransposons. Group A and B transposons
overlap mainly on the reverse transcriptase domain of the corresponding proteins while group C
on the ribonuclease H like domain. Group D transposons overlap on the ribonuclease H-like
domain, reverse transcriptase and integrase domain. The expression values of all groups can be
seen in Fig. 3.3.3.3. Group B includes only one significant DE transcript while the other two are
possible isoforms.
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Figure 0.3.3 Expression values (CPMs) in all L. aporus samples of the groups of TE related transcripts. Group B
includes only one significant DE transcript (TR7186|c6_g2_i10) while the other two are possible isoforms.

A phylogenetic tree was constructed only for the DEs of group A and B because they were the
only groups that shared common sites (Fig. 3.3.3.4). The selected transcripts are from different
clades.

Figure 3.0.4 ML tree with 500 bootstrap, Poisson model and pairwise deletion of group A and group B transposons.
The selected transcripts for validation and further qRT-PCR experiments are highlighted in red.
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The Ty3_Gypsy group (group D) only consisted of two transcripts, which were also selected for
validation. No tree was constructed for this group either but the two sequences were found to be
96% identical in the nucleotide level (95% coverage) and 97% in the amino acid level (84%
coverage).
When screened in RepeatMasker, three out of the sixteen TE related transcripts matched with
CoDi transposons. TR7186 matched with Blackbeard, TR6877 matched with CoDi6 and TR6506_i3
matched with GyDi2 which is Gypsy-like element.

In the end, five TE related transcripts that match the hypothesis of the stress-induced transposons
were selected: TR6356, TR7186, TR6586, TR6506_i3 and TR6506_i5 (Table 3.3.3.1 and 3.3.3.2).
The differentiation of B651 was also taken into account. In particular, the final selection of the TE
transcripts to be further investigated was based on the following criteria:


The transcripts selected were all less expressed at low temperature and even less in the
B651 samples except TR6586 which showed the same relationship with low temperature
but not in B651 (higher values in B651 than in 1A1 and 3A6). TR6586 was also included
due to its interesting reverse strain expression compared to the others.



All transcripts were included in cluster 3, except for TR6586 (Fig.3.3.3.2).



Group A and B transcripts were preferred over group C because of their expression
patterns (low expression at 13 °C and in B651) which were more suitable to our
hypothesis (Fig. 3.3.3.3).



Transcripts were selected from different phylogenetic clades (Fig. 3.3.3.4). TR6506_i3 and
_i5 were the only ones from the Ty3/Gypsy family.



TR7186 was included also due to tis similarity to the Blackbeard transposon which has
already been discussed in the introduction.
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Table 0.3.1 Selected TE related transcripts and their corresponding RNA-seq expression values (CPM values) for each
o

o

o

sample. Blue columns correspond to 13 C, yellow to 19 C and red to 26 C.

Table 0.3.2 Selected TE related transcripts and their corresponding encoded domains

3.3.4. qRT-PCR analysis
For the qRT-PCR validation and experiment, three more genes were added to the TE related ones
that were selected in section 3.3.3. The three extra transcripts were all related to temperature
and they were: heat transcription factor A-1a (HSFA), heat stress transcription factor B-2a (HSFB)
and protein SYM1. The temperature related transcripts were added as a backup check for the cold
stress. They were selected based on the available bibliography on their relation to heat/ cold
stress and especially HSFA1a had to be included in order to further investigate a possible coregulation with the TEs (co-expressed in cluster 3, Fig. 3.3.3.2). As most significant differences in
the differential expression analysis among temperatures were seen between the highest and the
lowest temperature, the calculations were performed between these two temperatures.
Validation Set
The qRT-PCR results are presented along with the RNA sequencing results for each transcript and
for each sample, expressed as logarithmic fold change of low to high temperature (Fig. 3.3.4.1). A
log2FC ≥ 1 means that the gene is at least two times higher expressed at low temperature
compared to high temperature (FC ≥ 2). Accordingly a log2FC ≤ -1 means that the gene is at least
two-fold downregulated at low temperature compared to high. All the transcripts of the “2015”
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samples were upregulated at low temperature following the tendency of “r” samples (RNA-seq
samples) therefore validating the RNA-seq results with only a couple of exceptions in the
temperature related transcripts (HSFA in B651 2015 and HSFB in 1A1 2015).

Figure 0.4.1 qRT-PCR results for TE and temperature related transcripts presented together with RNA sequencing
results for each sample of the validation set. The fold change is low temperature to high temperature expression
values. 2015r: RNA sequencing samples, 2015: qRT-PCR results from 2015 acclimatized/ validation set samples.

In this graph, B651 stands out based on its different gene expression level compared to 1A1 and
3A6, especially in the case of TR6506_i3, TR6586 and HSFA.
Exploration Set
While the validation of the RNA seq results was successful, the qRT-PCR experiments performed
with the same strains acclimatized in other periods or with newly isolated strains showed quite
different results. In fact only SYM1 was upregulated at the low temperature compared to the high
temperature while several other genes were downregulated (Fig. 3.3.4.2).
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Figure 0.4.2 qRT-PCR results for TE and temperature related transcripts for each sample of the exploration set. The
fold change is low temperature to high temperature expression values. 2016: qRT-PCR results from 2016
acclimatized/ exploration set 1 samples, 1188A1; 1189A3; 1189B3: exploration set 2 samples.

The disagreement in the expression of the TE related transcripts of the “2016” qRT-PCR results
and the RNA-seq results were assumed to be linked with the difference in the acclimatization
period. The samples used for RNA-seq and for the “2015” qRT-PCR validation came from strains
acclimatized for a longer period compared to the “2016” samples. In order to confirm this
assumption the growth rates of the strains during these two periods were compared.

The growth responses of the various strains during the last three growth cycles before filtration
and RNA extraction are shown in Fig. 3.3.4.3. The samples grown for RNA sequencing are included
for a comparison. A slight difference between 2015 and 2016 samples can already be observed.
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Figure 0.4.3 Bar graph of growth rates of L. aporus strains at the three different growth temperatures, based on
fluorescence. _r: RNA sequencing samples, _2015: validation set samples acclimatized in 2015 for the same time as _r
samples, _2016: exploration set 1 samples acclimatized in 2016, 1188A1; 1189A3; 1189B3: exploration set 2 samples.

The possible cause for this difference could be (i) the difference in duration of acclimatization
periods of samples as already mentioned in the assumption, (ii) the different seasons of isolation
and/or (iii) the different season when the experiments were conducted. Therefore statistical tests
were performed for each case. When values were normally distributed and homogeneous
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Levene statistic test respectively, p>0.05) one-way ANOVA was used
with a Tukey post hoc test. In any other case, a Welch and a Brown-Forsythe ANOVA were
performed with Games-Howell post hoc test.
Overall, the statistical tests performed pointed towards a dependence of the growth rate on the
acclimatization time and the filtration dates (Table 3.3.4.1).
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Table 0.4.1 Summary of the statistical tests done on the growth rates of the strains acclimatized for RNA-seq and
qRT-PCR experiments.

Statistical Tested Growth Rates
(13 °C, 19 °C, 26 °C separately)

Statistical Test

1A1 2015r, 3A6 2015r, B651
2015r
1A1 2015, 3A6 2015, B651 2015

13 °C, 19 °C, 26°C: one-way ANOVA,
p < 0,05

1A1 2016, 3A6 2016, B651 2016
1A1 2016, 3A6 2016, B651 2016

13 °C, 26 °C: one-way ANOVA, p > 0,05

1188A1, 1189A3, 1189B3

19 °C: Brown-Forsythe ANOVA,
p > 0,05 and Welch ANOVA, p < 0,05

Isolation dates of all

13 °C, 19 °C: one-way ANOVA, p < 0,05
26 °C: one-way ANOVA, p > 0,05

Measurement and filtration
dates of all

13 °C, 19 °C: one-way ANOVA, p < 0,05
26 °C: Brown-Forsythe and Welch
ANOVA, p > 0,05

Measurement and filtration
dates of “2015” samples

13 °C, 19 °C: one-way ANOVA, p < 0,05
26 °C: Brown-Forsythe and Welch
ANOVA, p < 0,05

Post hoc test
13 °C: 1A1 2015 - 3A6 2016,
1A1 2015 - 1A1 2015r
19 °C: B651 2015r - 1A1 2016,
3A6 2016 - all except for 1A1
and B651 2016
26 °C: 1A1 2016 - 3A6 2015r,
1A1 2016 - B651 2015, 1A1
2016 - 3A6 2015

19 °C: B651 2016 - 1188A1
13 °C: February - August
19 °C: December - February,
January - February, February August
13 °C: January - March,
January - May, February March, February - April,
February May
19 °C: December - March,
December - April, February March, February - April
13 °C: March - January, March
- February
19 °C: March - December,
March - February
26 °C: March - January

The significant difference of growth rates mainly related to February as the isolation month is not
so straightforward considering that February was actually the month in which all 2016 samples
with the shortest acclimatization period were isolated. Based on that, the isolation date effect
was rejected. On the other hand, despite the separation of the growth rates of samples measured
and filtered in winter – spring, it should be again noted that all the May and April samples came
from 2016 experiments. In order to homogenize the dataset, the statistical test on the filtration
dates was performed again only on the 2015 samples. The 2016 samples were not tested since
they were all spring measurements.
For some transcripts the expression level was too low or there was no expression detected at all
in specific samples, mainly the newly isolated or else short-acclimatized ones (Table 3.3.4.2).
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Table 0.4.2 Expression of selected transcripts in samples used for qRT-PCR. Green: present, red: absent (samples with
ct>ct

negative

were as well considered absent), orange: very low expression (ct>=34< ct

negative

), bold crosses: validated

for RNA-seq, asterisks: validated also for B651 differential expression. Ct is the cycle threshold which is defined as the
number of PCR cycles required for the signal of the product to exceed the background level.

Strain
T (°C)
6356
*6506_i3
6506_i5
*6586
*7186
HSFA
HSFB
SYM1

13
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

B651
19 26
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

13
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

1A1
19
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

26
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

13
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

3A6
19
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

26
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

13
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

1188A1
19 26
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

13
+
+
+
+
+
+

1189A3
19 26
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

13
+
+

1189B3
19 26
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

It should be noted that TR6356, TR6586 and TRi5 primers were not equally efficient for all
samples. In particular, double or different melting curves were noticed in 1A1, 1188A1, 1189A3
and 1189B3, especially in 13 °C, implying no specific amplification in these samples. This
phenomenon was also obvious in 3A6 but in a much lesser degree while in B651 was completely
absent (one clear peak in all conditions). The primer dimer peak was especially high for HSFA in
the samples 1A1 19 °C 2016 and 1A1 26 °C 2015. Because the background is higher, large amounts
of primer dimers may alter the Ct of the experimental samples and change the expression level
interpretation (In qRT-PCR, the progress of the PCR reaction is measured by accumulation of a
fluorescence signal during amplification; Ct is the cycle threshold which is defined as the number
of PCR cycles required for the fluorescent signal to cross the threshold i.e. exceeds background
level). Therefore the final expression of these samples could be actually lower than the one
depicted in the graph. This might be an effect of the much lower level of these transcripts in these
strains which leads to an amplification of a different product or formation of primer dimers.
3.3.5. Search for the validated transcripts in other datasets
The transcripts that were chosen to be validated with qRT-PCR, as well as the transcripts of heat
shock

factor

protein

1

(TR6847|c0_g1_i1),

heat

stress

transcription

factor

C-1b

(TR1078|c1_g1_i1), Photosystem II 12 kDa extrinsic protein chloroplastic (TR268|c0_g1_i1) and
ubiquinol oxidase 4 chloroplastic/chromoplastic (TR6964|c11_g1_i1) were blasted against a
database built based on marine microeukaryotic transcriptomes retrieved from the Marine
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Microbial Eukaryote Transcriptome Sequencing Project (MOORE, Keeling et al., 2014) and
therefore includes L. danicus, L. aporus and L. hargravesii transcriptomes; all of them were under
the name of L. danicus though because they were submitted before the reappraisal of the genus
by Nanjappa (2013). The database was built and kindly provided by Dr. Lisa Campbell (Texas A&M
University, Department of Oceanography, personal communication). Nucleotide blast (blastn) was
performed and the output was explored in MEGAN v.6.2.10 (Huson et al., 2007), using as
taxonomic identifier the GI Mapping file also provided by Lisa Campbell. Based on these, 7 out of
the 12 transcripts matched to L. aporus with a high score (HSFC1b, protein SYM1, HSF1, AOX4,
HSFB-2a, TR6356|c2_g2_i1, TR7186|c6_g2_i10). No other good match to any other species was
found.
The same transcripts related to heat and DNA integration were blasted against the transcriptomes
of L. danicus, L. hargravesii and L. convexus that were produced in the purposes of the present
thesis (see Chapter 4). None of them returned a good match either. Finally, a blast was also run
against the metatranscriptomes from various time periods during the spring bloom of 2013 at
LTER-MC station (Nanjappa et al., in preparation). Neither in this dataset was any good match
returned for any of the transcripts implying a high specificity to the species or conditions of the
query sequences.

3.4. Discussion
The objective of this part of the thesis was to identify expression differences for specific genes in
response to temperature changes, which would ultimately help us understand the species
adaptation to different environmental conditions and to mechanisms underlying diatom
phenological patterns. To start with, the final transcriptome of L. aporus describes the functional
capacity under specific thermal conditions since reads from samples grown under three
temperature conditions were used for the assembly. The 64.5% of the L. aporus transcriptome
assembly was annotated which is a percentage common for transcriptome annotation
procedures. The L. aporus strains used for sequencing were selected in order to cover as high
diversity as possible in terms of seasonality and physiological characteristics within the species.
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The inference that the measured properties of a strain reflect those of the natural population
from which it was isolated is a common assumption on which several phytoplankton studies rely
on but it has been heavily questioned and criticized (Wood and Leatham, 1992; Lakeman et al.,
2009). Therefore the effort of the present study was to acquire expression profiles at the different
temperatures based on several strains that eventually would represent better the species’ gene
expression capability compared to gene expression data obtained from a single strain.
Furthermore, L. aporus strains of all temperature groups have been chosen to be run on the same
lane. As error profiles can be considerably different between sequencing runs and across
subsections (e.g. Illumina lanes) within one sequencing run (Wolf, 2013), this was done to avoid
that the differences detected in expression between treatment groups could be a result of
possible differences in sequencing quality.
3.4.1. Differential expression analysis among temperatures
Based on the results of growth experiments described in Chapter 2, L. aporus was expected to
have a stronger response at low rather than at high temperature. Indeed, the fact that there were
more than 250 transcripts significantly differentially expressed when comparing high and low
temperature, only nine transcripts between low and medium temperature and no significant
differences between medium and high temperature means that L. aporus is mainly reacting to the
low compared to the high temperature. The cold response of the species was more evident in the
results of the k-means clustering. The expression profile did not differ dramatically between the
high and medium temperature suggesting that 26 °C was a temperature that L. aporus could
tolerate and under which the same functional level as at 19 °C was retained. All nine transcripts
that were found significantly differentially expressed between low and medium temperature
were also included in the significant ones between low and high temperature and followed the
same regulation (up or down) of the low temperature condition. For the remaining 241
transcripts, their level of expression at high temperature was significantly different from that at
low temperature but not at medium temperature. This agrees with the results of Chapter 2, which
showed no significant differences of L. aporus growth between 19 °C and 26 °C.
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Epigenetic changes are an important way in which genomes respond to environment, retaining
the species plasticity and L. aporus followed this pattern as well. Reversible post-transcriptional
modifications (DNA integration and dephosphorylation) were found significantly different
between the different temperatures. The transcripts related to protein dephosphorylation and
protein serine/threonine phosphatase activity were stress-activated kinases involved in the
regulation of glucose and lipid metabolism as well as in many other cellular processes such as
proliferation, division, survival and cell-cycle progression. Most of them were upregulated in low
temperature condition. This is an indication of the stress that the species undergoes at low
temperature when its metabolism and growth rate are really slow. The activation of transposable
elements at low temperature could also be interpreted as a response to stress, as has been
described in the introduction of the current chapter. In fact, manual annotation added even more
transcripts to the TE related group reaching to sixteen in total. For four of them annotation was
possible as Ty1-Copia type and two as Ty3/Gypsy type confirming the tendency of relatively high
abundance of LTR retrotransposons in diatom genomes. Three other transcripts manually
annotated were found to be probably homologous to the bacterial MAI genes related to
biomineralization, which could have been acquired via horizontal gene transfer (Ullrich et al.,
2005). It has been shown that MAI undergoes frequent rearrangements under physiological stress
conditions including prolonged storage of bacterial cells at 4 °C or exposure to oxidative stress. In
particular Ullrich et al. (2005) showed that MAI undergoes frequent transposition events. At the
same time transposition of insertion elements can raise under stress conditions (Pfeifer and
Blaseio, 1990; Mlouka et al., 2004). The overexpression of MAI at low temperature might mean
that the mobilization of MAI in L. aporus contributes to genetic plasticity and finally adaptation to
physiological stress in the same way transposable elements do. It must be noted that all the MAI
related transcripts found significantly differentially expressed were actually highly expressed at
low temperature in the recently isolated strains 1A1 and 3A6 while they were very low in all
temperatures for the old B651 strain, which could be explained considering that long term
cultivation may have caused the loss of this mechanism in the oldest strain. This expression
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pattern was also the one mostly seen in the TE related transcripts and several of the rest of the
stress-related transcripts mentioned above, an observation that led to the further investigation of
the differences between strains which are discussed in the next section.
Chaperones, including HSPs and HSFs, could not be absent from the significant results of a
temperature related gene expression study. As already mentioned in the introduction of this
chapter, molecular chaperones are one of the most vital parts of the cell heat stress defense
system and their role is to stabilize and fold proteins into their proper conformations (Richter et
al, 2010; Feder and Hoffman, 1999). HSPs are produced in response to stressful conditions and it
is now known that, in addition to heat, exposure to cold and UV light can lead to their expression
as well (Matz et al., 1995; Cao et al., 1999). Another protein that could be essential during heat/
cold stress is SYM1, the stress-induced yeast ortholog of the mammalian Mpv17 mitochondrial
inner membrane protein that is implicated in the metabolism of reactive oxygen species, ethanol
metabolism and tolerance during heat shock (Trott and Morano, 2004). Furthermore, in a study
on yeast Trott and Morano (2004) provided indications of a temperature-specific defect on SYM1
knockout cells that affects the activity of ALDH families. All the heat stress related transcripts
mentioned so far, as well as ALDH, were significantly upregulated in L. aporus at low temperature.
The only exceptions were heat shock factor protein 1 (HSF1) and heat stress transcription factor
C-1b (HSFC1B) which were significantly upregulated in the high temperature. HSF1 is part of a
complex with Hsp40/Hsp70 and Hsp90 and is inactive. Under heat shock, HSF1 is released from
the complex by another complex including a translation elongation factor (eEF1A) which is also
the key component regulating the actin cytoskeleton architecture in the cell. During the heat
shock the general shutdown of protein synthesis leads to a collapse of the cytoskeleton which
releases large amount of free eEF1A that now becomes available for interaction with HSF1
(Shamovsky and Nudler, 2008). HSF of the classes A and B are well established as regulators of
thermal and non-thermal stress responses but the role of class C is unknown. The rice OsHsfC1b
has been found to mediate salt stress tolerance, response to osmotic stress but also plant growth
under non-stress conditions (Schmidt et al., 2012). HSFB2a has been found to elicit mild cell death
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(moderate number of cells dying) in the leaves of the tobacco plant Nicotiana benthamiana (Zhu
et al., 2012), whereas in Arabidopsis thaliana it is required for the development of female
germline and the plant growth phenotype through temporal repression of vegetative growth
during development (Wunderlich et al., 2014). The expression of HSFB2a is controlled by a heatinducible long non-coding antisense RNA. Under heat stress the antisense regulation counteracts
the effect of repression and restores growth and further development but at the same time leads
to an impaired female gametophyte development. The heat induction of HSFB2a as well as of the
antisense RNA depends on the presence of HSFA1a (Busch et al., 2005; Wunderlich et al., 2014).
Under normal conditions, HSFA1a activity is repressed by negative regulatory mechanisms such as
interaction with Hsp70 (Kim and Schöffl, 2002). In addition to heat stress, overexpression of
HSFA1a has positive effects on stress tolerance to pH changes and to H2O2 in Arabidopsis (Liu et
al., 2013; Qian et al., 2014). In L. aporus, HSFB2a and HSFA1a were among the genes significantly
upregulated at low temperature so it is possible that also in diatoms HSFA1a expression is
triggered under low temperature stress conditions leading to overexpression of the HSFB2a,
implying a similar mechanism as in other organisms. Overall, although HSPs are now known to be
expressed during many different types of stress beyond heat shock and even be involved in other
non-stress induced functions, their significant upregulation is still a key part of temperature shock
response induced primarily by HSFs and for that they should be considered an important element
of the L. aporus response to low temperature.
Besides transposable elements, epigenetic changes and heat stress related proteins, an
association between cold stress and oxidative stress has been already demonstrated in bacteria,
cyanobacterial strains and fungi (Chattopadhyay et al., 2011; Smirnova et al., 2001; Liu et al.,
2002; Hossain and Nakamoto, 2003; Gocheva et al., 2009). In those cases the expression of genes
related to oxidative stress increased at low temperature, supporting the concept also mentioned
in introduction of a temperature induced oxidative stress response, and the same pattern
appeared in our study for L. aporus. Transcripts related to antioxidant-oxidoreductase activity
were also significantly upregulated at low temperature. In particular, we could focus on LPOR, one
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of the two unrelated Pchlide reductases (LPOR and DPOR) in the penultimate step of chlorophyll
biosynthesis. It has been suggested that DPOR no longer operates in conditions where oxygenic
photosynthesis is very active and cellular oxygen levels is high, while LPOR operates under both
aerobic and anaerobic conditions, being able to compensate for DPOR loss (Yamazaki, 2006). The
concentration of dissolved oxygen (DO) in water is influenced by temperature; the lower the
temperature the higher the maximum DO concentration saturation. At 13 °C, an imbalance
between reactive oxygen species and the ability of the biological system to detoxify the reactive
intermediates or repair the resulting damage might occur in L. aporus and LPOR could be
activated as a response to the disturbances in the normal redox state of the cell.
Two more evidences of the L. aporus stress reaction at 13 °C were protein degradation and the
upregulation of AOX. Flick and Kaiser (2012) have illustrated concepts and mechanisms by which
protein modification with ubiquitin and proteasomal degradation of key regulators ensures
cellular integrity during stress situations. This was also one of the cases in L. aporus since protein
degradation was the most enriched pathway in the differentially expressed genes between high
and low temperature. AidB is one of the several genes involved in the SOS adaptive response
(global response to DNA damage in which the cell cycle is arrested and DNA repair and
mutagenesis are induced) to DNA alkylation damage, the expression of which is activated by Ada
protein. It has been proposed that aidB directly destroys DNA alkylating agents such as
nitrosoguanidines (nitrosated amides) or their reaction intermediates (Annocript annotation, see
Materials and Methods). The transcripts of this pathway were all significantly upregulated at low
temperature implying changes in metabolism in order to cope with the unfavorable
environmental conditions. AOX is one of the two terminal oxidases (the alternative one, as its
name implies) of the mitochondrial electron transport chain and it can dramatically reduce the
energy (ATP) yield of respiration compared to the cyt oxidase. The expression of AOX is induced
when plants are exposed to a variety of stresses including oxidative stress, chilling pathogen
attack senescence and in rice in particular the transcript levels of the alternative oxidase are
increased by low temperature. So, it is an important mitochondrial component of the plant stress
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response while it also holds the ability of maintaining metabolic and signaling homeostasis; a link
between mitochondrial function, signal transduction and acclimatization to stress (Vanlerberghe,
2013). AOX, but also Aldh6a1, RaiA, FDHs and YdcS which are all related to stress conditions
(described also in section 3.3.1), were upregulated at low temperature in L. aporus.
3.4.2. Differential expression analysis among strains
The hypothesis that stimulated the comparison among strains was the one already formulated in
Chapter 2 about the different behavior of the older strain B651 possibly due to in-culture
evolution, which was also evident in the results of the differential expression analysis among
temperatures. Therefore, the differential expression analysis among strains was designed and it
did produce some interesting results. First of all, the number of the significantly differentially
expressed genes detected in this analysis was much higher than in the temperature DE analysis
and in particular there were many more genes found significantly different between B651 and the
other two strains than between 1A1 and 3A6. This is a first confirmation of the different behavior
of strain B651 compared to the other two in terms of expression. Then, the TEs’ informative role
was confirmed by the high enrichment of DNA integration terms in all three strain pairs; yet, the
highest percentage was present in the B651 - 1A1 pair and the lowest one in the 1A1 – 3A6. Thus,
an extra clue was added regarding the involvement of TEs in L. aporus evolution. TEs can be
activated due to their ability to mask themselves and parasitize the genome taking advantage of
the cell stress responses but ultimately they are kept active because of the benefits they offer to
the host. As Cavrak et al. (2014) conclude in their review “evolution has the last word”. Therefore,
TEs might serve as important tools for the adaptation and evolution of species and we consider
them to be a significant point to focus on in our own analysis on Leptocylindraceae reaction to the
different environments.
The involvement of TEs as well as other stress related genes in the B651 differential expression
compared to the other two strains does indicate a different response to low temperature but it is
impossible to say with certainty if it is due to the possible in-culture evolution, the high functional
intraspecific variability of L. aporus species or the fact that is the only representative of a putative
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summer population. It has been argued that phytoplankton clonal isolates show evolutionary
changes as they accumulate mutations and adapt to culture conditions (Lakeman et al., 2009).
Populations initiated as clonal isolates have also been shown to develop cryptic genetic variation
in sensitivity to heavy metals (Lakeman and Cattolico, 2007), competitive ability (Costas et al.,
1998) and growth rate and grazer defenses (Yoshida et al., 2004; Becks et al., 2010). Strains of the
green alga Chlorella showed significant interclonal variation in defenses against rotifer predation,
traded-off with competitive ability and growth rate, after more than 50 years of maintenance in
culture collection in the complete absence of grazer (Yoshida et al., 2004; Meyer et al., 2006).
Demott and McKinney (2015) showed a decline in digestion defenses and an increase of growth
rate of a strain of the green alga Oocystis after 3 years of culture. The loss of grazer defenses was
suggested to be a gradual process, dependent on the number of cell divisions over several years
and consistent with a quantitative genetic trait determined by mutations at many gene loci, each
with a small, accumulative effect (Houle, 1992; Lakeman et al., 2009; Demott and McKinney,
2015). Such evolutionary change and genetic diversity complicate the interpretation of laboratory
experiments. The rate of evolution in clonal cultures presumably depends on culture conditions,
population size, generation time and the traits being measured and therefore appears to be
highly variable (Lakeman et al., 2009). In a clonal, asexual population, such as in L. aporus, initial
slow changes are predicted by theoretical modeling as mutations gradually accumulate, followed
by more rapid evolution within a few hundred days (Lynch et al., 1991). Although large population
size and short generation times in algal cultures favor evolutionary change, the timing of specific
phenotypic changes is hard to predict. A quite notable example is that of a dinoflagellate
subculture that stopped producing saxitoxin around 40 years after isolation while another
subculture kept under similar conditions continued to produce the toxin (Martins et al., 2004). At
the other extreme, clonal isolates of a dinoflagellate evolved improved interclonal competitive
ability during experiments lasting only 5 weeks (Costas et al., 1998). Based on the above, the
effect of in-culture evolution cannot be ignored but it is hard to predict to what extent it affects
each strain separately. In the case of B651, the different behavior is assumed to be mainly a result
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of the in-culture evolution rather than of its summer origin. This hypothesis is also supported by
Chapter 2 results that showed two additional ‘old’ strains to be different regarding the extra time
needed to acclimatize, although these were isolated in autumn.
3.4.3. Transposable elements in L. aporus
To start with, all TE related transposons that were significantly differentially expressed in the
temperature based DE analysis were also significantly differentially expressed in the strain based
DE analysis. This is a first sign that the TE related transcripts both contribute to the variability
among strains and are involved in adaptation to changing thermal environments. Indeed the
expression pattern of the majority of the significantly differentially expressed TE-related
transcripts is differentiated based on the stress factor, which is low temperature in our case, but
could also be linked to adaptation which is reflected by the different behavior of the strain B651,
maintained for years in culture. The expression of all the selected TE transcripts was very low or
even absent in B651 except for one (TR6586), which followed the opposite trend, being almost
absent in 1A1 and 3A6 but considerably expressed in B651. Focusing on the B651 case, the TE
transcripts could have been active when the strain was experiencing the variability of the natural
environment but eventually silenced or constrained by the genome after the cells were isolated
and kept in stable environmental conditions for years. The TE that showed an opposite behavior
might be an interesting example of a possible inverse procedure where a TE is activated/
enhanced in order to maintain a stress response despite the stabilization of the environment and
the absence of stress. A hypothesis is that cells silence the majority of the TEs which are not
useful anymore due to the absence of environmental variability but they still keep as a backup
few TEs, the expression of which is enhanced instead. This trade-off should be energetically
beneficial for the cell to select it for. In addition, the co-expression of HSFA1a and transposon
related genes might be evidence of a mechanism similar to the one found for the ONSEN
transposable element in Arabidopsis, where HSFA1a was proved to be necessary for the heatinduced expression of the TE (Cavrak et al., 2014).
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The qRT-PCR results of the validation set basically confirmed the RNA sequencing results.
Regarding B651 lower expression tendency, the pattern is confirmed for TR6586 and possibly for
TR6506_i3 and TR7186. On the other hand, when the RNA-seq results are compared with qRT-PCR
results of the exploration set produced from the 2016 samples, there seems to be a big
discrepancy, in many cases even to the opposite direction. The only gene also confirmed in the
2016 samples is SYM1. The transcripts were in fact not at all or expressed in a very low level in the
sample that was acclimatized for the shorter time (1189B3). Considering these results altogether,
there are two possible explanations:
 Transcripts are in reality reacting randomly to the different conditions to which the
cultures were subjected and there is no actual connection with temperature, stress or
adaptation (except for SYM1 and temperature).
 In the two different periods when the 2015 (validation set) and 2016 (exploration set)
experiments were conducted, the physiology and therefore the condition and reactions of
the strains were different. This is due to some factor other than the stress condition per
se.
In support to the latter hypothesis, the growth rates during the two periods were indeed
different. Strains during 2015 seemed to show a lower growth rate than during 2016, when
prepared for qRT-PCR. The main difference between the two periods was the duration of
acclimatization. If this was the case, then 2015 samples could be assumed to be more stressed
due to the longer acclimatization period. The stress during 2015 could be possibly higher also due
to a contamination by a heterotrophic flagellate that almost all samples underwent during this
period. Before accepting this scenario, all other possibilities should be examined. The other
scenario was that the strains’ different behavior was not really an outcome of the acclimatization
duration but of the strain specific reaction due to their seasonal id (isolation date) or the season
during which the experiment was performed. If there is any effect of the seasons on diatoms in
the same way there is in plants (endogenous clock, also mentioned in Introduction) the isolation
or filtration dates should be correlated to the growth rates. However, the statistical tests’ results
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did not show any real correlation between the growth rate and the season of isolation of the
strains. In the filtration dates though, a seasonal pattern could be seen; March was found
different compared to January and February.
Overall it seems that the difference of the growth rates could be both related to the
acclimatization period but also related to the season. Nevertheless, the gene expression levels
point towards acclimatization to have the strongest effect on the strain expression response. All
the transposon related transcripts were confirmed regarding their response to the cold stress. The
pattern for TR_6586, and to some extent for TR6506_i3 and TR_7186, was also confirmed
regarding the different behavior of the older strain. Although this result could be an evidence for
the presence in L. aporus of specific transposable elements that are involved in phenotypic
plasticity of the strains, the contrasting expression patterns noticed in the samples that
underwent a shorter period of acclimatization indicate an essential role of the exposure time to
the stressing factor. Indeed, the different acclimatization to a stressful environment can lead to
distinct reactions in algae, causing either the reduction of the growth rate in the long term
acclimatization compared to the short one due to energy allocation from growth extension to
maintaining the cell structural integrity, or a restoration of the growth rate after a longer
exposure to the stress due to adaptive plasticity (Ragazzola et al., 2013; Schlüter et al., 2014).
Longer term experiments are suggested to provide a better understanding of the species
response to environmental changes that tend to persist such as global warming or ocean
acidification (Form and Riebesell, 2012). As described in section 1.5, phenotypic variability within
populations, a result of high level of inherited phenotypic plasticity, plays an important role in the
adaptation of the plankton to changing environments, potentially constraining short-term effects
and forming the bases for selection. In the case of L. aporus, the long-term exposure to the stress
factor seems to affect negatively the growth rate but activates most of the stress-related
transposons, an energy allocation perhaps similar to that suggested for the algae Lithothamnion
glaciale (Ragazzola et al., 2013). On the other hand, differences in transposon expression levels
were also recorded among the newly isolated strains, where the acclimatization of 1188A1 was
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only 10-20 days longer compared to the other two. However, there are strains in the validation
set that differed remarkably regarding their acclimatization time (around 100 days) without any
clear influence in gene expression results. Therefore it seems that for these transposons there is a
temporal threshold of about 10-20 days, after which they are activated. After this threshold is
passed the expression changes are not so profound and the cell state is stabilized.
On the other hand, significant relationships revealed between strain-specific growth rates and the
impact of stress on growth show that the response to the short and long-term changing
environment is not only species but also strain specific (Kremp et al., 2012). In the current
experiment, the strain specific reaction was more complex and harder to interpret since the
strains isolated more recently were also the ones that underwent the shorter acclimatization. The
strain effect would be clearer if all the strains had been acclimatized for the same period of time.
In any case, each response pattern should be always treated as strain specific and the general
conclusion for the species should be kept in a flexible frame.
The temperature related transcripts did not show any of the sample dependent patterns that
were observed for the TE transcripts. The highly conserved domains in the HSF family might have
affected the final expression detected by the qPCR for the specific two HSFs tested here. SYM1
was the only one that was confirmed in all the low temperature samples of all acclimatization
groups. This confirms that SYM1 in L. aporus is implicated in the cold and oxidative stress
response since this protein, as already mentioned, is involved in the metabolism of reactive
oxygen species and tolerance during heat shock. So far, little mechanistic information exist for this
protein but the hypothesis for its function in yeast is that it holds a pore or channel-like activity in
the mitochondrial inner membrane required for the transport of small molecules into or out of
the mitochondrial matrix under heat shock conditions (Trott and Moranno, 2004). The function in
diatoms could be similar or slightly different. Yet, the high stability of this protein expression
through all strains and conditions makes it a good candidate marker for thermal stress in
Leptocylindraceae and possible in other diatom species with similar physiology.
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SYM1 was blasted against NCBI and the Mpv17 domain was found conserved, though with a low
similarity (ca 40%), in the diatoms Thalassiosira oceanica and Thalassiosira pseudonana and the
coccolithophore Emiliana huxleyi.
The specific genes implicated in the response of L. aporus to cold could be genes that are
conserved and utilized by other species for similar stress responses or genes characteristic of L.
aporus. The investigation of this scenario could provide some answers on one of the big questions
of the thesis regarding the reaction of co-occurring species under the same environment. The
results of the blast search of all the genes of interest against the MOORE foundation database,
the individual transcriptomes of other Leptocylindrus species produced in the frame of this thesis
and the metatranscriptome from the spring bloom of 2013 in MareChiara station proved that the
transcripts of interest investigated here are unique to L. aporus so far. They could be either
species-specific or only strictly activated by the temperature change to very low or high values.
The Leptocylindrus transcriptomes of the other species were all acquired at 19 – 20 °C and the
environmental sample was taken during the course of a late spring bloom where the transcripts
might not reach such high levels of expression due to the absence of the appropriate trigger (low
temperature). Considering that none of the databases against which they were blasted represent
actual stressful conditions, this hypothesis is possible and so the genes might be there but not
detected.
3.4.4. Conclusion
The transcriptome analysis of three L. aporus strains under three different temperatures revealed
that the species is stressed at 13 °C. Cold stress conditions in L. aporus lead to the activation of
pathways related to temperature and oxidative stress but also to the activation of many
transposable elements. However, the differences among strains were as important, if not of
greater importance, compared to the differences among temperature conditions. In particular,
one of the strains, the oldest one, showed signs of diversification possibly related to in-culture
evolution. In the between-strains transcriptomic analysis, transposable elements held again a
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central role. All of them were of the LTR retrotransposon superfamily, as expected from previous
studies on diatoms’ transposable elements. At this point the central hypothesis was formulated:
-

The TE related transposons are activated after cold stress but they are silenced when the
cells remain for a long period in the same environmental conditions. This would mean
that TEs in L. aporus provide the phenotypic plasticity required in a changing environment
that can lead to genetic diversity within a species. Selection acts on the diversity created
by TEs and adapted populations are established and this would be the case of the older
strains.

At least three of the transposable elements investigated could be considered as important
candidates for their implication in the cold stress response and possibly in the species adaptive
evolution as well. However, one of them, TR6586, is a transposon that shows a particular
expression pattern since it is highly expressed in the older strain in contrast to the rest TEs;
possibly it is a selected TE for enhanced activity in case of an unexpected cold stress which might
occur despite the phenomenal stabilization of the environment. Nevertheless, the activity of all
TEs was found to be dependent on the persistence of the stress factor and they were activated
after at least 10 to 20 days of exposure to low temperature. It is accepted based on the results of
the growth experiments (Chapter 2) that the strains of a species can be impacted in very different
ways by stressors but it was not possible to identify clear strain specific responses, if any, in the
current transcriptomic experiment. The significant upregulation of transposable elements in L.
aporus could be an important finding since it might add one more diatom species to the ones
already studied regarding the role of TEs in their adaptation to changing environments. The
current results support the theory of the high importance of transposons in diatoms which states
that, considering TEs are actually a mechanism of phenotypic plasticity, their activation after a
certain time of highly changing environmental conditions can induce the genetic diversity that
allows diatoms to adapt so successfully to so many environments.
Furthermore, SYM1 was verified as a cold response protein which also contributes to the thermal
shock tolerance and it seems to be necessary already at the 10 days acclimatization. Its high
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positive consistency in the results could lead towards the further investigation of its exact
functions in diatoms and finally make it a reliable reference gene for cold stress identification.
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4.1.

Introduction

Diatoms are among the most diverse groups of phytoplankton in the ocean but, despite their
widely recognized importance, little is known about the extent of their functional diversity, how
this diversity shapes and reflects their different distribution patterns and the mechanisms through
which it is maintained or increased over time. The characterization of the functional diversity of
diatoms can offer essential information and help to determine whether or not the marked
diversity in gene-specific responses translates directly to significantly different ecological
consequences in the field. To that end, analyzing the functional characteristics of different species
through the comparison of the quality and the quantity of mRNA they produce, namely their gene
expression profile, can help identify how these species adapt to the environment where they live.

Before the development of HTS technologies, other techniques such as expressed sequence tags
(ESTs) and microarrays were used in most gene expression studies. These approaches have now
been replaced by deep sequencing, due to the superiority of the latter. The power of sequencing
RNA is the combination of the twin aspects of discovery and quantification in a single highthroughput sequencing called RNA sequencing (RNA-seq). Whole transcriptomes acquired by
RNA-seq are often compared between or among different species and this is called comparative
transcriptomics. Using comparative transcriptomic analysis, we might be able to obtain a
preliminary insight on molecular toolkits specific to each species and even identify physiological
and metabolic differences amongst them.

In order for the interspecific comparison to be possible, the RNA-seq data should be indeed
comparable among species; expression can be statistically compared only for genes that are of
common ancestry and retain the same function (orthologs). The most important issue is that a
one-to-one correspondence between genes from different species does not exist due to
evolutionary events such as gene duplication and recombination which create complex relations
between genes (Kristensen et al., 2011). So even for orthologs (genes from different species with
a shared common ancestry) such a correspondence is not obvious since in-paralogs (one or more
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additional gene copies resulted by gene duplication after speciation) are a possible case. The
function of the paralogs tends to diverge over time and have in general a high gene expression
diversity compared to the single-copy genes (Gu et al., 2004; Studer and Robinson-Rechavi, 2009;
Kristiansson et al., 2013).
In diatoms, similar whole transcriptome functional comparisons have indicated a comparable set
of functions between the species with small differences in specific pathways (Di Dato et al., 2015;
Bender et al., 2014). Despite the overall similarity, it was also possible to identify species-specific
transcripts. The characterization of both the common and distinct responses for each species can
help to understand and better predict which diatoms bloom under which sets of environmental
factors. Each species might maintain different physiologies from one another in how each
undergoes -or not- sexual reproduction, responds to micronutrient availability and nutrient
storage in ocean environments etc. (Strzepek and Harrison, 2004; Peers and Price, 2006; Sims et
al., 2006; Armbrust, 2009). Bender et al. (2014) examined the transcriptional response of three
diatoms – Thalassiosira pseudonana, Fragilariopsis cylindrus and Pseudo-nitzschia multiseries – to
the onset of nitrate limitation of growth in order to investigate the ramifications of betweenspecies diversity. They concluded that the observed diversity was a result of four general
mechanisms:
1. Genes specific to each diatom species. However, distantly related genes may encode
diverged proteins that carry out similar metabolic functions in diatoms. This means that
different transcriptional responses could nevertheless lead to similar functional reactions
(Thompson et al., 2011).
2. Multi-copy gene families to which a small percentage of proteins within each diatom
belong to. These families commonly display different transcriptional patterns among
different diatoms but also within individual species.
3. Differential regulation of separate components of the same metabolic pathway which
may be a result of post-transcriptional and post-translational modification for selected
genes or proteins respectively.
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4. Variations in the regulatory networks that differentially control gene expression among
the different species.
In challenging environments the species-specific physiological capabilities and adaptations are
highlighted (Thompson et al., 2011). So when different species or strains are subjected to similar
perturbations, e.g. extreme temperature, and a comparison in responses follows, a greater
molecular diversity and larger differences in the gene expression levels is expected to be detected
than when all individuals are kept in tolerable conditions. However, the examination of gene
expression under non – stressful conditions should not be neglected since it could also provide
valuable insight into the functional diversity of species under normal conditions.

The considerable amount of sequence information that is produced by RNA-seq can be combined
with phylogenetic principles in an attempt to make further sense of the data. This kind of
approach is called phylogenomics and is an intersection of the fields of evolution/ phylogenetics
and genomics (Eisen and Fraser, 2003). It has been already largely applied in diatoms leading to
significant conclusions, such as the red and green algal origin of the diatom membrane
transporters (Chan et al., 2011; Deschamps and Moreira, 2012; Derelle et al., 2016). Phylogenetics
is based on the identification of homologous characters (morphological structures, ultrastructural
characteristics of cells, biochemical pathways, genes, amino acids or nucleotides) shared among
different organisms so through their comparison and the use of reconstruction methods
evolutionary relationships and phylogenetic trees are inferred. Whereas some few genes show a
high degree of conservation across all organisms e.g. small subunit ribosomal RNA (SSU rRNA) and
are hence preferable, many other genes show topological conflicts among phylogenies. Each
molecular phylogenetic tree is based on differences among molecules and it is not necessarily a
species tree. Aminoacid sequences of regulatory proteins or enzymes commonly diverge to a high
extent, except for residues absolutely required for activity, while rRNA genes are the most
conservative large sequences in nature and therefore fit the criteria for representing the actual
species phylogeny better than any other genes (Woese, 1987). In that sense, phylogenetic trees
made based on other genes of the central nucleic acid-based information transfer process, such
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as RNA or DNA polymerase, are consistent with the rRNA trees while metabolic processes that
respond to the environment may or may not track the rRNA (Brown et al., 2001; Pace, 2009).
Therefore the possibility of combining many genes together could solve problems such as lateral
gene transfer, convergence and varying rates of evolution for different genes. Using entire
genomes or transcriptomes should bypass these anomalies since the pattern of evolution is
indicated by the majority of the data (Delsuc et al., 2005; Jeffroy et al., 2006). Summing up,
phylogenomics is a new field that has arose along with the fields of genomics and transcriptomics
and it could be highly promising when the selection of the genes is restricted to the ones that
contain minimal non-phylogenetic signals in order to take full advantage of the method and
reduce incongruence.
Within the phylogenomics field, an increasingly popular analysis that can be applied on the results
of HTS experiments is the variant calling. A range of computational methods is utilized in order to
identify the existence of Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) and small insertions and deletions
(indels) in the studied sample compared to the assembled transcriptome. The next steps of
variant calling are (i) the stratification of the variants based on their impact on the protein
sequence such as a synonymous SNP when located within the coding region and a nonsynonymous SNP otherwise, or a frameshift mutation that led to the gain of a stop codon, and the
(ii) annotation of the transcripts significantly affected by the variants. In that way, specific genetic
polymorphisms can be associated with a species and further investigated regarding their origin
and evolution, with no need of sequencing the entire or part of the genome (Lopez-Maestre et al.,
2016). Apparently, in the absence of a reference genome only the polymorphisms of transcribed
regions can be targeted but these regions arguably correspond to those with a more direct
functional impact since RNA-seq data mirror gene expression, the most basic molecular
phenotype.

The Leptocylindrus species used in the current analysis offer a fine opportunity to link different
phenotypes with RNA-seq and phylogenomics results since L. danicus and L. hargravesii are
genetically closer than the other species and they are undistinguishable under the light
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microscopy while L. aporus and L. convexus are also genetically closer but their discrimination is
much easier under the microscope; additionally, L. danicus and L. hargravesii, but not the other
species, are known to undergo sexual reproduction with flagellated gametes and spore formation
from auxospores. All species show distinct seasonality with some overlapping periods: L. danicus
is an almost year-round species with low numbers in mid-July to August; L. aporus is detected as
abundant when L. danicus is not but with very low density in the winter months; L. convexus is a
half-year species, with low numbers in January-February and higher in spring months up until July;
L. hargravesii is present mainly in summer and beginning of autumn but also in January – April in
lower numbers. It will be interesting to see how this complexity of molecular, morphological and
seasonal characteristics is depicted in the functional patterns of each species and identify
different and/ or evolutionary conserved transcriptional responses. In particular:


We aimed at understanding how genetically variable each species is and around which
functions this variability is centered. Therefore, the genetic variability among strains and
species was explored through a variant calling analysis. The exact effect of the variants on
the protein sequence was also determined and finally the specific functions mostly
affected by the polymorphism were detected for each species through a GO enrichment
analysis.



A differential expression analysis among strains for each species was aimed at exploring
the diversity in gene expression and the related functions within the species.



The identification of orthologous genes among all species and the following differential
expression analysis was aimed at exploring the diversity in gene expression and the
related functions among the species.



Finally, due to the enormously large data produced it was impossible to investigate all
differentially expressed genes or manually annotate transcripts that missed annotation.
Instead the investigation of expression was specified and focused on the concepts related
to the general aim of the thesis and the genes that turned out to be of interest in the
transcriptomic analysis of L. aporus in the previous chapter.
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4.2.

Materials and Methods

Based on the results of the molecular characterization of a high number of strains (see Chapter 2),
strains of each species were selected so that, in combination with strains already available in the
SZN collection, they would cover as high diversity as possible in terms of seasonality and possible
physiological characteristics (Table 4.2.1). Based on the ITS marker, a maximum likelihood tree
with bootstrap and Kimura-2 parameter model was built and intra-species molecular similarity
was also taken into consideration.
Table 4.2.1 Strains selected from each Leptocylindraceae species for RNA sequencing and corresponding dates of
filtration for RNA extraction.

#

Isolation Date

Strain Code

Species

Filtration Date

1

20/12/2013

1A1

L. aporus

16/12/2014

2

28/01/2014

3A6

L. aporus

17/12/2014

3

21/8/2010

B651

L. aporus

01/02/2015

4

14/01/2014

1089-07

L. convexus

06/04/2015

5

21/12/2010

B768

L. convexus

16/04/2015

6

23/09/2014

1123B2

L. convexus

06/04/2015

7

14/01/2014

1089-21

L. hargravesii

05/03/2015

8

05/02/2014

3B6

L. hargravesii

15/03/2015

9

19/02/2014

4D4

L. hargravesii

13/03/2015

10

13/02/2014

4B6

L. danicus

19/05/2015

11

14/01/2014

1089-17

L. danicus

31/01/2015

12

15/06/2010

B650

L. danicus

14/05/2015

The selected strains were grown under the same conditions at 19°C, a light intensity of 100 μmol
photons m-2 sec-1 and a photoperiod of L:D, 12:12. The environmental conditions were stable
while cultures were kept at exponential phase in 100 ml of K + Si medium and finally transferred
to 1 liter (1L) when reached a concentration of 2,000 cells/ml. RNA extraction and sequencing
were performed following the same protocols and by the same services described in Chapter 3.
All samples except L. aporus were placed on the same lane for sequencing. Samples run in the
same lane avoid that the differences detected in expression between treatment groups could be a
result of possible differences in sequencing quality.

After the acquirement of the sequences, the data were sent to Sequentia Biotech (Barcelona) for
the downstream analysis. An initial quality check was performed on the raw sequencing data,
removing low quality portions while preserving the longest high quality part of a HTS read. The
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minimum length established was 35 bp and the quality score 25, which increases the quality and
reliability of the analysis. FastQC analyses were performed before and after the trimming of the
reads (removal of adapters) in order to have a quality control of the high throughput sequence
data. The steps of the main analysis follow in details:

• De novo transcriptome assembly for each species. At this step a transcriptome for each species
was assembled without the aid of a reference genome. Assembling the transcriptome of each
Leptocylindrus species was the first step in developing large scale genetic information that
allowed us to further study the recurrent phenotypic evolution across the samples. The high
quality reads obtained after trimming were post-processed more in-depth. First, all reads of the
samples belonging to the same species were joined in order to increase the transcriptome
assembly accuracy and coverage. Then, an in silico read normalization was carried out. Read
normalization reduces the redundancy of the dataset thus speeding the analysis and increasing
the quality of the assembly. Finally, the obtained normalized datasets were aligned against Homo
sapiens reference genome (GRCh38) in order to remove contaminants. All the reads mapping
against GRCh38 genome, were discarded from downstream analysis. At the end of the read
processing, the total amount of reads obtained for L. aporus, L. convexus, L. danicus and L.
hargravesii were used as input to perform transcriptome assembly. Different analyses and
comparisons were conducted using two of the most outstanding tools for de novo assembly,
Trinity (version 2.1.1) and Trans-ABySS 1.5.3 (Simpson et al., 2009). The best assembly was
obtained by merging the assemblies produced by both assemblers separately. Only those
transcripts bigger than 200bp length were assembled; smaller ones were considered as
contaminations, or assembly artefacts. Then, the transcript redundancy was removed with CDHIT-EST obtaining a “raw” assembly. CD-HIT-EST is a widely used program for clustering similar
proteins into cluster that meet a similarity threshold.
• Comprehensive quality analysis and filtering of the assembled transcript sequences. In order
to have a general overview about the quality of the assembly, a tool called Transrate v1.0.0
(Smith-Unna, preprint) was used. Transrate is a software for de novo transcriptome assembly
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quality analysis. It examines the assembly in detail, reporting quality scores for assembled
sequences. Furthermore it filters out the bad sequences from the assembly, i.e. those sequences
that might be assembly artifacts. All the transcriptomes were analysed using Transrate, except the
one from L. aporus. The L. aporus RNA-Seq reads were shorter than 40bp, and Transrate needs
larger reads as input. Therefore, L. aporus assembly was checked using a tool called RSEM-EVAL
v.1.9 (Li and Dewey, 2011), which is another de novo transcriptome assembly evaluator. HGS data
could suffer from contamination of organisms that are not the actual target of the experiment
(apart from human), so the sequences of the transcripts were blasted against the NCBI database
in order to remove possible contaminations (all no plant or diatomea hits).
• Functional annotation of high quality transcriptome. The high quality transcripts were
translated into proteins with the TransDecoder tool (http://transdecoder.github.io/). The
sequences of the assembled transcripts were screened for open reading frames (ORFs) in order to
predict the amino acid sequence of proteins derived from them. When multiple translations were
possible, the priority was set in order to get the longest complete ORF, when a complete ORF was
not detected the longest sequence was kept. The coding sequences obtained from TransDecoder
were functionally annotated with the InterPro database. InterProScan is the software package
that allows sequences to be scanned against InterPro signatures. InterPro provides functional
analysis of proteins and classifies them into families. This step also let the production of Gene
Ontology (GO) and KEGG annotations. In addition to InterPro annotations, using protein
sequences, a blastp analysis was performed against NCBI in order to functionally annotate the
proteins by sequence similarity. The gene names of the most similar NCBI protein hit were
retrieved (all of them having an evalue ≤ 0.01).
• Identification of variants across different strains within each species (Single Nucleotide
Polymorphism (SNP) and small insertions and deletions (indels)) and genomic variant filtering.
Following the assembly and annotation of the transcriptomes, variants across the different strains
of species were identified and annotated. The variant calling pipeline involves the identification of
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variants present in the studied sample in comparison to the assembled transcriptome. This
process is divided into further steps:
1. Mapping and data pre-processing
2. Variant Calling
3. Variant Filtering
The first step includes the alignment of the trimmed reads against the assembled transcriptome
using the latest version of Spliced Transcripts Alignment to Reference (STAR) software, v2.5.1
(Dobin et al., 2012). STAR outperforms other aligners by more than a factor of 50 in mapping
speed of RNA-Seq reads, while at the same time improving alignment sensitivity and precision. To
check the mapping quality of the alignment, SAMStat software (Lassman et al., 2011) was used.
The resulting alignments obtained after mapping were pre-processed to make them adequate for
variant calling analysis: using SAMtools 1.2 the reads mapping with a mapping quality less than 30
and not properly mapped were removed from downstream analysis. Once the data were preprocessed, variant discovery process was carried out, i.e. the sites where the data displays
variation relative to the reference sequence were identified, and genotypes for each sample at
that site were calculated. For this scope, a pipeline called SUPER v4.0 was used
(https://sourceforge.net/projects/superw/). Simply Unified Pair-End Read (SUPER) workflow is a
dynamic and fast tool to identify sequence variation such as SNPs, DIPs and Structural variations
(SVs) developed by Sequentia Biotech team. Subsequently, several filters were applied in order to
reduce the amount of false positives and obtain the most accurate and reliable variants:
-

Variant Quality: Those variants with a quality less than 30 were removed from
downstream analysis.

-

Genotype Depth: SNP/indels with less than 6 reads of coverage were removed from
downstream analysis.

• Accurate variant annotation and effect prediction. As soon as the variants were established,
their annotation followed. There are many different types of information that could be associated
with variants. First, we focused on the most fundamental level of variant annotation, which is
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categorizing each variant based on its relationship to coding sequences in the transcriptome and
how it may change the coding sequence and affect the gene product. SnpEff tool was chosen as
the best software to perform this analysis (Cingolani et al., 2012). SnpEff v4.1b is a genetic variant
annotation and effect prediction toolbox. It annotates and predicts the effects of variants on
genes (such as amino acid changes). It classifies the variants as intergenic, intronic,
nonsynonymous SNP, frameshift deletion, large-scale duplication, etc. (Sequence Ontology terms,
http://www.sequenceontology.org/), and based on this annotation, an assessment of the putative
impact of the variant follows (Table 4.2.2). A high impact variant is assumed to have high
(disruptive) impact in the protein, probably causing protein truncation, loss of function or
triggering nonsense mediated decay; a moderate impact variant is a non-disruptive variant that
might change protein effectiveness, a low impact variant is assumed to be mostly harmless or
unlikely to change protein behavior and a modifier is usually a non-coding variant or a variant
affecting non-coding genes, where predictions are difficult or there is no evidence of impact
Table 4.2.2. Putative impact for Sequence Ontology terms often used in functional annotations.

Putative Impact
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
MODERATE
MODERATE
MODERATE
MODERATE
MODERATE
MODERATE
MODERATE
MODERATE
MODERATE
MODERATE
MODERATE
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW

Sequence Ontology term
chromosome number variation
exon loss variant
frameshift variant
rare amino acid variant
splice acceptor variant
splice donor variant
start lost
stop gained
stop lost
transcript ablation
3 prime UTR truncation + exon loss
5 prime UTR truncation + exon loss variant
coding sequence variant
disruptive inframe deletion
disruptive inframe insertion
inframe deletion
inframe insertion
missense variant
regulatory region ablation
splice region variant
TFBS ablation
5 prime UTR premature start codon gain variant
initiator codon variant
splice region variant
start retained
stop retained variant
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LOW
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER
MODIFIER

synonymous variant
3 prime UTR variant
5 prime UTR variant
coding sequence variant
conserved intergenic variant
conserved intron variant
downstream gene variant
exon variant
feature elongation
feature truncation
gene variant
intergenic region
intragenic variant
intron variant
mature miRNA variant
miRNA
NMD transcript variant
non coding transcript exon variant
non coding transcript variant
regulatory region amplification
regulatory region variant
TF binding site variant
TFBS amplification
transcript amplification
transcript variant
upstream gene variant

As a last step for the variant analysis, a GO enrichment analysis was carried out for those
transcript significantly affected by high impact variants. For this purpose, agriGO tool was used
(Du et al., 2010), through which the identification of significantly enriched GO terms among the
selected set of transcripts with accurate statistical methods was possible.
• Differential expression analysis across species and among individuals of the same species.
Differential expression analysis has been performed with NOIseq R packages, a nonparametric
approach that does not require any preset distributional assumptions as it creates an empirical
distribution from the available data. NOIseq allows DE analysis without biological replicates. Prior
to the analysis, the “Trimmed Means of M-values” (TMM) normalization strategy was used. A first
filtering procedure has been performed in L. convexus and L. hargravesii analysis: the transcripts
with less than one read count in only one sample were removed. EdgeR package was used for this
scope. Differentially expressed transcripts were discovered by pairwise comparison of the three
stains in each species. Transcripts are considered significantly differentially expressed if the false
discovery rate (FDR) of the statistical test is less than 0.05. Finally, Gene Ontology Enrichment
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Analysis (GOEA) was carried out. Enriched GO terms were identified among the differential
expressed set of loci with accurate statistical methods. This analysis was conducted on the
differential expressed transcripts identified on each comparison of the previous step (DE-analysis)
and was carried out on the lists of up and down regulated transcripts separately.
• Identification of orthologous transcripts across the species. As a final analysis, orthologous
transcripts were identified across the four species and an interspecies differential expression
analysis along with a corresponding GOEA was carried out. The strategy chosen for the
identification of orthologous sequences is based on the Reciprocal BLAST Hits (RBH). Essentially, a
RBH is found when the proteins encoded by two genes (or transcripts), each in a different
genome, find each other as the best scoring match in the other genome. This method was
originally developed to identify orthologous sequences between two species. In this case, the RBH
method was adapted to identify conserved sequences not only among pairs of species but also
across all the species or across groups of three. Once the groups of orthologous transcripts were
defined, all the sequences of the orthologous genes across the species were used for a neighbor
joining tree. The method was based on an alignment free calculation followed by phylogenetic
reconstruction with PHYML (Guindon et al., 2010). A differential expression analysis across the
different species was also performed. A first attempt was made to map the reads of each species
using one reference sequence. However, the number of mapping reads was too low. For this
reason the expression values calculated for each species using its own reference were used for
the analysis. The differential expression analysis was performed with NOIseq R package. Using the
transcripts conserved across the four species, the following comparisons were made:
•

L. aporus vs L. convexus

•

L. aporus vs L. danicus

•

L. aporus vs L. hargravesii

•

L. convexus vs L. danicus

•

L. convexus vs L. hargravesii

•

L. danicus vs L. hargravesii
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A first filtering procedure was performed; the transcripts with less than one read count in each
sample were removed by using the edgeR package. The overall quality of the experiment was
evaluated on the basis of the similarity among samples (now treated as replicates), by a PCA
analysis using the filtered expression values of the transcripts. Using this approach, the detection
of any samples with unexpected behavior was possible. Transcripts are considered significantly
differentially expressed if the false discovery rate (FDR) of the statistical test was less than 0.05.
No filter to the fold-change has been applied.
• Transposable elements analysis. A specific analysis on transposon elements was performed for
the four species. In particular, annotation of the TE elements was performed with RepeatMasker
and the information from the DE analysis and variant calling was linked to them.

The data produced from Sequentia in the analysis steps just described were further investigated
and visualized. The visualization of the DE results was performed with the Venn diagram
generator of the Microarray Center CRP-Sante (http://www.bioinformatics.lu/) and REVIGO
(REduce and VIsualize Gene Ontology). The latter was used for the summary and visualization of
the significant gene ontology terms (Supek et al., 2011). The resulting lists of GO terms were large
and highly redundant and thus difficult to interpret. For that reason, REVIGO was selected since it
can summarize long, unintelligible lists of GO terms by finding a representative subset of the
terms using a simple clustering algorithm. In the end, the non-redundant GO term set is visualized
to assist interpretation. The TreeMap visualization was selected in the current study (Fig. 4.2.1.).
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Figure 4.2.1 The ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO. Each rectangle is a single cluster representative. The representatives are
joined into ‘superclusters’ of loosely related terms, visualized with different colours. Size of the rectangles may be
adjusted to reflect either the p-value, or the frequency of the GO term in the underlying GOA database.

The expression values of the orthologous genes across all species were used for a hierarchical
cluster analysis (HCA) and a canonical correlation analysis (CCA) with vegan R package. A
corresponding heatmap was also created with Plotly (https://plot.ly).

Finally, the annotation results for each species were searched for terms related to temperature,
stress, adaptation, circadian rhythm and transposable elements. The temperature and TE related
transcripts that were found significantly different between temperatures in L. aporus, were blast
searched for in the present dataset. In addition to these genes, specific L. danicus flagellate genes
(Nanjappa et al., submitted) were blasted against all the four species assembled transcriptomes. A
complete list of the genes blasted and their annotation is provided in Table 4.2.3.
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Table 4.2.3 List of selected genes that were blasted against the Leptocylindrus transcriptomes. The genes were
derived from the L. aporus transcriptomic analysis of Chapter 3 and the L. danicus transcriptomic analysis by
Nanjappa et al. (submitted).

Genes Blasted
(L. aporus 2015 and L.
danicus 2012 transcript IDs)

Annotation

TR6847|c0_g1_i1

Heat Shock Factor protein 1 (HSF1)

TR1078|c1_g1_i1

Heat Stress transcription Factor C-1b (HSFC1b)

TR936|c0_g1_i1

Heat Stress transcription Factor B-2a (HSFB-2a)

TR264|c0_g1_i1
TR268|c0_g1_i1

TR6964|c11_g1_i1
TR1252|c0_g1_i1

Stress-induced Yeast ortholog of the mammalian Mpv17 (SYM1)

TR6356|c2_g2_i1
TR7186|c6_g2_i10
TR6586|c2_g1_i1
TR6506|c2_g2_i3
TR6506|c2_g2_i5
TR7165|c11_g1_i1
TR6877|c1_g1_i1
TR7092|c10_g5_i1
TR6586|c2_g1_i1
TR6788|c3_g1_i1

Transposable Element (TE) related genes

MMETSP0321-20121206|1172
MMETSP0321-20121206|1233
MMETSP0321-20121206|4747
MMETSP0321-20121206|7324
MMETSP0321-20121206|25141
MMETSP0321-20121206|29637

4.3.

Heat Stress transcription Factor A-1a (HSFA-1a),
Photosystem II 12 kDa extrinsic protein, chloroplastic (PSBU), stabilizes the
structure of photosystem II oxygen-evolving complex (OEC), the ion
environment of oxygen evolution and protects the OEC against heat-induced
inactivation.
Ubiquinol Oxidase 4 Chloroplastic/Chromoplastic (AOX4), induced when plants
are exposed to a variety of stresses including oxidative stress, chilling pathogen
attack senescence and, in rice in particular, low temperature.

Tubulin-Tyrosine Ligase family protein (TTL), involved in the organisation of the
neuronal microtubule network, in centriole stability, axoneme motility and
mitosis.
Intraflagellar transport protein 172 homolog (Ift172), required for the
maintenance and formation of cilia.
Cytoplasmic dynein 2 heavy chain 1 (DYNC2H1), possible motor for intraflagellar
retrograde transport. Functions in cilia biogenesis.
B9 domain-containing protein 1 (B9D1), component of a complex localized at
the transition zone of primary cilia.
Dynein heavy chain, axonemal (DNAH), force generating protein of respiratory
cilia; involved in sperm motility and implicated in sperm flagellar assembly.
Tetratricopeptide repeat protein 30a-like (TT30A), involved in intraflagellar
transport.

Results

The phylogenetic tree based on ITS (Fig. 4.3.1) showed that all selected strains clustered according
to species with a high bootstrap value while the intraspecific variability was low.
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Figure 4.3.1 Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree (Kimura-2 parameter model) based on ITS sequences of the
selected Leptocylindrus strains for RNA sequencing. Numbers on branches represent bootstrap values (500
replicates). Tenuicylindrus belgicus clade serves as an outgroup.

As in Chapter 3, for the assessment of RNA quality the Bioanalyzer electrophoresis results and
electropherograms were used and all samples were found of an acceptable quality for sequencing
(Fig. 4.3.2). The L. aporus samples were the same as the ones at 19 °C in Chapter 3 and they were
of good quality. They are not presented here again.
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Figure 4.3.2 Bioanalyzer (electrophoresis above and electropherogram below) results of L. danicus (red), L.
hargravesii (purple) and L. convexus (orange) RNA samples sent for sequencing.

Bioanalyzer results showed the typical pattern of a good quality diatom RNA with the three
expected bands/ peaks except for L. convexus, where an extra double peak was obvious in all
samples.
The quality check that was performed on the raw sequencing data established sequences of
minimum length 35 bp and quality score 25 (Table 4.3.1).
Table 4.3.1 Resulting number of reads after the quality check for each species.

Sample Name

Species

1A1
3A6
B651
1089-7
1123B2
B768
1089-17
4B6
B650
1089-21
3B6
4D4

L. aporus
L. aporus
L. aporus
L. convexus
L. convexus
L. convexus
L. danicus
L. danicus
L. danicus
L. hargravesii
L. hargravesii
L. hargravesii

N of reads before
data quality control
15,561,704
18,020,449
17,955,373
21,146,100
21,492,174
19,621,719
18,700,334
21,134,252
23,033,307
17,242,020
20,907,779
14,978,623

N of reads after
data quality control
15,045,589
17,377,190
17,229,701
20,762,044
21,194,391
19,318,073
18,401,071
20,305,593
21,356,367
16,923,027
20,560,987
14,815,284

N of reads after
read processing
25,631,238

17,374,888

21,897,354

16,725,603

Table 4.3.2 sums up the transcripts filtered at each step and presents statistics of the
transcriptome assembly that were calculated using an assembly evaluation script.
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Table 4.3.2 Number of transcripts produced after each filtration step and statistics on the final transcriptome for each
species. N50 is the length of the longest contig in order for all contigs of at least that length to compose >50% of the
assembly.

Transcripts
Raw
Clustering
Good quality
Contaminants/ artefacts
(removed)
Final curated assembly
Total length (bp)
%GC
Mean length (bp)
N50 (bp)

L. aporus
76,218
33,728
NA
294

L. convexus
76,121
20,254
19,210
332

L. danicus
203,359
33,809
32,219
413

L. hargravesii
112,599
27,173
25,814
1,450

33,434
36,347,313
41.16
1087.14
1,652

18,878
22,589,874
38
1196.62
1,706

31,806
27,558,193
44.63
866.45
1,288

24,364
22,864,803
44.84
938.47
1,465

L. aporus and L. danicus have the largest transcriptome, followed by L. hargravesii and lastly L.
convexus. Accordingly 28,632, 14,574, 24,915 and 19,316 protein sequences were translated with
a minimum length of 50 aa for L. aporus, L. convexus, L. danicus and L. hargravesii respectively.

About 35.06% of L. aporus transcriptome was annotated. Similarly, 31.41% of L. danicus, 35.83%
of L. hargravesii and 41.2% of L. convexus received any kind of annotation. These percentages are
slightly lower than expected, which is typically between 50 – 80% in RNA-seq studies (Conesa et
al., 2016) so a high proportion of the transcriptomes remained composed of unknown transcripts.
4.3.1. Variant calling analysis
The genetic polymorphism of each species and the related effect on gene products was explored
through the variant calling analysis. The number of the raw variants for each species, as well as
the number after the applied filters, is shown in the table and the figure below. SNPs were the
prevailing variants for all species. L. danicus had at least three times more variants, mainly SNPs,
compared to the other species (Table 4.3.1.1 and Fig. 4.3.1.1).
Table 4.3.1.1 Number of raw and filtered variants for each species.

Sample Name
L. aporus
L. convexus
L. danicus
L. hargravesii

Raw variants
127,629
99,329
492,560
88,876

Filtered variants
36,567
53,022
166,360
38,043
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Figure 4.3.1.1 Variant calling results. The histograms represent the total number of filtered variants detected by
SUPER for each of the studied species. The variants detected are Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs), deletions
(DEL) and insertions (INS).

In more detail for each species, the effects of the variants on the corresponding coding sequence
are shown in table 4.3.1.2. In all species the majority of the variants led to synonymous and
missense point mutations.
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Table 4.3.1.2 Numbers of effect types and the corresponding putative impact of the variants in each species.
Effects on Gene Product

Impact

L. danicus

L. aporus

L. convexus

L. hargravesii

chromosome number variation

High

15

5

46

37

frameshift variant

High

87

108

266

276

frameshift variant & start lost

High

6

2

7

3

frameshift variant & stop gained

High

6

2

1

2

frameshift variant & stop lost

High

10

3

9

12

start lost

High

29

19

21

10

start lost & disruptive inframe deletion

High

0

0

0

1

start lost & disruptive inframe insertion

High

0

1

3

1

start lost & inframe deletion

High

2

0

1

0

start lost & inframe insertion

High

0

0

1

0

stop gained

High

269

87

175

126

stop gained & disruptive inframe deletion

High

0

0

0

1

stop gained & disruptive inframe insertion

High

0

0

0

1

stop gained & inframe insertion

High

0

0

2

2

stop lost

High

44

18

32

34

stop lost & disruptive inframe deletion

High

1

0

0

0

stop lost&inframe deletion

High

1

0

1

2

stop retained variant

High

159

28

25

34

disruptive inframe deletion

Moderate

254

19

159

223

disruptive inframe insertion

Moderate

211

10

97

165

inframe deletion

Moderate

120

22

76

87

inframe insertion

Moderate

98

22

44

95

missense variant
5 prime UTR premature start codon gain
variant
initiator codon variant

Moderate

43,248

10,957

19,058

9,374

Low

1,144

602

567

477

Low

3

3

3

2

synonymous variant

Low

90,632

13,243

18,053

11,762

3 prime UTR variant

Modifier

19,761

6,693

7,594

8,406

5 prime UTR variant

Modifier

6,864

3,907

3,934

3,092

162,964

35,751

50,175

34,225

Sum

The number of high and moderate impact variants was calculated for each species strain (Fig
4.3.1.2). The majority of the moderate impact variants were missense variants which can be
directly attributed to SNPs. Leptocylindrus convexus and L. hargravesii were the most uniform
species regarding the variants’ abundance while L. danicus and L. aporus had each a strain that
possessed more variants than the other strains (4B6 and B651 respectively). Each class of
moderate/high variant was calculated also as a percentage over the total number of variants in
each species (Fig. 4.3.1.2). This made obvious that the species differed not only regarding the
number of their variants but also regarding their composition.
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Figure 4.3.1.2 Numbers of high and moderate impact variants (above) and their percentages over total variants
(below) for each strain of Leptocylindrus species.

The GO terms enriched for those transcripts that were significantly affected by high impact
variants were used for Venn diagrams among species and visualization with REVIGO (Fig. 4.3.1.3 7). 42.75% of L. aporus, 25.7% of L. convexus, 37.22% of L. danicus and 44.33% of L. hargravesii
high impact variants received no annotation at all. 50.6% of the high impact variants shared the
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same exact GO terms in all four species while the two species that greatly differentiated regarding
the functions of the variants were L. danicus and L. convexus.

Figure 4.3.1.3 Venn diagram of the GO enriched terms of the transcripts that are significantly affected by high impact
variants.

The annotations of the shared high impact variants revealed many functions that were equally
affected by the observed polymorphism in all species, such as quite basic metabolic and
biosynthesis GO terms but also post translational modifications and processes related to
transportation of molecules (Fig. 4.3.1.4).

Figure 4.3.1.4 Biological process GO enrichment ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO for the shared high impact variants in all
four species. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the frequency of the GO term in the dataset.
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Many of the L. danicus and L. convexus common biological processes (organelle fision, lipoprotein
metabolism, protein localization to organelle, lipid modification) indicate as well an effect of
variants on transportation of protein complexes or organelles for these two species (Fig.4.3.1.5).

Figure 4.3.1.5 Biological process GO enrichment ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO for shared high impact variants between
L. convexus and L. danicus. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect frequency of the GO term in the dataset.

Nevertheless, there were variants that affected functions unique to certain species. The L. danicus
unique variants had a high impact again to transportation (vacuolar transport) but also more
specifically to reactions and pathways related to stress (response to external stimulus, protein
repair) (Fig.4.3.1.6). The pigment biosynthesis could be a result of the higher chloroplast
abundance in this species compared to the others. However, L. hargravesii could also share
variants affecting pigment biosynthesis due to their highly similar morphology, but the low
annotation percentage might have influenced the lack of their detection.
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Figure 4.3.1.6 Biological process GO enrichment ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO for L. danicus unique high impact
variants. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the frequency of the GO term in the dataset.

The L. convexus variants had a high impact on many similar functions such as nucleocytoplasmic
transport, autophagy and protein processing (Fig. 4.3.1.7).

Figure 4.3.1.7 Biological process GO enrichment ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO for L. convexus unique high impact
variants. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the frequency of the GO term.

The unique high variants of L. aporus were related to aspartate family amino acid biosynthesis,
whereas those of L. hargravesii were related to protein glycosylation.
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4.3.2. Differential expression analysis among strains of each species
The differential expression analysis among the strains in each species produced lists of
significantly up and down regulated transcripts for each pair (Fig. 4.3.2.1). The differences among
the different strains within each species were mainly of the same intensity with the exception of
1089-17 - 4B6 pair in L. danicus and 1A1-3A6 in L. aporus that were more different than the rest.

Figure 4.3.2.1 Number of significantly (FDR<0.05) up and downregulated transcripts produced by the NOIseq
differential expression analysis in L. convexus, L. hargravesii, L. aporus and L. danicus.

The unique significantly different transcripts for each pair were also calculated and represented in
the following Venn diagrams and table. Significant DE transcripts shared among all three pairs of
strains in all species were very low, even zero in the case of L. hargravesii.

L. aporus

L. danicus
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L. convexus

L. hargravesii

Figure 4.3.2.2 Venn diagrams of the significant DE transcripts in each species.

The unique transcripts were many more in the 1A1 – 3A6 pair compared to the rest L. aporus
pairs and in 1089-17 – 4B6 pair in L. danicus, which was expected due to the higher number of
significant DE transcripts detected in these pairs.
Table 4.3.2.1 Unique significant DE transcripts of the pairs of strains within each species.
Unique Significant Transcripts

Up

L. convexus
1089-7 1089-7 1123B2
vs
vs
vs
1123B2
B768
B768
382
505
312

L. hargravesii
1089- 10893B6
21 vs
21 vs
vs
3B6
4D4
4D4
658
421
767

L. aporus
1A1
1A1
vs
vs
3A6 B651
309
28

3A6
vs
B651
101

108917 vs
4B6
1150

L. danicus
10894B6
17 vs
vs
B650 B650
582
425

Down

346

548

455

566

436

540

238

80

94

633

229

516

Total

728

1053

767

1224

857

1307

547

108

195

1783

811

941

The log2(FC) values of the significantly different transcripts ranged from -1.5 to -8 and 1.5 to 7 for
L. aporus, from -2.5 to -10 and 2.6 to 10 for L. danicus and L. convexus, and from -2.8 to -14 and
2.5 to 14 for L. hargravesii. An arbitrary threshold at -6 and 6 respectively was set in order to
detect the highly differentially expressed genes (Table 4.3.2.2). L. aporus showed significantly less
high fold significant DE transcripts than any other species while within species the 1089-17 - 4B6
pair in L. danicus stuck out due to the many more high fold significant DE transcripts.
Table 4.3.2.2 High fold significant DE transcripts in each species.
L. convexus
1089-7
vs
1123B2

1089-7
vs B768

Up

88

Down
Total

L. hargravesii

L. aporus

L. danicus

1123B2
vs B768

108921 vs
3B6

108921 vs
4D4

3B6
vs
4D4

1A1
vs
3A6

1A1
vs
B651

3A6
vs
B651

108917 vs
4B6

108917 vs
B650

4B6
vs
B650

91

83

187

150

146

5

1

2

149

119

87

65

80

102

108

166

185

0

1

4

145

61

72

153

171

185

295

316

331

5

2

6

294

180

159
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L. hargravesii had the highest percentage of highly differentially expressed transcripts, L. danicus
and L. convexus followed with a similar level (with the exception of 1089-17 – 4B6 pair), and L.
aporus with a significantly lower percentage (Fig. 4.3.2.3).

Figure 4.3.2.3 Barplot of high fold differentially expressed transcripts in each species.

For each species pair, the percentages of the significant DE transcripts that did not receive any
annotation at all (annotated as “no description”) are presented in Figure 4.3.2.4. In L. danicus the
significant DE transcripts with no annotation reached up to almost 90% in the 4B6 – B650 pair
while the rest pairs of all species varied between 35 – 60%.

Figure 4.3.2.4 Percentage of significant DE transcripts that did not receive any annotation in each species comparison
pair.

The significantly enriched GO terms of the significant DE genes among strains indicated the
functions for which each pair of strains mainly differed.
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GO terms that were represented by small rectangles in the L. aporus 1A1-3A6 pair were
exocytosis, aminoacid transmembrane transport, chromatin modification, oxidation-reduction
process (Fig. 4.3.2.5). Within the target of paramycin (TOR) signaling, which regulates cell growth
and metabolism in response to environmental cues, signal transduction and DNA integration were
also included. Functions related to transportation (exocytosis, aminoacid transmembrane
transport, signal transduction, purine nucleobase transport) but also cell division (cytokinesis,
kinetochrome assembly and chromatin modification) were present in all L. aporus pairs (Fig.
4.3.2.5 - 7).

Figure 4.3.2.5 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO for L. aporus 1A1 vs 3A6.
Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR corrected p-value.
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The 1A1-B651 pair differed in several metabolic processes which shows that within a species one
strain might show a higher or lower standard energy production than another.

Figure 4.3.2.6 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO for L. aporus 1A1 vs B651.
Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR corrected p-value.

GO terms that were represented by small rectangles in the 3A6-B651 pair were protein insertion
into membrane and transmembrane transport. DNA integration was part of the RNA
polyadenylation rectangle.

Figure 4.3.2.7. Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO for L. aporus 3A6 vs B651.
Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR corrected p-value.
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For L. danicus pairs, (Fig. 4.3.2.8 - 10), there were again some transport related functions enriched
in the comparison among strains (nucleoside transmembrane transport, intra-Golgi vesicle
mediated transport) but the metabolic processes dominated in the case of this species.

Figure 4.3.2.8 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO for L. danicus 1089-17 vs
4B6. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR corrected p-value.

Although the parent GO terms were different among L. danicus strain pairs, several child terms
like chlorophyll biosynthesis, RNA metabolism, RNA surveillance were similar, due to the fact that
a child term can belong to more than one parent GO term. Transcription regulation terms were
more enriched in the pair of 1089-17 and B650 (negative regulation of transcription from RNA
polymerase III promoter, histone H3-K79 methylation) and then in the pair B650 and 4B6
(nuclear-transcribed mRNA catabolism, no-go decay).
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Figure 4.3.2.9 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO for L. danicus 1089-17 vs
B650. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR corrected p-value.

Figure 4.3.2.10 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO for L. danicus 4B6 vs B650.
Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR corrected p-value.

In L. convexus (Fig. 4.3.2.11 - 13), cell division functions (DNA replication, regulation of
microtubule polymerization, chromosome segregation, mitotic anaphase) were enriched in the
1123B2 – B768 pair and then also present but less enriched in the 1089-7 – 1123B2 pair, and even
less in the third pair B768 – 1089-7.
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Figure 4.3.2.11 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO for L. convexus 1123B2 vs
B768. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR corrected p-value.

Figure 4.3.2.12 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO for L. convexus 1089-7 vs
1123B2. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR corrected p-value.
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Figure 4.3.2.13 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO for L. convexus 1089-7 vs
B768. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR corrected p-value.

In all three L. hargravesii pairs (Fig. 4.3.2.14 – 16) the biggest difference was related to lipid,
peptide or chlorophyll biosynthesis.

Figure 4.3.2.14 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO for L. hargravesii 3B6 vs
4D4. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR corrected p-value.
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Figure 4.3.2.15 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO for L. hargravesii 1089-21
vs 3B6. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR corrected p-value.

Figure 4.3.2.16 Biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO for L. hargravesii 1089-21
vs 4D4. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR corrected p-value.

4.3.3. Orthologous genes in Leptocylindrus species
The orthology analysis produced a list of orthologous genes which was more or less of the same
number in all possible trio combinations but was higher when L. danicus and L. hargravesii were
involved which was quite reasonable considering that they are genetically closer. Indeed, the
orthologous genes analysis between species pairs revealed 3,900 – 5,000 genes shared by all
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species pairs except for L. danicus and L. hargravesii that shared 12,756 orthologous genes, which
is at least double the amount of the other pairs.

Figure 4.3.3.1 Numbers of orthologous genes found among groups of three species and all species.

The phylogenetic tree that was produced based on the sequences of the orthologous genes
grouped L. danicus and L. hargravesii together, as expected based on rDNA-based phylogeny,
whereas L. aporus that should be grouped with L. convexus was the most distantly related species
(Fig.4.3.3.2).
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Figure 4.3.3.2 Neighbor-joining tree based on the orthologous sequences among species. The method used was
alignment free calculation tree followed by phylogenetic reconstruction with PHYML tool. No bootstrap or any other
similar statistics is supported by this free-alignment method.

Because of this unexpected result, more phylogenetic trees were constructed with maximum
likelihood based on the alignment of five selected ribosomal proteins; ribosomal protein 30 60S
large ribosomal subunit (RL30), ribosomal protein 7Ae 60S large ribosomal subunit (L7Ae),
ribosomal protein 10 60S large ribosomal subunit (RL10), ribosomal protein L1, 60S ribosomal
protein L31. Four out of the five gave the expected topology (Fig. 4.3.3.3), but L7Ae grouped L.
aporus with L. danicus and L. hargravesii with L. convexus (not shown).
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Figure 4.3.3.3 Maximum likelihood tree (Tamura, 500 bootstraps) based on the alignment of four selected ribosomal
genes found orthologous among species, RL30, RL10, L1 and 60s ribosomal protein L31. The method used was
alignment free calculation tree followed by phylogenetic reconstruction with PHYML tool.
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Besides the sequences, the expression values of the orthologous genes were utilised in order to
explore the similarity among strains and species. To this end, hierarchical clustering (HCA),
principal component (PCA) and canonical correlation analysis (CCA) were used. All these methods
were chosen since each shows a different aspect of the variance of data. The goal of HCA is to
partition the objects into homogeneous groups, such that the within-group similarities are large
compared to the between-group similarities. The principal components, on the other hand, are
extracted to represent the patterns encoding the highest variance in the data set, whereas CCA
maximizes the correlation between species scores and sample scores, constrained to be linear
combinations of explanatory variables; neither PCA nor CCA maximize the separation between
groups of samples directly.

The PCA analysis based on the expression values (filtered read counts) of the transcripts showed
that all samples behaved as expected (Fig. 4.3.3.4), grouping according to species but also
confirming the great distance of 4B6 from the rest of the L. danicus strains. In addition, the 3B6 L.
hargravesii strain was not so significantly different from L. convexus and L. danicus while L. aporus
strains seemed remarkably similar. Yet, this closeness of L. aporus strains in the PCA could be a
result of a large difference from the rest of the strains of the other species rather than of the
intraspecific similarity. The PCA results do not seem to follow our assumption that the expression
patterns will be formed based on species seasonality but still the separation among species was
possible.
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Figure 4.3.3.4 PCA analysis on filtered expression values of orthologous genes. Black: L. aporus, green: L. danicus,
blue: L. hargravesii, red: L. convexus.

The expression values of the orthologous genes across all species were grouped according to
species also in the HCA and CCA analysis (Fig. 4.3.3.5 - 6). In many high-dimensional real-world
data sets, the most dominant patterns, i.e. those captured by the first principal components, are
those separating different subgroups of the samples from each other. In these cases, the results
from PCA and HCA would be similar. The HCA dendrogram is often represented together with a
heatmap, which can help to identify the variables that appear to be characteristic for each sample
cluster and be compared to CCA and PCA, where the synchronized variable representation
provides the variables that are most closely linked to any groups emerging in the sample
representation. The large distance of L. aporus from the rest of the species mentioned above was
better represented in the cluster dendrogram and the corresponding heatmap where the L.
aporus cluster was placed much further than the rest, but B651 was still different within the
species (Fig. 4.3.3.5). 3B6 was the L. hargravesii strain that stuck out from the rest but in L.
danicus 1089-17, not 4B6, was different. The heatmap though gave the same impression as the
PCA analysis.
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Figure 4.3.3.5 Hierarchical clustering of orthologous genes across all four species and corresponding expression
heatmap.

The heatmap depicts the observed data without any pre-processing whereas PCA and CCA
represent the data set in only a few dimensions, with some of the information in the data filtered
out in the process. The discarded information is associated with the weakest signals and the least
correlated variables in the data set, and it can often be safely assumed that much of it
corresponds to measurement errors and noise. This makes the patterns revealed using PCA and
CCA cleaner and easier to interpret than those seen in the heatmap, though taking the risk of
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excluding weak but important patterns. For this reason, all methods were selected to explore the
similarity of Leptocylindrus strains. Another difference is that HCA will always calculate clusters,
even if there is no strong signal in the data, in contrast to the other two methods, which will
present a plot similar to a cloud with samples evenly distributed. CCA represented the species
better than PCA, showing almost equal distances among strains (Fig. 4.3.3.6). In this analysis, L.
convexus was the species that showed the greatest distance from the rest; L. hargravesii was also
quite far from the rest of the species while L. danicus and L. aporus were closer. The CCA result
was the one that better depicted the separation of species based on their seasonality, placing the
year-around L. danicus and L. aporus closer and the two species with a more specific seasonal
distribution far apart.

Figure 4.3.3.6 CCA plot of orthologous genes across all four species. Green: L. convexus, red: L. danicus, black: L.
aporus, blue: L. hargravesii.

4.3.4. Differential expression analysis among Leptocylindrus species
Having kept all the strains in identical conditions allowed to perform a differential expression (DE)
analysis on the genes found orthologous across species. The results to be presented from here on
was limited to the transcripts found conserved across all four species (1616 transcripts) (Fig.
4.3.4.1). L. aporus showed the highest number of significant DE orthologous genes compared to
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all other species while L. danicus and L. hargravesii shared the fewest differentially expressed
transcripts.

Figure 4.3.4.1 Significantly up and downregulated transcripts (FDR<0.05) of the genes found orthologous across all
four species.

In addition, the logarithms of the fold change between the species pairs are presented as boxplots
(Fig. 4.3.4.2).

Figure 4.3.4.2 Boxplot of log2(FC) values of the significant DE transcripts detected in the orthologous gene set across
all species.

Based on the distribution of the fold change values in the boxplot, the arbitrary values of +15 and
-15 were set as upper and lower thresholds to define the highly differentially expressed genes. For
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each pair of species, the number of unique significant DE transcripts was also calculated (Table
4.3.4.1 and Fig. 4.3.4.3). The highest differences in expression of orthologous genes were
recorded in the L. aporus - L. danicus pair and the L. aporus - L. hargravesii pair. Accordingly the
highest number of transcripts that were found differentially expressed only in specific pairs
belonged to the pairs that involved L. aporus.
Table 4.3.4.1 High fold and unique significant DE transcripts of the orthologous genes found across all species.

Up
Down
Total

L.apo VS L.conv
High
Unique
Fold
2
15
7
58
9
73

L.apo VS L.dan
High
Unique
Fold
4
7
17
28
21
35

L.apo VS L.hargr
High
Unique
Fold
8
10
30
49
38
59

L.conv VS L.dan
High
Unique
Fold
2
7
9
13
11
20

L.conv VS L.hargr
High
Unique
Fold
7
18
3
27
10
45

L.dan VS L.hargr
High
Unique
Fold
5
12
0
12
5
24

Figure 4.3.4.3. Barplot of high fold (above) and unique (below) significant DE transcripts of orthologous genes found
across all species.

The significantly enriched GO terms of the significant DE genes between species indicated the
functions for which each pair of species mainly differed. L. aporus and L. danicus seem to differ in
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transportation of molecules, lipid oxidation and regulation of protein catabolism, translation and
post translation modifications (Fig. 4.3.4.4).

Figure 4.3.4.4 L. aporus vs L. danicus biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO. Size
of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR corrected p-value.

Compared to the rest of the species L. aporus differed in translation related processes mainly
(mRNA polyadenylation, mRNA cleavage) (Fig. 4.3.4.5 -6).

Figure 4.3.4.5 L. aporus vs L. convexus biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO.
Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR corrected p-value.
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The small purple rectagles in Fig. 4.3.4.6 were related to transport (nucleocytoplasmic, sulfate,
vesicle docking, chloride and transmembrane drug transport).

Figure 4.3.4.6 L. aporus vs L. hargravesii biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO.
Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR corrected p-value.

L. convexus and L. danicus were mainly different in amino acid synthesis and metabolism,
transportation and signal transduction, post translation modification (proteolysis, protein
phosphorylation), nitrogen and carbohydrate metabolism and chromatin remodeling (Fig.4.3.4.7).

Figure 4.3.4.7 L. convexus vs L. danicus biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO.
Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR corrected p-value.
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L. convexus and L. hargravesii differed in transportation of proteins and molecules, signal
transduction, protein synthesis and metabolism, then in autophagy (degradation and recycling of
unnecessary or dysfunctional cellular components), formation and metabolism of sugars
(Fig.4.3.4.8).

Figure 4.3.4.8 L. convexus vs L. hargravesii biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of
REVIGO. Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR corrected p-value.

L. danicus and L. hargravesii differed mainly in the metabolism of coenzyme A which is notable for
its role in the synthesis and oxidation of fatty acids and the oxidation of pyruvate in the citric acid
cycle (Fig.4.3.4.9).
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Figure 4.3.4.9 L. danicus vs L. hargravesii biological process GO enrichment (FDR <=0.05) ‘‘TreeMap’’ view of REVIGO.
Size of the rectangles is adjusted to reflect the GOEA FDR corrected p-value.

4.3.5. Search for Genes of Interest and TE analysis
The transcripts, which were listed in Materials and Methods, were selected to be searched for in
all Leptocylindrus transcriptomes because they were already found significantly differentially
expressed in the DE analysis of L. aporus in the three different temperatures (Chapter 3). The
Chapter 3 results makes these genes interesting targets for investigating species functional
diversity related to response and adaptation to different environmental conditions. However, the
blast search returned no significant results, so no homologous transcripts of L. aporus were found
in the other species. The flagellar genes that were previously found in L. danicus by Nanjappa et
al. (submitted) were also detected here in L. danicus and L. hargravesii, the two species that have
been observed to undergo sexual reproduction. The flagellar genes were expected to be
expressed in L. danicus transcriptome since at least one of the strains, 1089-17, was observed to
form flagellated sperms during sexual reproduction in cultures used to obtain RNA for
transcriptomics. Sperms and spores were also observed in the other strains but in a much lower
degree. The same cannot be said with certainty for any of the strains of L. hargravesii but the
opposite cannot be excluded either; sperms could have been present and simply missed during
the microscopy observation.
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The annotation of all transcripts was also screened for transposon-related terms and significant
differences can be spotted among the species. The results are shown below:
Table 4.3.5.1 Search hits of transposon-related terms in the transcriptome annotation of each species.

Search Term
Retrotransposon
Transposon
RNase
Copia
Reverse
Transcriptase
Transposase
Integrase
PiggyBac
Total

L. aporus
0
0
32
1

Number of Hits
L. danicus
L. hargravesii
0
0
2
2
19
17
0
0

L. convexus
2
2
18
0

151

57

61

27

35
38
11
268

23
28
0
129

19
16
0
115

15
10
5
79

The temperature related transcripts found in the annotation were all annotated as “low
temperature requirement” or “low temperature viability protein” (Table 4.3.5.2).
Table 4.3.5.2 Search hits of temperature related terms in each species transcriptome annotation.

Search Term
Temperature
Heat Shock
HSF
HSP
Cold-Shock
Chaperon

L. aporus
12
436
348
79
8
108

Number of Hits
L. danicus
L. hargravesii
4
4
371
217
284
148
77
72
16
24
66
61

L. convexus
6
251
174
52
8
62

The specific TE analysis annotated 79 transcripts as transposon related in L. aporus, 59 in L.
hargravesii, 37 in L. convexus and 93 in L. danicus (Fig. 4.3.5.1).
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Figure 4.3.5.1. Distribution of transposon related transcripts on class (left) and order (right) level in all four
Leptocylindrus species.

In all species retrotransposons dominated the TE related transcripts. The species with the lowest
number of retrotransposons was L. convexus while L. danicus and L. aporus showed the highest
ones. In addition, transposons differentially expressed among strains were mainly detected in L.
hargravesii and L. danicus (Fig. 4.3.5.2).
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Figure 4.3.5.2 Transcripts related to transposable elements found significantly differentially expressed among strains
in each Leptocylindrus species.

The variants linked to the TE related transcripts are shown in Table 4.3.5.3. The majority of the
variants were SNPs. The species with the higher number of variants was L. hargravesii, matching
the trend found in the significant DE transcripts.
Table 4.3.5.3 Variants linked to the TE related transcripts found in each Leptocylindrus species.

SNPs
indels

4.4.

L. aporus
143
8

L. convexus
215
11

L. danicus
325
3

L. hargravesii
371
76

Discussion

The aim of this part of the thesis was to obtain the transcriptomes of the four Leptocylindrus
species present in GoN in order to investigate their intra-specific and inter-specific differences
through a comparative approach conducted at both expression and sequence level. In addition,
the origin and evolution of polymorphisms as remarkable divergence in the four species’ traits
(phylogenomic study) was explored and took advantage of a set of different analyses such as
identification, characterization, and quantification of sequence similarity. Overall, all the analyses
performed produced strong evidence for a notable functional diversity within a genus otherwise
characterized by a high morphological homogeneity. Differences were found at the level of
genomic micro-variations, which could have important consequences for species plasticity and
adaptation, as well as at the level of the expression of orthologous genes. As detailed in the
following discussion, a major outcome of the analyses was the finding of remarkable diversity and
variability even among strains of the same species, which so far has not been taken into much
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consideration in transcriptomic research, except in few studies (Llinás et al., 2006; Dugar et al.,
2013).
4.4.1. General characteristics of Leptocylindrus species transcriptomes
In contrast to genome size, transcriptome size can vary greatly not only among different species
but also among and within cell types of the same organism depending on cell size, stage of the
cell cycle, ploidy level, age, stress state and growth condition (Coate and Doyle, 2015). Therefore,
transcriptome size cannot be considered a direct reflection of the size of the genome but rather
of the activity of the cells at a specific time under the given conditions. The following table shows
the transcriptome sizes of some representative diatom species, including species under strong
perturbations.
Table 4.4.1.1 Transcriptome size of representative diatom species including species under strong perturbations.

Species
Pseudo-nitzschia arenysensis
Pseudo-nitzschia delicatissima
Pseudo-nitzschia multistriata
Pseudo-nitzschia tricornutum under
nitrogen stress
Thalassiosira pseudonana under nitrate
limitation
Fragilariopsis cylindrus under nitrate
limitation starvation
Pseudo-nitzschiamultiseries under nitrate
limitation
Nitzschia sp. under different salinity
conditions limitation

Transcriptome size
(N of transcripts)
19,852
17,595
21,632

Di Dato et al., 2015
Di Dato et al., 2015
Di Dato et al., 2015

10,234

Levitan et al., 2015

11,390

Bender et al., 2014

18,077

Bender et al., 2014

19,703

Bender et al., 2014

19,430

Cheng et al., 2014

Reference

Comparing the Leptocylindrus transcriptome sizes to these of other diatoms it can be concluded
that the numbers are very close especially for L. convexus (18,878 transcripts) and L. hargravesii
(24,364). The other two species, L. danicus (31,806 transcripts) and L. aporus (33,434 transcripts),
showed a higher number of transcripts than the one expected in diatoms. The many different
strains used for the obtainment of the transcriptomes and the high intraspecific variability of
these specific species might have influenced this result. Within Leptocylindrus, the different size of
each species transcriptome was also an interesting result considering that L. danicus and L.
hargravesii are very closely related -morphologically and phylogenetically- and they could have
been expected to be the ones with the more similar transcriptome size. But as stated already
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transcriptome size depends on many factors. Instead, L. danicus and L. aporus were the two
species with the widest seasonal distribution so it would make sense to be also the ones selected
for a larger functional repertoire. Although this is an indication for each species separate
evolution and functional capacity, it should not be forgotten that many reads were removed
during the quality control and the numbers differed among species based on the RNA and
sequencing quality.
4.4.2. Intra- and interspecific genetic diversity based on micro-variations
The variant calling analysis led to the identification of nucleotide differences among the individual
strains and the assembled transcriptome for each species, which gave the opportunity to explore
partially their genetic diversity with no need of sequencing any part of their genome. The
detected variants were grouped to single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), insertions and
deletions.
The level of genetic variability was high but variable among the species and within each of them.
A comparable level of genetic diversity was found among strains of L. convexus and among strains
of L. hargravesii whereas in the other two species some strains were more variable, namely, L.
danicus 4B6 and L. aporus B651, than the others and quite different from them. For all species
insertions or deletions (indels) were a minimal part (0.5 – 1%) of total variants, which were
instead dominated by SNPs (35 – 60%). Indel polymorphism is known to have a stronger impact
on phenotype because this kind of mutation is more harmful than SNPs (Hamblin and Di Rienzo,
2000). It is also known that indels mainly occur in the loop regions of the affected proteins and
are more strongly related with functional changes than SNPs. For that reason they are the
predominant evolutionary factor when it comes to structural changes in proteins. Indels are more
common in essential proteins, highly connected in protein interaction networks and are especially
likely to be involved in intermolecular interactions and species-specific adaptations (Chan et al.,
2007; Romero et al., 2006; Hormozdiari et al., 2009; Kim and Guo, 2010). The structural changes
lead to the modification of protein interaction interfaces rewiring the interaction networks
(Hormozdiari et al., 2009). Therefore indels are under a stronger selection pressure which makes
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them a less frequently detected polymorphism than SNPs. The impact of SNPs is low or moderate
or even null when the polymorphism does not result in a different amino acid in the protein
sequence (synonymous variant). However, SNPs can also be of high impact; they can influence
gene expression via effects on DNA methylation, which is an important mechanism of epigenetics
(Bell et al., 2011; Gutierrez-Arcelus et al., 2013). Cytosines in CpG sites of the genome (regions of
DNA where a cytosine nucleotide is followed by a guanine nucleotide in the linear sequence of
bases along its 5' → 3' direction) can be methylated but these sites can be altered by SNPs leading
to a transition of cytosine to thymidine, ultimately blocking the methylation (Shoemaker et al.,
2010). The effect can also be indirect by altering transcription factor binding, which then
independently affects gene expression and DNA methylation levels. In all species there was a high
number of synonymous but also missense variants (point mutation leading to a different
aminoacid); yet they were all characterized as moderate impact variants.
The variants with the highest impact, and probably mainly associated to indels, were equally
abundant in L. danicus, L. convexus and L. hargravesii (if 4B6 is excluded) and less in L. aporus. On
the other hand, moderate impact variants, which were mainly missense variants and therefore
attributed to SNPs, showed a different pattern for L. hargravesii, with almost as low SNPs as L.
aporus. Indeed L. hargravesii was the species with the highest percentage of indels and high
impact variants while L. aporus and L. danicus had the less. The different composition percentages
of variants in L. hargravesii compared to L. danicus is an evidence of the possible mechanism that
actually differentiates these two cryptic species.

As for intraspecific variability, it is noteworthy that both L. danicus and L. aporus showed
remarkable differences in one of the three strains analysed. A higher number of strains should be
analysed here to draw some general conclusion, yet it is tempting to hypothesize that this higher
intraspecific variability of L. aporus and L. danicus could increase the species plasticity leading to
broader seasonal distribution compared to L. convexus and L. hargravesii or that the variability
could reflect the larger population size of the two former species.
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In all species except L. hargravesii there is one strain which comes from the culture collection SZN
(B650 in L. danicus, B651 in L. aporus, B768 in L. convexus). There is no clear pattern though
differentiating these strains within each species, except for the L. aporus old strain, which means
that either the L. aporus strain was the only one affected by the in-culture evolution or that the
differences seen in this analysis are mainly based on the properties of the strains rather on the
effect of their maintenance conditions. Indeed, the L. danicus strain 4B6, which mostly
differentiated from the rest L. danicus was a recently isolated strain.
In order to gain a more complete idea of the impact of these micro-variations on each species
performance, the functions related to the transcripts affected by the high impact variants, so by
indels, were investigated. The annotation result showing more unique functions affected by
variants for L. danicus and L. convexus could have been influenced by the much higher percentage
of annotated high variants in these species compared to the other two. The incomplete
annotation of transcriptome is indeed a problem to be taken into consideration, as a full
annotation might have given a completely different pattern. The biological processes related to
the shared high impact variants of L. danicus and L. convexus might be a sign of higher flexibility in
the mobility of signal proteins and therefore higher interaction possibilities of these species with
external or internal stimuli, such as stress. Nevertheless, most of the functions affected by the
variants were apparently the same in all species, supporting what was mentioned previously
about indels having an impact on essential proteins that are involved in intermolecular
interactions and ultimately species-specific adaptations (Chan et al., 2007; Hormozdiari et al.,
2009). Transportation of molecules, signals and proteins seems to be the main target of variants
in Leptocylindrus species so probably the key pathways for the plasticity of the genus lie among
them.
In addition to the exploration of the variants diversity and the related functions affected, a
phylogenetic tree based on the sequences of the orthologous (shared between species) genes
among species offered another opportunity to investigate the genetic diversity of the species. The
tree showed that L. danicus and L. hargravesii were the most closely related species while L.
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danicus and L. aporus had the highest intraspecific variability. Yet the tree was different from the
phylogenetic tree produced based on the ITS marker (the same phylogenetic relationships have
been inferred by six more genetic markers, Nanjappa et al., 2013) regarding the grouping of L.
aporus and L. convexus. This mismatch between the two trees could be a result of the alignmentfree calculation used in the orthologous based tree. Although the method used here is
significantly more accurate than other available alignment-free methods, there might still be a
decrease in phylogenetic accuracy (Höhl and Ragan, 2007). With the increase of genomic and
transcriptomic data produced, the emphasis of phylogenetic inference has shifted from the search
for informative characters to the development of better reconstruction methods for using all
these data. Phylogenomic reconstruction methods can be divided into (a) sequence-based
methods where primary sequences are compared and trees are built from multiple-sequence
alignments and (b) methods based on whole-genome features. In the first method, the individual
genes are concatenated and a ‘supermatrix’ is created, based on which a tree is built (Felsenstein,
2004). Alternatively, each gene can be analysed separately and the resulting trees can be
combined to a final ‘supertree’ (Bininda-Emonds, et al. 2002). In the second method, no
alignment is required since it takes advantage of the gene content, gene order or the distribution
of oligonucleotides (‘DNA strings’) (Lin and Gerstein, 2000; Pride et al., 2003). Free-alignment
methods are generally considered as a better choice since genes and genomes are subject to
recombination, rearrangement and lateral genetic transfer and therefore homologous positions
cannot be assumed to always occur in the same order relative to one another (Wong et al., 2008;
Wu et al., 2012). In the present analysis, the tree was built with free-alignment method, in
particular a pattern-based approach (Höhl et al., 2006). In this case, pattern discovery was used to
find regions of similarity occurring in two or more sequences with no alignment necessity. Subsequences with shared properties such as identity or match length are extracted and used to
compute a distance matrix (Chan et al., 2014). The similarity of the subsequences (profiles) is
converted into measures representing the evolutionary relatedness between two full-length
sequences and phylogenetic relationships can be computed. These steps are novel in the
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alignment-free context and have been proven to significantly improve the overall reconstruction
accuracy (Höhl and Ragan, 2007). In particular, it was suggested that alignment free methods are
more robust compared to multiple sequence alignment methods especially against among-site
rate heterogeneity, compositional biases, genetic rearrangements and insertions/deletions but
more sensitive to recent sequence divergence and the presence of incomplete (partial or
fragmented) sequence data (Chan et al., 2014). Therefore, the reliability of this method really
depends on the nature of the data. In addition to the method itself, it should not be forgotten
that the orthologous tree was a result of a concatenation of many different genes. As mentioned
in the Introduction, each gene might follow a different evolutionary path depending on the
selection pressure that is applied to each one of them. Genes that are part of standard functions
are more conserved and thus more reliable for the construction of a true species tree while genes
involved in functions such as metabolic processes in response to the environment are more
variable and probably more suitable for intraspecific trees. Indeed, in a preliminary exploration of
specific genes, phylogenetic trees of four out of five ribosomal proteins found orthologous among
Leptocylindrus species agreed with the ITS based tree. Therefore, the tree produced by all the
genes has a potential noisy background regarding the species phylogeny reconstruction.
4.4.3. Intraspecific functional diversity
After exploring the diversity based on genetic micro-variations, the gene expression patterns were
also investigated with the aim to understand if functional diversity reflects the detected genetic
diversity. Indeed, the pattern seen in the variant calling analysis was also met in the DE expression
analysis with L. aporus showing the lowest intraspecific DE level. The higher difference observed
in the pair 1089-17 - 4B6 in L. danicus could be ascribed to 4B6 (4B6 –B650 pair shows also slightly
more DEs), which had already been found divergent in the variant calling analysis. The difference
cannot be related to the different isolation or filtration periods since in terms of isolation 4B6 and
1089-17 were both winter strains and B650 was a summer strain, and in terms of filtration period
1089-17 was filtered in winter while the other two in late spring. So if any of them were different
due to seasonality then it should have been either B650 or 1089-17. But this was not the case.
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Similarly the 1A1-3A6 pair in L. aporus had more DEs than the other L. aporus pairs implying that
1A1 and 3A6 were equally different from B651 but more diverse to each other. This is an
interesting outcome when compared to the result of the DE analysis in relation to temperature
variations (Chapter 3), which was done with different bioinformatics tools. In temperature
experiments, the expression patterns of 1A1 and 3A6 were again equally different from B651, but
the difference between the two of them was the lowest. This contrasting result highlights how
different methods and tools can lead to different results and interpretations (Seyednasrollah et
al., 2013). The technology and tools for transcriptome analysis continue to evolve and so far the
agreement between results obtained from different tools is still unsatisfactory; results are
affected by parameter settings, especially for genes expressed at low level (Conesa et al., 2016).
However, certain methods might work better for certain datasets based on specific criteria. To
this end, users should get familiar with the general relationships between and within sample
groups using quality assessment and general visualization methods before selecting the analysis
tool. For example, in the case of the comparative transcriptomics analysis performed in this
chapter, NOIseq was not the best tool for all species, but EBseq (a more conservative package for
DE analysis) could have been used for L. aporus and L. danicus. So eventually, the need to use a
tool that could be applied to all species, and thus produce comparable results, dictated the choice
of NOIseq. Of course the differences with Chapter 3 may lie in the other steps of the analysis as
well, e.g. the assembly and the annotation step. Indeed, the difference in annotation achieved in
the two different analyses was notable. This could be a result of a better assembly of the one over
the other leading to more coding sequences that were able to be annotated. But this possibility is
low since in both assemblies Trinity was one of the main tools and therefore their quality should
be quite similar. However, during functional annotation the procedures differed more. In the
current chapter, the high quality transcripts were translated into proteins with Transdecoder tool
and then the coding sequences obtained were functionally annotated with the InterPro database.
In addition to InterPro annotations, using protein sequences, a BlastP analysis was performed
against NCBI in order to functionally annotate the proteins by sequence similarity. On the other
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hand, Annocript that was used in chapter 3 utilizes a different range of databases for annotation
including Swiss-Prot, UniRef90, the Conserved Domains Database (CDD), Rfam and SILVA
database. The latter database, which is the one completely missing from the annotation analysis
of this chapter, might have contributed to this discrepancy between the analyses. The use of
Annocript for annotating the assembly produced in this chapter as well could answer this
question. Lastly, the fact that samples of the strains grown at low and high temperature were
used as replicates in Chapter 3, possibly increased the possibility to detect larger differences in
the gene expression levels among strains. Nevertheless, the DE analysis of this chapter revealed
that there were significant differences between the different strains of L. danicus and L. aporus,
as concluded also by the variant calling analysis.
What was also quite informative was the low number of significant DE transcripts shared between
species pairs which could support the notion that different components of the pathways were
differently regulated between the strains, due to either mutations in regulation regions or
epigenetic variations. The pattern seen in the high fold DE transcripts followed the high impact
and indel variant pattern described before, with L. hargravesii and L. aporus holding the highest
and lowest percentage respectively. A link of the diversity offered by the variants and the
functional patterns could be assumed at this point.

The analysis of the annotated differentially expressed transcripts could shed more light on these
details but before proceeding with it, it should be reminded again that the level of unannotated
DE transcripts between species and even between strains varied, especially within L. danicus with
the DE transcripts of 4B6 – B650 including up to almost 90% of unannotated transcripts, whereas
within L. aporus with 3A6 – B651 pair missing annotation for 60% of significant DE transcripts. In a
study on the transcriptional response of three diatoms – Thalassiosira pseudonana, Fragilariopsis
cylindrus and Pseudo-nitzschia multiseries - the majority of the genes found significantly
differentially expressed had minimal or no annotation information (Bender et al., 2014), while Di
Dato et al. (2015) noticed that in Pseudo-nitzschia the species-specific protein list contained
mainly proteins associated to unknown functions together with proteins associated to known
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functions, present in all species. These authors suggested that the unique proteins associated to
the common functions are divergent proteins belonging to related gene families and are likely
responsible for the plasticity of the species; this might also be the case here for the unannotated
proteins, especially considering the agreement between the variant calling and DE analysis
results.

Nonetheless, the annotated transcripts offered valuable information for each species. In L.
aporus, DNA integration related transcripts were not highly enriched as in the results of
transcriptomic responses under different temperature conditions (Chapter 3) but they were still
present. In L. danicus, as in L. aporus, terms related to transportation were enriched but post
transcription regulation terms were also present in pairs where B650 was involved. This could be
a strain specific difference again, maybe related to the summer origin of B650 or it could be
related to the fact that B650 is the old strain coming from the SZN culture collection and inculture evolution could have led to the modification of its regulatory mechanisms in order to
adjust its functions to the new stable environment. In the 1089-17 – 4B6 couple, lipid biosynthesis
was highly enriched. Lipid metabolism is related to membrane fluidity so these strains could differ
in the maintenance of the general membrane state under environmental challenges or again in
the signal transduction process. The cell division functions mostly enriched in the L. convexus pairs
including 1123B2 showed that this strain was probably more active in cell division compared to
the other strains, which could be related to the fact that it was the most recently isolated or that
it was a summer strain. Following this reasoning, 1123B2 could be still more active in replicating
compared to the slow growing acclimatized/winter strains. In all three L. hargravesii pairs the
biggest differences were related to quite basic biological processes that nevertheless were
diversified between the strains. Lipid biosynthesis was highly enriched in the differentially
expressed transcripts between 1089-21 and 3B6 L. hargravesii strains implying differences in
membrane fluidity or signaling. Overall, functional differences could be detected among the
strains of all species with some of them differentiating more than others in specific terms.
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The gene expression results are summarized and presented along with similar results of other
transcriptomic studies on diatoms in table 4.4.3.1.
Table 4.4.3.1 Summary of statistics on the genes found significantly differentially expressed among strains (only the
unique DE transcript have been indicated, Table 4.3.2.1) and species in Leptocylindrus, as well as in perturbation
studies of other diatom species.
Species / strains
Leptocylindrus aporus , 1A1 vs B651
Leptocylindrus aporus , 3A6 vs B651
Leptocylindrus aporus , 1A1 vs 3A6
Leptocylindrus danicus , 4B6 vs B650
Leptocylindrus danicus , 1089-17 vs B650
Leptocylindrus danicus , 1089-17 VS 4B6
Leptocylindrus hargravesii , 1089-21 vs 3B6
Leptocylindrus hargravesii , 3B6 vs 4D4
Leptocylindrus hargravesii , 1089-21 vs 4D4
Leptocylindrus convexus , 1089-7 vs 1123B2
Leptocylindrus convexus , 1089-7 vs B768
Leptocylindrus convexus , 1123B2 vs B768
L. aporus vs L. convexus *
L. aporus vs L. danicus *
L. aporus vs L. hargravesii *
L. convexus vs L. hargravesii *
L. convexus vs L. danicus *
L. danicus vs L. hargravesii *
Phaeodactylum tricornutum under
nitrogen stress
Thalassiosira pseudonana under nitrate
limitation
Fragilariopsis cylindrus under nitrate
limitation
Pseudo-nitzschiamultiseries under nitrate
limitation
Nitzschia sp. under different salinity
conditions
Thalassiosira pseudonana under
phosphorus stress

N of DE genes
Significance % to total transcripts
log2FC range
Reference
Up Down
threshold
Up
Down
28
80
FDR < 0,05
0,08
0,24
101
94
(-8) - (7)
FDR < 0,05
0,30
0,28
309
238
FDR < 0,05
0,92
0,71
425
516
FDR < 0,05
1,34
1,62
582
229
(-10) - (10)
FDR < 0,05
1,83
0,72
1150 633
FDR < 0,05
3,62
1,99
658
566
FDR < 0,05
2,70
2,32
767
540
(-14) - (14)
FDR < 0,05
3,15
2,22
421
436
FDR < 0,05
1,73
1,79
Current study
382
346
FDR < 0,05
2,02
1,83
505
548
(-10) - (10)
FDR < 0,05
2,68
2,90
312
455
FDR < 0,05
1,65
2,41
70
138
(-17) - (17)
FDR < 0,05
4,33
8,54
44
103
(-18) - (12)
FDR < 0,05
2,72
6,37
49
135
(-26) - (17)
FDR < 0,05
3,03
8,35
55
86
(-15) - (20)
FDR < 0,05
3,40
5,32
35
76
(-18) - (15)
FDR < 0,05
2,17
4,70
34
28
(-15) - (17)
FDR < 0,05
2,10
1,73
log2FC ≥ 2
2754 2866 (-10) - (10)
and FDR <
26,91
28
Levitan et al., 2015
0,05
787

1319

285

731

737

1070

3634

3962

1382

(-8) - (8)

(-30) - 30

P-value < 0,01

7

11,65

P-value < 0,01

1,64

4,2

P-value < 0,01

4,38

6,35

log2FC ≥ 2
and FDR <
0,05

18,70

20,39

(-3) - (12)

FDR < 0,05
no p-value,
Thalassiosira oceanica under iron
log-likelihood
300
(-5) - (5)
limitation
ratio test
statistic
log2FC ≥ 2
Thalassiosira pseudonana under low iron
632
680
(-4) - (5)
and p-value <
availability
0,05
log2FC ≥ 2
Thalassiosira pseudonana under silicon
709
(-3) - 3
and Bayesian
limitation
t-test P <
Phaeodactylum tricornutum under iron
log-likelihood
212
26 (no info) - (4)
starvation
ratio test
* DE analysis between genes found orthologous among all Leptocylindrus species

Cheng et al., 2014

14,44

Dyhrman et al., 2012

2,66

Lommer et al., 2012

5,58

6

8,89
2,45

Bender et al., 2014

Thamatrakoln et al.,
2012
Mock et al., 2008

0,3

Allen et al., 2008

Despite the different techniques and methods used in the studies on other diatoms, the
percentage of the genes that respond significantly at different conditions are comparable to the
interspecies changes seen between Leptocylindrus species but most importantly also to the
intraspecific variability of the individual species. Especially in the cases of L. danicus and L.
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hargravesii, the number of genes found significantly differentially expressed among strains is
close to or even higher than the number of DE genes detected in diatom species under strong
perturbation e.g. in F. cylindrus under nitrate limitation, T. oceanica and P. tricornutum under iron
limitation. This is clear also comparing the results of the intraspecific expression analysis with the
interspecific one in the current study, where the same techniques and methods were used.
Although in general the interspecific changes are of a higher degree, there are still cases of strains
where the amount of significant differences in gene expression is comparable to the amount of
significantly differentially expressed genes between species.
4.4.4. Interspecific functional diversity
In addition to the intraspecific functional diversity, the relationship between species was also
explored based on the expression values of the orthologous genes across all species. A general
first idea of each species unique, as well as shared, functional traits was formulated. The slight
differences observed between the PCA, HCA and CCA of expression values were expected since
each method is based on different manipulation of the data, with hierarchical clustering being a
classification method based on the dissimilarity of the expression values while PCA (as well as
CCA) is an ordination method that tries to map the strains on two or three dimensions in order to
reflect the similarity/ dissimilarity of the whole community. CCA was the method that better
grouped the species, with almost equal distances between strains. The outcome of this analysis
can be far from the known genetic relationship since species can share functions or strategies
without being necessarily genetically close. This is indeed confirmed with the outgrouping of the
expression levels of L. convexus and L. hargravesii, which could have some relation with the more
restricted seasonality of these species.
Considering the expression variations among species, it was quite reasonable for L. aporus to
show the highest expression differences as well as the highest number of DE orthologous genes
compared to all other species because of its much lower expression level of transcripts. On the
other hand, L. danicus and L. hargravesii shared the fewest differentially expressed transcripts. As
a consequence, the pairs involving L. aporus had the more unique DE transcripts. In order to
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enable a more informative functional interpretation, a gene ontology enrichment analysis was
carried out on the differentially expressed transcripts across all the species. The number of
functions enriched when comparing

L. aporus to L. danicus was much higher than when

comparing L. aporus to L. convexus or even to L. hargravesii. This result was obviously influenced
by the high strain variability of L. aporus and L. danicus compared to the other species, but it still
suggests that the wider seasonal distribution of L. danicus and L. aporus is possibly driven by a
wider availability of specific genes or flexibility of the regulatory systems.
In GO term enrichment of all species, it was generally noticed that translation and post translation
modifications, as well as signal transduction, and molecule transportation, held a crucial role. This
confirms, first of all, that differential regulation of separate components of the same metabolic
pathway, which results from post-transcriptional and post-translational modification for selected
genes or proteins, respectively, might account for the majority of the differences seen in the
species expression patterns. Secondly, the impact of indels in intermolecular interaction discussed
above is indeed important in the differentiation among the species. Fatty acid metabolism was
also present in the enrichment analysis results between most of the species pairs, proving that
the properties of the membrane are an important component of the functional diversification
among diatom species, which is probably related to the different environmental conditions each
one of them can withstand. The limited number of functions that were enriched in the L. danicus
– L. hargravesii pair showed that their high genetic similarity was also matched by the expression
patterns of their orthologous genes.
At this point, we could sum up the functional strategies of the species and divide them into two
levels. The first level controls their wide/year-round or restricted seasonality and the second one
regulates the specific environmental preference of each species e.g. summer or winter blooms:
1. The species that are present year-round (L. aporus and L. danicus) hold a higher withinspecies diversity compared to the others whereas the low variability between the strains
of L. convexus and L. hargravesii could go hand-in-hand with their more restricted
seasonal distribution. This intraspecific diversity is genetic (phylogenetic tree, SNPs and
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indels) and likely has an influence on the functional diversity. A recent study by Wohlrab
et al. (2016) has demonstrated gene expression changes in a genotype-specific manner in
dinoflagellates. As it is stated in that study, “the genotype-specific interactions and
associated trait variation within a population maintain disequilibrium among genotypes
and can, therefore, among other mechanisms, explain the paradox of plankton”.
2. Each species-specific seasonal preference is depicted mainly by the differences in general
functions shared by all such as transportation of molecules and signal transduction. This
concept is better seen in L. danicus and L. aporus DE analysis of their orthologous genes.
Additional studies investigating the similarities and differences to different stressors can help
determine whether or not the marked diversity in gene-specific responses is linked directly to
significantly different ecological consequences in the field (Bender 2014).
4.4.5. Assessment of specific genes
Genes of interest identified in transcriptomics or genetic studies of certain species may turn out
to be important and play an equally critical role in other species as well and even be a part of a
mechanism highly conserved among many different organisms. Therefore, the transcripts related
to heat and DNA integration that were found significantly different under the different
temperature conditions in L. aporus (Chapter 3) were blasted against the transcriptomes of L.
danicus, L. hargravesii and L. convexus. None of them returned a good match, which could mean
that these transcripts are quite species specific or that they are strictly activated by the
temperature change.
On the other hand, homologues of flagellar genes previously detected in L. danicus (Nanjappa et
al., submitted) were also found in L. hargravesii, but not in other species confirming that the
expression of flagella-related genes is specific to the species known to undergo sexual
reproduction, which for the Leptocylindraceae only include L. danicus and L. hargravesii.
However, one might expect that more meiosis-related genes would be expressed in tandem with
the flagellar genes, especially for L. danicus where at least a strain was highly sexually active. This
was not the case when meiosis related terms were searched for in the annotation. In a
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comparative analysis of all genes functions for each species separately, information on meiotic
genes would possibly be obtained. Indeed, in Nanjappa et al. (submitted), where L. aporus and L.
danicus transcriptomes were annotated and functions were compared by Fisher’s exact test,
genes associated with the GO terms: cilium, flagellum, cilium morphogenesis, female meiosis,
female gonad development, female sex differentiation, development of primary female sexual
characteristics, sex differentiation, male meiosis, showed a higher representation whereas in L.
aporus often the genes associated with these GO terms were absent. In addition, the expression
of the genes in L. hargravesii, where no clear sperms were observed (though not excluded to be
present) when RNA was obtained, could be explained by an early activation of the genes
necessary before the actual formation of the sperms or expression of proteins that share
homology with the components of the flagellum. The latter case has been proven for about 25
protein components of the bacterial flagellum and the type-three secretion system (TTSS) where
one likely evolved from the other or the two structures evolved in parallel (Pallen and Matzke,
2006; Saier, 2004). In addition, several cilia proteins have been found at non-cilia sites, where
they have specific functions, indicating the involvement of cilia proteins in diverse, ciliaindependent, cellular processes and structures (Vertii et al., 2015). For example, mitotic spindles
and primary cilia require the function of microtubule-mediated, motor driven transport for their
assembly and, hence, flagellar related proteins, such as intraflagellar transport proteins, could be
expressed even when the cell does not undergo sexual reproduction (Serra, 2008; Delaval et al.,
2011).

The results of the search for temperature related terms were quite interesting since they also
pointed towards a difference among the species. Starting with HSPs and HSFs, HSPs were found in
equal number among species while HSFs were much higher in L. aporus and L. danicus compared
to L. hargravesii and L. convexus. Considering that HSFs are the transcription factors regulating
HSPs it might be safe to say that in the case of Leptocylindrus species the differences between
functions related to HSPs are actually a result of the variation of their regulatory system (the
fourth mechanism mentioned in the introduction of the current chapter). As mentioned in
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Chapter 3, HSPs are proteins produced in response to exposure to stressful conditions and they
contribute to the stabilization of the cell functions under these conditions by the proper folding of
proteins. Differences of their regulation factors were found between Leptocylindrus species that
are year-round (L. aporus and L. danicus) and species with a more strict seasonality (L. hargravesii
and L. convexus). A more complicated and flexible HSF regulatory system might be one of the
essential molecular toolkits for a species in order to cope with the many different stressful
environments that they experience during different seasons.

The rest of the terms, which were actually more related to temperature since HSPs and HSFs
include other kinds of stress as well, showed a pattern which in this case differentiated L. aporus
and L. convexus from L. danicus and L. hargravesii. In particular, the low temperature viability
proteins (ltv) and low temperature requirement proteins (ltr) were more abundant in L. aporus,
followed by L. convexus, whereas L. danicus and L. hargravesii showed the lowest number for
presence of these terms. Although the names of these proteins might point at some relation with
response to low temperature, their exact function is still unknown. Ltv1 is a non-ribosomal
protein required for the biogenesis of the 40S ribosome subunit and the pre-ribosomal RNA
processing in Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Drosophila, therefore being required for cell growth
by permitting protein synthesis (Loar et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2015). When initially identified, it was
proven that at low temperature yeast cells lacking LTV1 gene grow slowly, are hypersensitive to
inhibitors of protein synthesis and have aberrant polyribosome profiles. Seiser et al. (2006)
confirmed these results but also proposed that Ltv1 is nonessential and functions as one of the
several possible adapter proteins that link the nuclear export machinery to the small ribosome
subunit. This protein was actually only present in L. aporus and L. convexus annotations (2 hits in
each one, corresponding to a single transcript) and its expression showed a higher level in L.
convexus than in L. aporus. Although this is a result that could add information to the general
expression pattern of the species under investigation, it cannot be concluded that this protein
plays an important role in the response of the species to temperature alterations.
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The rest of the temperature term hits were low temperature requirement (Ltr) proteins. Not
much information is available for these proteins either, except that in Listeria monocytogenes
they are essential for growth at low temperatures but dispensable at higher temperatures (Zheng
and Kathariou, 1994). Five transcripts in L. aporus and two transcripts in L. danicus, L. hargravesii
and L. convexus were annotated as Ltr. The highest expressed transcript though was found in L.
hargravesii while L. aporus transcripts showed very low expression levels; L. convexus and L.
danicus had an intermediate expression level. Furthermore, four transcripts were related to cold
shock proteins (CSPs) in L. aporus and L. convexus, eight in L. danicus and twelve in L. hargravesii.
The most highly expressed ones were again found in L. hargravesii and the lowest in L. aporus.
(CSPs) are a highly conserved family of proteins that bind to single-stranded nucleic acids. The
bacterial CSPs are mainly induced after a rapid temperature drop and regulate the adaptation to
cold stress but also other biological functions under normal conditions (Horn et al., 2007). In
plants, some CSPs are also upregulated by exposure to cold, increasing tolerance to freezing
(Karlson and Imai, 2003; Kim et al., 2009). However, a recent study revealed that CSPs do not
share the same function in dinoflagellates since cold shock does not induce them (Beauchemin et
al., 2016). Dinoflagellates though are a particular case since to date, with only one exception, no
transcription factor has been described and characterized experimentally and it seems that
transcriptional control is not a predominant mechanism for regulating gene expression in this
group of protists (Morey et al., 2011; Roy et al., 2014). Assuming that these proteins hold the
same role in Leptocylindrus as in bacteria and plants, their presence and expression could be
linked to the seasonal distribution of cold tolerant species compared to the ones that prefer
spring-summer months avoiding low temperatures. The above observations on the species’
expression patterns of temperature related proteins offer more evidence that the seasonal
preference of each species is reflected in the differential expression of essential proteins.
Finally, even though neither DNA integration- nor any transposon-related function was highly
enriched in any of the gene enrichment analyses between strains or species, the search of specific
TE terms in the annotation did return different results for each species. L. aporus had the highest
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number of TE related transcripts, L. danicus and L. hargravesii followed and L. convexus had the
lowest number. The in-depth analysis of transposons confirmed the much higher presence of
retrotransposons compared to DNA transposons in all species. The Gypsy order (see Appendix 1)
was the one dominating in all of them but Copia order followed in L. hargravesii and L. danicus
whereas LINE order was slightly more abundant than Copia in the other two species. In any case L.
convexus was indeed the species with the lowest representation of transposable elements. The
highest level of intraspecific variability regarding their expression was found in L. hargravesii and
L. danicus, where again one strain, 4B6, profoundly differed, and the lowest in L. aporus. The
same was true for the related variants. This pattern following the general pattern of all transcripts
indicates once more the linkage of the variants with the expression values. The differentiation in
TEs that followed the same discrimination of species based on whole transcriptomes supports the
notion that TEs play an important role in diatoms and could be involved in the adaptive evolution
of species (Maumus et al., 2009). Different composition of transposons could tune the different
properties for each species.
4.4.6. Conclusion
The comparative transcriptomics analysis on species of the genus Leptocylindrus revealed a high
functional diversity among species, which in most cases seems to be related to the seasonal
distribution patterns rather than to phylogenetic relationships as currently understood.
Accordingly, the two species widely distributed across the year and abundant, namely, L. aporus
and L. danicus, show high intraspecific diversity, both in terms of polymorphism variants and
expression level, whereas L. hargravesii and L. convexus sit on the other end. The variant calling
matches the DE analysis, as well as the related annotation which means that the variation at
coding regions coming from SNPs and indels is likely to form the main genetic background to
phenotypic variation (Morin et al., 2004). Beyond the hypothesis of the correlation of the
observed variability with the species seasonal distribution, the larger populations of L. aporus and
L. danicus in GoN might have also offered to these species a higher possibility to accumulate
micro-variations, which led to the higher functional diversity. The plasticity of the species could be
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a result of divergent proteins belonging to related gene families. However, the differential
regulation of separate components of the same metabolic pathway, which results from posttranscriptional and post-translational modification for selected genes or proteins, respectively,
could also be an important mechanism.
Another interesting result is the differences noted between the two cryptic and phylogenetically
closest species, L. danicus and L. hargravesii, which otherwise are quite diverse regarding their
seasonal distribution. This in particular but also the rest of the results are an important step
towards the direction of using expression profiles to understand mechanisms underlying the
distribution of species. The expression patterns of the species can provide indications about (a)
the temporal and spatial ranges allowed by their intraspecific diversity and (b) their
environmental requirements through specific functional traits that differ across species as to
match the environmental conditions of each season. TEs and the HSF regulatory system might
play critical role in the specific reactions and capabilities of each species in the many different
stressful environments that they experience during the year.
Finally, the results of this chapter show that intraspecific functional variability can be as high as
interspecific functional changes or variability resulting from strong perturbations. Therefore
intraspecific variability is a very important factor influencing the response of species to different
environments. The current study is one of the first studies that focused on the variability of gene
expression in different strains in such a detail in phytoplankton and we consider that the results
urge for a reconsideration of the way on which most studies investigate functional profile of
species focusing on a single strain.
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5.1. Introduction
A very important aspect in order to better understand the ecology and evolution of a species is
the estimation of its actual diversity and species distribution in the natural environment. However
this becomes a quite challenging task when it concerns unicellular eukaryotic organisms (protists).
The microscope has been the main instrument used to discover the richness of the microbial
world since it was invented 350 years ago. The few morphological features available for species
differentiation, morphological stasis but also phenotypic plasticity have an impact on the reliability
of taxonomic assignment by microscopy. It is only in the past 30 years that the identification of
unicellular eukaryotes, as well as the way we understand microbial communities and their role in
structuring ocean biogeochemical dynamics, has truly changed and that is thanks to the major
development of DNA sequencing (Heidelberg et al., 2010). Molecular approaches have offered a
more objective view of the microbial world. Indeed, most of the molecular-based revisions on the
diversity of microorganisms have led to a better definition of the relevant taxonomic units and
have revealed cryptic or pseudo-cryptic species in several taxa such as the diatoms Chaetoceros,
Skeletonema, Pseudo-nitzschia and Leptocylindrus (Sarno et al., 2005; Mann and Vanormelingen,
2013; Degerlund et al., 2012, Lundholm et al., 2012; Nanjappa et al., 2013). In addition to the
molecular identification of individual species in cultured strains, the sequencing of molecular
markers (meta-barcoding) and of whole genomes (metagenomics) and transcriptomes
(metatranscriptomics) recovered directly from environmental samples have offered the potential
to address the diversity, structure and function of microbial communities with unprecedented
resolution, thus starting a new era in Marine Ecology.

Long before the development of sequencing technologies, such as High Throughput Sequencing
(HTS), studies based on the analysis of environmental DNA showed that molecular markers are a
valuable tool for describing the spatial and temporal variations of eukaryotes (Diez et al., 2001;
Moon-van der Staay et al., 2001; Edgcomb et al., 2011). The coupling of HTS and metabarcoding
approach (further explained in 5.1.1) has proven to be an even more powerful tool providing
further insights in microbial biodiversity with remarkable detail (Zinger et al., 2012; Georges et al.,
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2014; Zimmermann et al., 2015). Large scale projects such as the European coastal survey
BioMarKs (Logares et al., 2014; Massana et al., 2015), the global Tara Ocean project (de Vargas et
al., 2015; Malviya et al., 2016) and the ongoing Ocean Sampling Day initiative (Kopf et al., 2015)
are based on HTS metabarcoding. Similarly, the same method could be useful for the investigation
of the seasonality and interannual variability of marine microbial communities in order to
understand their relationship with environmental variations such as temperature, light availability
and rainfall changes (Giovannoni and Vergin, 2012; Genitsaris et al., 2015; Piredda et al., 2016).

Protists live in almost any environment that contains water and many of them, such as algae, are
photosynthetic, thus vital primary producers, especially in the ocean as part of the plankton. Due
to a presumed easy dispersal by wind and water these microscopic organisms were believed to
have a cosmopolitan distribution (Fenchel and Finlay, 2004). Environmental DNA extraction and
the produced genetic data have indicated geographical structure in marine and freshwater species
similar to those found in animals and vascular plants but of wider ranges and rarer local endemism
(Foissner, 2008). The moderate endemicity model of Foissner assumes that one third of the
microscopic organisms are morphological and/or genetic endemics, which supports the notion
that we only know very little, about 20%, of the actual diversity in many protist groups. It was the
ignorance of the low extinction rates over geological time and of the possibilities protists have to
speciate due to their short generation time that stopped us from seeing this truth earlier (Foissner,
2008).

In diatoms as in other organisms, the different spatial, but also seasonal, range of each species can
be related to their different biochemical (Nanjappa et al., 2014b) and physiological characteristics
(Degerlund et al., 2012; Huseby et al., 2012). As already mentioned, the majority of molecularbased taxonomic revisions in diatoms have indicated the consideration of the presence of cryptic
or pseudo-cryptic species while few cases of phenotypic plasticity have been identified (e.g.
Shirokawa et al., 2012). The presence of cryptic species or even populations within species that
alternate along seasons or show particular spatial distribution might be a result of adaptation to
specific ecological and seasonal niches (Hendry and Day, 2005; Rynearson et al., 2006). Therefore,
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spatial and temporal distribution can be considered a reflection of adaptation of species to the
different environmental conditions, including temperature, a relationship that has been already
explored for Leptocylindraceae in the previous chapters.
5.1.1. DNA metabarcoding
In order to overcome the difficulties and doubts of morphological identification mentioned above,
recent biodiversity and distribution assessments tend to use DNA metabarcoding, i.e. molecular
identification based on marker sequences, as their main method or a complementary one
(Taberlet et al., 2012; Diaz-Real et al., 2015; Reva et al., 2015; Geisen et al., 2015). It must be
clarified that metabarcoding is different from metagenomics since the goal of the first is to
identify taxa while the latter focuses on the sequence-based analysis of collective genomes
contained in an environmental sample (Riesenfeld et al., 2004).

Originally, DNA barcoding used standardized DNA barcodes, such as a region of the mitochondrial
cytochrome c oxidase I gene (COI) for animals and of the large subunit of ribulose 1,5bisphosphate carboxylase gene (rbcL) for plants, in order to identify species from more or less
intact DNA isolated from single specimens using Sanger sequencing (Taberlet et al., 2012). DNA
metabarcoding studies were initially performed through Sanger-sequencing of clone libraries
(Stoeck and Epstein, 2003). Before sequencing, DNA fragments are combined with vector DNA
(e.g. plasmids) to generate recombinant DNA molecules which are then introduced into a host
organism, usually E. coli bacteria. The recombinant DNA molecules are replicated along with the
host DNA resulting in a large number of clones of genetically modified bacteria. Recombinant DNA
of each colony is isolated and sequenced. The read length can be quite high, up to 1,000 bp and
the per-base accuracy as high as 99.999% (Shendure and Hanlee, 2008; Dewey et al., 2012). In
GoN, metabarcoding studies using clone libraries have led to the assessment of molecular
diversity and seasonality in the diatom genus Pseudo-nitzschia (McDonald et al., 2007b; Ruggiero
et al., 2015) and molecular diversity in photosynthetic ultraplankton (McDonald et al., 2007a).
However, Sanger is limited to sequencing a single gene from a single specimen in each run while
high-throughput sequencers can separately sequence DNA molecules from a mixture of genes,
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specimens and species. Massively parallel DNA sequencing platforms are now widely available,
reducing the cost of sequencing by over two orders of magnitude and allowing individual
investigators to use the sequencing capacity of a major genome center. High Throughput
Sequencing (HTS) is a cyclic-array sequencing where PCR amplicons derived from a single library
molecule end up spatially clustered on a planar surface and followed by alternative cycles of
sequencing by synthesis and imaging of the full array at each cycle. A contiguous sequencing read
for each array feature is built up by these successive iterations of enzymatic interrogation and
imaging (Shendure and Hanlee, 2008; Fig.6.1.b). The 454 (454 Life Sciences/Roche) instrument
was the first HTS platform but it is now abandoned due to the development of more advanced
platforms in terms of amount of data produced, time needed and base-call error, such as HiSeq
and MiSeq (http://www.illumina.com), Ion Personal Genome Machine and Ion Proton
(http://www.lifetechnologies.com/us/en/home/brands/ion-torrent.html) and SOLiD Genome
Sequencer (http://www.lifetechnologies.com). Further advancements in the technology are
leading to new methods such as single molecule sequencing which do not require DNA
amplification

step,

with

platforms

such

as

HeliScope

Genome

Analyser

(http://www.helicosbio.com) and PacBioRSII (http://www.pacificbiosciences.com).
In DNA-metabarcoding specific nucleotide markers are PCR-amplified from environmental DNA
using universal primers and then sequenced in a high-throughput sequencer producing a wide
dataset of DNA sequences (Yinqiu et al., 2013). In the end it is possible to quickly trace organisms
directly in their environment without the need for isolation and cultivation, offering also the
ability of discovering new taxa and overcoming the bias against rare taxa in the case of deep
sequencing. Two widely used markers are V4 (390 bp) and V9 (130 bp) of the 18s rRNA gene,
typical targets in microbial eukaryotes and the best universal ones since 18s rRNA is present
across all eukaryotes; it is also present in most public reference databases and generalist primers
are available (Amaral-Zettler et al., 2006; Guillou et al., 2012; Decelle et al., 2014).

HTS sequencing offers important advantages relative to Sanger such as the potential of hundreds
of millions of sequencing reads obtained in parallel and the low cost for DNA sequence
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production. But of course HTS and metagenomic approaches are not perfect, not yet at least since
these technologies are constantly improved. There are problems still remaining to be resolved
such as the PCR-introduced errors during amplification, the much shorter reads compared to
conventional sequencing, errors due to degradation of template DNA or errors during sequencing
(new platforms are at least tenfold less accurate than Sanger sequencing) and the dependence of
the results on the sequence coverage. In addition, due to high copy numbers of the target gene,
some organisms could be overrepresented and their abundance overestimated (Heidelberg et al.,
2010; Taberlet et al., 2012; Shendure and Hanlee, 2008). For Illumina, one of the most accurate
sequencing platforms, errors at ≤0.1% is achieved for ≥75-85% of bases (Schirmer et al., 2016;
Ross et al., 2013; Glenn, 2011). Sequencing errors can artificially inflate diversity estimates and
thus, common practices such as sequence clustering and singleton removal, are used in order to
avoid these artificial overestimates, although they may hide actual rare diversity. In addition,
preferential PCR amplification or high copy numbers of the target gene of specific taxa, as
mentioned above, restrict the possibility to extract quantitative information from HTS data. It
must also be noted that the diversity deciphered from DNA metabarcoding depends to a great
extent on the marker used in the analysis since each marker might have its own evolutionary rate
in each organism and therefore a specific marker might be more suitable for one genus over
another. Finally, wide and controlled reference datasets are needed, including sequences from
properly identified individual species, to be able to reliably assign sequences to named taxa, but
the coverage of these database is currently far to be complete. For example, 18S V9 information is
available for only 159 of the 900 diatom genera (fossils included) listed by Fourtanier and Kociolek
(1999).
5.1.2. Leptocylindraceae family diversity and distribution
Leptocylindraceae family is a good case study to test the ability of HTS metabarcoding to detect its
real distribution and diversity, especially since the quite uniform morphology (narrow, cylindrical
cells) makes it hard to identify each single species with certainty under the microscope. The
diatoms of the Leptocylindrus genus are centric diatoms, common in the marine plankton
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worldwide. Molecular phylogenies have resolved Leptocylindraceae at a basal position in the
radial centrics (group of diatoms with the most ancient fossil record).The morphological
similarities in combination with the considerable nucleotide differences, among the Leptocylindrus
species contrast with far smaller nucleotide differences among species within diatom genera that
are more diverse morphologically. These contrasting evidences led Nanjappa et al. (2013) to
conclude that the genus Leptocylindrus is an ancient one containing just a few genetically distinct
remnant species of a once far more diverse lineage. Alternatively, the marker regions of the
Leptocylindrus species may have evolved particularly fast.

According to a recent DNA

metabarcoding study based on HTS at six coastal sites in European coastal waters, individual
Leptocylindrus species were found to be widespread but not all of them were recorded
everywhere (Fig. 5.1.2.1, Nanjappa et al., 2014a).

Figure 5.1.2.1. Distribution maps of Leptocylindraceae species inferred from HTS V4 and V9 sequences in the
BioMarKs and GenBank datasets (blue dots), plus reliable microscopy images (red dots). Absence of finding in the
BioMarKs dataset is represented by grey dots (Nanjappa et al., 2014a).
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In that same study (Nanjappa et al., 2014a), both V4 (454 sequencing) and V9 (Illumina
sequencing) regions of the nuclear-encoded SSU rDNA gene region of the BioMarKs project were
analysed, as well as environmental sequences from the NCBI database. Leptocylindrus aporus, L.
danicus/ hargravesii, L. convexus and T. belgicus sequences were found in the Mediterranean Sea,
North Atlantic Ocean and Black Sea as well as at locations outside Europe while L. minimus
sequences were found in the North Atlantic Ocean and the Black Sea but not in the
Mediterranean Sea. In addition, V4 sequences belonging to a yet undescribed taxon were
encountered only in Oslo Fjord and Baffin Bay (Nanjappa et al., 2014a).

An interesting fact in the case of Leptocylindraceae is that, despite simple morphology retained by
all species, they are more distantly related compared to species in the genera Skeletonema and
Pseudo-nitzschia, which in addition show comparatively higher morphological differentiation
(Nanjappa et al., 2013). Furthermore, the known seasonal distribution based on isolation of
strains from different seasons (Nanjappa et al., 2013) is quite diverse among species, which show
different periods of high abundance. Leptocylindrus aporus was identified based on strains
isolated from GoN from mid-July to mid-November, L. danicus was recorded from mid-November
to mid-July, L. hargravesii was found only in December and January, and L. convexus was found in
GoN from end of November to end of July. Leptocylindrus minimus was not found in GoN, instead
it was Tenuicylindrus belgicus that had been identified under this name. Tenuicylindrus belgicus
was found from the end of August to the beginning of November. All the information on the
seasonal distribution are mainly based on Nanjappa’s (2013) observations on cultivated strains
from isolations that were performed almost weekly for more than a year. Despite the high extent
of this attempt of seasonal reconstruction, there is always the possibility that a species escaped
isolation during a specific season due to its rarity. As mentioned above, there has already been a
study (Nanjappa et al., 2014a) on the assessment of the diversity and distribution of these species
in European Seas using V4 and V9 as DNA metabarcoding markers. The data came from the
project “Biodiversity of Marine Eukaryotes” (BioMarKs), a European Union ERA project involving
experts from eight EU research institutes and aimed at studying eukaryotic microbial taxonomy
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and evolution, genomics and molecular biology, marine biology and ecology, bioinformatics, as
well as marine economy and policy. Nanjappa (2012) also explored the Tara Oceans dataset within
the frames of his Ph.D. thesis but addressing only Leptocylindrus species as a preliminary
overview. The “Tara Oceans expedition” was a global ocean expedition through 2009 - 2013 to
study the impact of climate change on the microscopic life forms in the ocean including Arctic.
Species diversity was recorded using the V9 variable region of the nuclear SSU rDNA. The main
points that were concluded by Nanjappa and can be compared with the results of the present
study are:
1. The species diversity in Leptocylindraceae is low, although there is intraspecific genetic
diversity which would deserve further exploration.
2. Some species, such as L. danicus and L. hargravesii, are very similar when 18s rDNA is
considered, and can be resolved in V4 but not in V9.
3. L. aporus sequences dominated the V4 BioMarKs and L. danicus the V9 BioMarKs dataset.
4. V4 produced more reliable distance trees compared to the lower resolution offered by the
shorter V9 region.
5. V9 recovered many more sequences of Leptocylindraceae mainly due the higher
sequencing depth used (Illumina sequencing versus 454 pyrosequencing), but in some
cases due to a higher detection power of unknown origin.

6. In the BioMarKs dataset, among all sampling dates L. aporus dominated in October 2009
in the GoN while the rest of the species were also present on that date. In May 2010 all
species were also present, though L. danicus/L. hargravesii and L. convexus were in higher
numbers.
In the present chapter, the seasonal and spatial distribution of the Leptocylindraceae family was
explored with the aim to discover any inter- or intraspecific diversity linked to specific temporal
and/or spatial pattern. This investigation could help us better understand the strategies used by
each species in order to cope with different environmental conditions and ultimately the ecology
and evolution of the family. To this end, HTS DNA metabarcoding datasets from the Gulf of Naples
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(GoN) (both V4 and V9 markers) and the BioMarKs and Tara stations (V9 marker) were analysed.
What is particularly interesting in GoN is the option to compare the HTS metabarcoding data with
the phytoplankton data collected in the ongoing time-series at Station MareChiara (40°48.5' N,
14°15' E). This dataset spans over the period 1984-2015 and contains data of phytoplankton
species composition and abundance based on microscopy (Ribera d’Alcalà et al., 2004; Sarno and
Zingone, 2008). The seasonal and worldwide distribution of Leptocylindraceae was assessed in a
more extended way compared to previous efforts (Nanjappa, 2012; Nanjappa et al., 2014a) since
HTS data from the GoN from several years and from all Tara stations (126 in contrast to only 35
Tara stations in Nanjappa 2012) were now available.

5.2. Materials and Methods
5.2.1. LTER MareChiara Dataset
As part of the analysis of environmental molecular data within Italian and European projects (EUBioMarKs, FIRB Biodiversitalia) on protist biodiversity assessment in the GoN, HTS metabarcoding
data were obtained on 48 different dates throughout three years (2011-2013) at the LTER-MC
station (Roberta Piredda, personal communication). Every week, three liters of surface seawater
were collected and three biological replicates were filtered on a cellulose ester filter (47 mm
diameter, 1.2 μm pore size, EMD Millipore, USA). Filters were frozen immediately in liquid nitrogen
and stored at -80 °C. DNA was extracted from each half of two filters collected at each sampling
date using the DNeasy Plant Kit (QIAGEN GmbH, Hilden, Germany) following manufacturer’s
instructions by Dr. Roberta Piredda and Dr. Maria Paola Tomasino in Stazione Zoologica Napoli
(SZN). DNA concentration and quality were measured with a NanoDrop Spectrophotometer
(Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc, UK). V4 and V9, hypervariable regions of the small subunit (SSU) of
rDNA, were used as targets for the high throughput sequencing. The following table shows the 48
dates of 2011-2013 from which environmental DNA has been sequenced (16 dates in 2011, 15 in
2012 and 17 in 2013):
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Table 5.2.1.1 HTS metabarcoding sampling dates.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2011
st
1
th
15
rd
3
th
27
th
11
th
st
7 and 21
th
th
19 and 26
th
th
16 and 30
th
th
6 and 27
th
25
th
15
th
20

2012
th
17
th
14
th
7
rd
3
th
4
th
th
5 and 19
th
st
10 and 31
th
th
7 and 18
nd
rd
2 and 23
th
13
rd
23

2013
th
28
th
19
th
28
th
th
16 and 30
st
21
th
th
4 and 18
th
th
4 and 16
th
th
6 and 20
th
10
nd
th
2 and 28
th
th
4 and 30

The sequencing was performed at the Molecular Biodiversity Lad (MoBiLab) of the ESFRI
LifeWatch-Italy (CNR, Bari, Italy) on the Illumina MiSeq platform using BioMarKs primers (Stoeck et
al., 2006) with slight modifications aimed at maximizing specificity for protists (Piredda et al.,
2016). Two separate amplifications were performed on the DNA from the two half filters for each
date and the PCR products were pooled in one sample per date. In the first amplification, V4 and
V9 regions of 18S rRNA gene were amplified using the selected V4 and V9 universal primers having
a 5’ overhang sequence, corresponding to Nextera transposase primer (Piredda et al., 2016).
Amplifications were performed in a reaction mixture containing 2.5 ng or 5 ng of extracted DNA
(for V9 and V4 region, respectively), 1X Buffer HF, 0.2 mM dNTPs, 0.5 μM of each primer, and 1U
of Phusion High-Fidelity DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs Inc, Ipswich, MA, USA) in a final
volume of 25 μl. The cycling parameters for PCR were standardized as follows: initial denaturation
98 °C for 30 s, followed by 10 cycles of denaturation at 98 °C for 10 s, annealing at 44 or 56 °C (V4
and V9 region, respectively) for 30 s, extension at 72 °C for 15 s, and subsequently 15 cycles of
denaturation at 98 °C for 10 s, annealing at 62 °C for 30 s, extension at 72 °C for 15 s, with a final
extension step of 7 min at 72 °C. All PCRs were performed in presence of a negative control
(RNase/DNase-free water). The PCR products (~270 bp for V9 and ~470 bp for V4) were visualized
on 1.2% agarose gel and purified using the AMPure XP Beads (Agencourt Bioscience Corporation,
Beverly, MA, USA), at a concentration of 1.2X vol/vol, according to manufacturer's instructions.
The purified V4 and V9 amplicons were used as templates in the second PCR step, which was
performed with the Nextera index primers and Illumina P5 and P7 primers as required by the
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Nextera dual index approach. The 50 μl reaction mixture was made up of the following reagents:
template DNA (40 ng), 1X Buffer HF, dNTPs (0.1 mM), Nextera index primers (index 1 and 2) and
1U Phusion DNA Polymerase. The cycling parameters were those suggested by the Illumina
Nextera protocol. The final amplicon had a size of ca 550 bp (including ca 400bp of V4 region and
150 bp of Illumina Nextera adapters) and was purified using AMPure XP Beads, at a concentration
of 0.6X vol/vol. The quality of the product was analysed on a 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent
Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) and quantified by fluorimetry using the Quant-iTTM
PicoGreen-dsDNA Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) on NanoDrop 3300
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Equimolar quantities of V4 and V9 amplicons were pooled and
subjected to 2x250 bp sequencing on MiSeq platform to obtain a total of about 375,000 in V4 and
497,000 in V9 pair-end reads/sample.

The raw sequences were assessed for sequence quality using the FastQC tool on the Galaxy
platform (http://usegalaxy.org/) before assembling. Illumina paired-end reads (ca. 250bp) were
processed using Mothur v.1.33.0 (Schloss et al., 2009), using the standard operating procedure
(http://www.mothur.org/wiki/MiSeq_SOP; Kozich et al., 2013). Initial HTS data included 48 surface
water samples and two sediment samples. Sediment counts were excluded, as non-relevant to the
thesis objectives. Pairs of forward and reverse sequences in the raw HTS data were aligned and
merged to generate contigs. The entire V9 fragment was covered by two reads, whereas V4
overlap was on average 81 bp (St.dev. 11.3). Differences in base calls in the overlapping region
were solved using the ΔQ parameter as described in Kozich et al. (2013). Primer sequences were
removed and ambiguous bases were not allowed; homopolymers longer than 8bp were excluded.
Dereplication and alignment to a reference alignment (silva.seed v119) followed for the remaining
sequences. The ones that did not align to the target region were removed as well. Sequences were
further denoised by the pre-clustering algorithm (Huse et al., 2010), allowing one nucleotide
difference for every 100 bp of sequence, and the resulting sequences were screened for chimeras
using UCHIME in de novo mode (Edgar et al., 2011). A naïve Bayesian classifier (Wang et al., 2007)
trained using the PR2 database (Guillou et al., 2012) as training set with an 80% bootstrap
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confidence threshold was performed in order to detect and remove Bacteria, Archaea and
Metazoa. The whole process of data analysis, including pre-processing steps, is depicted in the
following flowchart.

23,906,387 V4 and 24,000,000 V9
Raw HTS sequences
(3 datasets/years)
Build contigs

Contigs
Removal of primers, homopolymers and
ambiguities

Contigs
Unique Sequences

Contigs
Align with Eukarya Silva dataset and removal
of Bacteria, Archaea and Metazoa

Contigs
Pre clustering at >99%
similarity

Ribotypes

Remove chimeras

615,142 V4 and 265,887 V9
ribotypes
(n=13,626,039 and 15,506,474)

V4_Unique Database
V9_Unique Database
Local blast with Leptocylindraceae references found
in NCBI (80% similarity with up to 10,000 sequences
per reference)
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110,454 Putative V4 and 2,000 V9
Leptocylindraceae ribotypes
Removal of duplicates

30,145 V4 and 1,154 V9
Putative Leptocylindraceae Ribotypes
>90% identity, length
coverage >250bp

6,808 V4 and 1,024 V9
Putative Leptocylindraceae ribotypes
Ribotypes represented at least 3
times

253 V4 and 412 V9
Putative Leptocylindraceae ribotypes
Add Diatom 18S rRNA Reference
Barcode sequences, alignment & NJ tree
in MEGA

198 V4 and 395 V9 Ribotypes
grouped with Leptocylindraceae
55 V4 and 17 V9 grouped outside
Selection of Leptocylindraceae
sequences, realignment & rebuilding
of NJ tree

198 V4 and 395 V9 Ribotypes
grouped with Leptocylindraceae
Repetition of the last step with
only Leptocylindraceae
references

True Leptocylindraceae ribotypes
(n=103,804 V4
n=120,471 V9)

Seasonality exploration, comparison
with microscopy counts &
correlation with environmental
parameters

Intraspecific diversity
exploration based on
phylogenetic tree & Swarm
analysis

The initial steps (marked with red colour in the diagram above) of the raw data analysis were
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performed by Roberta Piredda (including read statistics):


HTS library preparation (contigs). Adapter trimming and quality control/ filtration (removal
of homopolymers, chimeras and non-Silva aligned sequences).



Pre-clustering at >99% similarity.

The specific procedure I used in my PhD thesis for the species of interest from that point on was
the following (marked with blue colour in the diagram):
1. Leptocylindraceae sequences were extracted using local blast with reference sequences of
all six species found in the National Center of Biotechnology Information (NCBI) (threshold
of 80% identity and 10,000 sequences per query).
2. Duplicates were removed.
3. Sequences with at least 90% identity to the reference ones and a length coverage equal to
or more than 250 base pairs for V4 and 120 base pairs for V9 were selected (V4 length is
approximately 380 bp and V9 is approximately 120 base pairs).
4. In order to better refine the selectivity of our dataset, the ribotypes (unique sequences)
that were represented less than three times in the dataset were eliminated. This specific
number of times was chosen as a minimum threshold taking into consideration that a
reliable ribotype in a study regarding the seasonality should appear at least once per year
over the three study years.
5. The selected sequences together with the references of Leptocylindraceae but also of all
known diatoms were aligned in MAFFT v.7, a multiple sequence alignment program for
amino acid or nucleotide sequences (Katoh and Standley, 2013). The alignment was
checked by eye for errors and edited if needed with the SeaView multiplatform graphical
user interface for sequence alignment, v.4.5.2 (Gouy et al., 2010). No sequence was
removed because of a diagnosed technical error.
6. Based on the alignment a phylogenetic tree was built in Molecular Evolutionary Genetics
Analysis (MEGA) v.6 (Tamura et al., 2013), an integrated tool inferring phylogenetic trees.
The statistical method used was neighbor-joining with bootstrap method set as test of
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phylogeny (500 replications) and Kimura 2-parameter model as substitution model. All
ambiguous positions were removed for each sequence pair.
7. HTS sequences that grouped with Leptocylindraceae reference sequences were selected,
re-aligned with all diatom references and a NJ tree using the same settings was built again
in order to double check their positioning on the tree. Sequences that grouped with
references other than Leptocylindraceae were blasted in NCBI database and removed
when confirmed to match other taxa.
8. HTS sequences that grouped with Leptocylindraceae reference sequences were selected,
realigned only with Leptocylindraceae references and a NJ tree using the same settings
was built again in order to check the intraspecific variability. In addition, a maximum
likelihood analysis (with 500 bootstrap replications, a General Time Reversible model with
gamma distribution and invariant sites [GTR+G+I]) was performed to identify phylogenetic
relationships and monophyletic groups (clades). Sequences resolved outside a terminal
clade containing reference sequences were blasted in NCBI database and either
considered as false positive or treated as belonging to Leptocylindraceae. All presented
trees were built in MEGA while Chaetoceros dayaensis was used as outgroup.
9. The final HTS sequences corresponding to each species were selected and their specific
counts through the 48 dates were retrieved from the dataset using mothur, a widely used
bioinformatics tool for analyzing gene sequences using command lines (Schloss et al.,
2009). Thus, the distribution of the family based on environmental DNA was calculated,
based on abundances and after being standardized to the total number of diatoms.
10. The seasonality of each species was explored and compared with the phytoplankton data
collected at the Station MareChiara (courtesy of Diana Sarno). Regarding the
Leptocylindraceae, there are no counts available for L. hargravesii since it is very similar to
L. danicus and it is almost impossible to distinguish between these two species in light
microscopy. The identification of L. aporus as distinct from L. danicus/L. hargravesii, which
is mainly based on chloroplast shape and number, is also hard in LM on fixed material. In
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addition, environmental parameters including temperature, salinity, CTD measurements
(conductivity, temperature and depth of the ocean), nutrients and chlorophyll acquired
from the LTER-MC Station for all three years (courtesy of MEDA service, SZN) and explored
for any correlation/association with Leptocylindraceae seasonality (see section 5.2.3 for
details).
11. The intraspecific diversity was explored in more details with Swarm, a robust and fast
clustering method for amplicon-based studies (Mahè et al., 2014). The method was used
in order to cluster the V4 and V9 sequences that were concluded to belong to
Leptocylindraceae into molecular operational taxonomic units (OTUs). The default number
of differences allowed between two amplicons (ribotypes) was 1 (d=1), so two amplicons
were grouped together if they had 1 or no differences. The number of differences is
calculated as the number of mismatches including substitutions, insertions or deletions.
Each OTU produced was explored and compared with the previous phylogenetic results.

In cases of species detected in unexpected periods of the year, isolations of species from samples
collected at the LTER-MC station and molecular identification were carried out in order to confirm
the information obtained from molecular data (see Chapter 2 for isolation, cultivation and
molecular identification methods).
5.2.2. Tara Dataset
The V9 Eukaryotic Diversity dataset (http://Taraoceans.sb-roscoff.fr/EukDiv/) provided by Shruti
Malviya (personal communication) was explored for Leptocylindraceae. The dataset was
generated from 1,086 plankton samples collected at 154 stations (Tara Oceans – 126; Tara Arctic –
20; BioMarKs - 8) from four major organismal size fractions – pico-nanoplankton (0.8 to 5 μm),
nanoplankton (5 to 20 μm), microplankton (20 to 180 μm) and mesoplankton (180 to 2000 μm) –
sampled at two water-column depths: subsurface mixed-layer waters and deep chlorophyll
maximum (DCM) at the top of the thermocline. This dataset has ~6.3 million barcodes (cleaned)
corresponding to ~1.8 billion reads. The steps followed in the analysis were the same as described
above, starting from local blast with Leptocylindraceae references. In this case we included
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ribotypes that were present in at least 2 samples and in at least 3 copies. The BioMarKs sequences
were included for the molecular diversity analysis but for the spatial distribution analysis they
were removed. In addition in the distribution analysis the size fraction (5-20 μm) with the highest
Leptocylindraceae abundance was selected and the different depths were treated separately in
order to keep a uniform dataset. The standardized abundances of the assigned sequences were
then plotted on the world map using the R package rworldmap and function mapPies (R Core
Team, 2012) as well as Plotly bubble map tool (https://plot.ly).
5.2.3. Relationships of Leptocylindraceae with environmental variables
In order to explore the possible relationships of Leptocylindraceae distribution with
environmental variables, the dataset of chemical and physical variables collected at the LTER-MC
(courtesy of MECA service) and for the Tara Oceans stations (courtesy of the Tara Consortium)
were used. The environmental parameters available for the latter dataset did not include the
Arctic stations, two stations in Mediterranean Sea and one North Atlantic station. The following
analyses were performed:
1. Due to the very low number of sequences in some stations and dates compared to others,
rarefaction was used in order to transform the datasets. Rarefaction approaches are used
in ecology to evaluate sampling effort and community richness while it is also included as
a normalization step in widely used microbial community analysis pipelines such as QIIME
(Brewer and Williamson, 1994; Caporaso et al., 2010; Gotelli and Colwell, 2001). Function
rrarefy of the vegan R package was used to normalize data; it gives the expected species
richness of the community in random subsamples of equal size from each site. In this
case, the size of the subsample was chosen to be equal to the median of each dataset.
2. Communities were clustered based on their compositional similarity. Hierarchical cluster
analysis (HCA) and canonical correlation analysis (CCA) were used for this purpose.


HCA is a clustering method which builds a hierarchy of clusters based on dissimilarity.
The function vegdist and hclust of the R package vegan were used. Vegdist computes
dissimilarity indices using quantitative data. As dissimilarity index, we used the Bray191
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Curtis index which quantifies the compositional dissimilarity between two different
sites (or dates) based on counts at each site. Bray-Curtis index delivers robust and
reliable dissimilarity results for a wide range of applications and therefore is one of
the most commonly applied measurements to express relationships in ecology and
environmental sciences. It is also not affected by the number of null values between
samples like Euclidean distance so it is preferred since our data have a high number of
zeros. As defined by Bray and Curtis (1957), the index of dissimilarity is:
BCij = 1 – (2Cij / ( Si+Sj ) )
where Cij is the sum of the lesser values for only those species in common between
both sites, Si and Sj are the total number of specimens counted at both sites. The
Bray-Curtis dissimilarity is bound between 0 and 1, where 0 means the two sites (or
dates) have the same composition (they share all species) and 1 means exactly the
opposite (they do not share any species). hclust function was applied on the distance
matrix built by vegdist and plotted a dendrogram that displays the hierarchical
relationship among the sites (dates). This approach is ‘bottom up’. The cluster
distance between two clusters is the maximum distance between their individual
components (species counts). At every step of the process, the two nearest clusters
are merged into a new one and this is repeated until the whole dataset forms one
single cluster.


CCA is a multivariate constrained ordination technique. Unconstrained ordination (as
NMDS) tries to display all the variation in data while constrained ordination tries to
display only the variation that can be explained with constraining variables. CCA is a
good choice if there is a clear and strong a priori hypothesis on constraints and no
interest in the major structure in the dataset. Therefore NMDS is used for exploration
of data and CCA (cca function in R) for the environmental interpretation (Ramette,
2007).
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3. In the final step, the data matrix of similarities (species counts in each station/date) is
compared to the variables (environmental parameters) using the bioenv function of the
vegan R package. The environmental variables are explored to find the best subset of
them that correlate to sample similarities of the biological community (species
abundance). In particular, bioenv aims to the Euclidean distances of scaled environmental
variables that have the maximum (rank) correlation with community dissimilarities.
The Tara Leptocylindraceae dataset was treated as a whole in a first stage but specific fractions
were selected for further analysis in order to compare the abundances among different stations in
a homogeneous dataset. In addition, since the sampling in the different stations was performed
on different dates, the possible effect of the sampling time period on the species abundances in
each station was explored.

5.3. Results
5.3.1. Molecular Diversity
The V4 and V9 LTER-MC datasets
For V4, the preprocessing procedure gave 13,626,039 sequences starting from 23,906,389 raw
HTS sequences. After preclustering 615,142 unique sequences made up the V4 database. The local
blast against Leptocylindraceae produced 110,454 sequences of which 30,145 were unique. 6,808
sequences were equal or more than 90% identical to Leptocylindraceae references with length
coverage equal or more than 250 bp. In the end 253 ribotypes represented 3 or more times in the
dataset were used for the NJ tree with references of all diatoms. 198 ribotypes were grouped with
Leptocylindraceae references and 55 ribotypes grouped with other diatoms on the phylogenetic
tree.
For V9, the preprocessing procedure gave 15,506,474 sequences starting from 24,000,000 raw
HTS sequences. After preclustering 265,887 unique sequences made up the V9 database. The local
blast against Leptocylindraceae produced 2,000 sequences of which 1,154 were unique. 1,024
sequences were equal or more than 90% identical to Leptocylindraceae references with a length
coverage  120 bp. In the end 412 ribotypes represented 3 or more times in the dataset were
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used for the NJ tree with references of all diatoms. 395 ribotypes were grouped with
Leptocylindraceae references and 17 ribotypes grouped with other diatoms on the phylogenetic
tree. Detailed description of the number of sequences assigned to each species follows (Table
5.3.1.1).
Table 5.3.1.1 Number of unique (ribotypes) and total sequences detected for each species based on V4 and V9 in
LTER-MC dataset.

L. aporus
L. danicus
L. hargravesii
T. belgicus
L. convexus
Total Number

V4
N of ribotypes
98
53
8
16
23
198

N of Seqs
54,406
30,204
841
56
18,297
103,804

V9
N of ribotypes
168
117
7
7
96
395

N of Seqs
61,531
36,185
2,312
1,772
18,671
120,471

No sequences matched L. minimus which has never been retrieved so far in the Gulf of Naples so
this result was expected. All the phylogenetic trees showed the expected topology within the
Leptocylindraceae family (Fig.5.3.1.1.A and B). NJ and ML trees were in accordance with each
other regarding the assignment of sequences to species and clades.
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A.1.

NJ V4
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A.2.

ML V4
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B.1.

NJ V9
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B.2.

ML V9

Figure 5.3.1.1 Neighbor-joining with Kimura 2-parameter model as substitution model (1) and maximum-likelihood
with GTR substitution model (2) trees based on HTS V4 (A) and V9 (B) Leptocylindraceae sequences in the period
2011-2013 at LTER-MC station, with bootstrap method set as test of phylogeny (500 replications). For a clear
representation of the tree here and only for this, the ten most abundant ribotypes of each species were selected. The
last number in the ribotype labels represents the number of sequences.

In V4, three main clades were detected: the first one included the reference sequences of L.
aporus, L. minimus and L. convexus; the second clade included L. danicus and L. hargravesii and
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the third Tenuicylindrus belgicus. The most variable species was L. danicus, showing the presence
of a distinct subclade (clade 2).
In the L. aporus V4 clade, the most numerous sequences were identical to the references and they
were all grouped with the two reference sequences except one (M00390_40_000000000A6D16_1_2114_17382_11629), which when blasted returned L. aporus with 98% identity (8
mismatches) and was represented by three individuals; all found on September 27th, 2011. After
careful check of the alignment, the sequence was not considered to be product of an artificial
error since mismatches were present in variable sites among Leptocylindraceae and other
diatoms.
In the L. convexus V4 clade, the most numerous sequences were identical to the reference
sequences. All ribotypes grouped with the references except one (M00390_81_000000000AA7DR_1_1111_2123_13148) which when blasted returned L. convexus with 95% identity (21
mismatches) and was represented by three individuals; all found on 18 June 2013. After careful
check of the alignment, the sequence could not be concluded to be product of an artificial error
with certainty since mismatches were present both in variable and conserved sites among
Leptocylindraceae and other diatoms.
In L. danicus V4, two distinct clades were retrieved, one with most sequences including the
reference one and the other with 70 sequences (L. danicus V4 clade2) with 98% identity to the
reference sequence, 3 - 7 mismatches. Finally, one sequence (M00390_81_000000000AA7DR_1_2103_9637_20702) fell totally outside the L. danicus clade, matching the reference at
94% (23 mismatches) and represented by three sequences detected on one date (July 16 th 2013).
After careful check of the alignment, the sequence could not be concluded to be product of an
artificial error with certainty since mismatches were present both in variable and conserved sites
among Leptocylindraceae and other diatoms. In the L. hargravesii clade most sequences were
identical or very similar to the reference but a separate sub-clade was also found with a 95%
identity. The alignment revealed 19 mismatches with the reference sequence, including a deletion
of 7 nucleotides. These ribotypes (L. hargravesii V4 DEL clade) were present on several dates in
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2011 and more extensively in 2013.
Finally, the T. belgicus clade was relatively homogeneous despite the small difference between the
two reference sequences.
The V9 tree presented the same three main clades as the V4 tree but with some differences within
species. Here the most variable species was L. aporus with the presence of a distinct subclade. In
particular, the L. aporus clade was well supported but the two references grouped separately. The
two L. aporus references show one nucleotide mismatch, enough to differentiate the small
population consisting of four ribotypes (only one shown in the representative tree of Fig. 5.3.1.1)
which were more similar to the sequence AJ535175, from an Atlantic strain isolated by Hargraves
in 1986. The fact that the nucleotide mismatch is within a site that is highly conserved in L. aporus,
but variable compared to other Leptocylindraceae, supports the view that the variants are real.
Yet again, the L. aporus V9 clade 2 is obvious in the NJ tree and the Swarm analysis (see below)
but the signal is lost in the ML tree due to the small genetic distance between the ribotypes. L.
danicus and L. hargravesii in V9 were not well separated, as they show only one nucleotide
difference, and there was no other clade detected within these two species. Tenuicylindrus
belgicus was again rather homogeneous, although most sequences slightly differed from the
reference one.

For a better representation and interpretation especially of the intraspecific diversity, swarm
analysis was also used. Swarm analysis is a fast and robust method based on a maximum number
of differences d and focuses only on very close relationships. It has been shown to work much
better for large datasets, such as BioMarKs and Tara, compared to other greedy de novo clustering
methods. It recursively groups amplicons with d or less differences and produces stable clusters
(or “swarms”). Therefore, swarm analysis can give a better idea of the interspecific relationships
and the clades within each species are detected in a more straightforward way than in
phylogenetic trees when the number of sequences is high. The graphical representation of the
swarm-derived OTUs assists to this end. Despite being less informative for the smaller MC dataset,
it was also used in this case in order to keep a uniform analysis for both datasets which could also
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lead to a better comparison of results.
The results of the swarm clustering can be seen in the table below:
Table 5.3.1.2 Number of total OTUs produced and OTUs consisting of only one sequence.

Marker

Total OTUs

OTUs consisting of one sequence

V4

100

93

V9

12

6

The OTUs consisting of more than one representative sequence were 7 for V4 and 6 for V9. The
following table presents some more detailed statistics on these OTUs:
Table 5.3.1.3 Statistics on each OTU for V4 and V9 at LTER-MC station. OTUs with only one ribotype are not
presented. The seed is the representative sequence of each OTU which is also the most abundant one. The
numbering of the OTUs depends on their abundance; so OTU#6 was more abundant than OTU#7 but consists of only
one representative sequence/ unique amplicon.

Marker

# OTU
1
2

V4

3
4
5
7
28
1
2

V9

3
4
5
6

Species
L. aporus
L. danicus V4
clade 1
L. convexus
L. hargravesii
L. danicus V4
clade 2
L. aporus
L. hargravesii
DEL clade
L. aporus
L. danicus/
hargravesii
L. convexus
T. belgicus
L. aporus
L. danicus/
hargravesii

Unique
Amplicons

Total sequences

Seed sequences

56

54,214

52,831

31

30,071

29,779

14
3

18,246
802

18,115
792

3

50

23

2

17

14

2

8

5

166

61,459

58,765

123

38,452

35,387

95
10
2

18,650
1,775
54

18,021
1,676
51

2

38

35

V4 dataset produced more OTUs but the majority (93%) consisted of only one amplicon while V9
dataset produced less OTUs but 50% consisted of more than one amplicons; therefore the number
of unique amplicons per OTU was higher in V9. From the comparison of the OTUs with the
phylogeny it was concluded that for both markers OTU#1, OTU#2 and OTU#3 corresponded to L.
aporus, L. danicus and L. convexus sequences respectively (Fig. 5.3.1.2). In V4, OTU#4 consisted of
L. hargravesii sequences, OTU#5 was composed by L. danicus_V4_clade2 sequences, OTU#7 of L.
aporus sequences and OTU#28 was made of L. hargravesii DEL clade sequences.
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In V9, the smaller swarm seen within the L. aporus OTU#2 corresponded to the L. aporus V9
clade2, the swarm within L. danicus was the L. hargravesii sequences, OTU#4 was T. belgicus,
OTU#5 included a couple of L. aporus sequences and OTU#6 a L. danicus and a L. hargravesii
sequence together due to a gap in the very beginning of the sequences. Due to the very low
number of unique amplicons of these OTUs, their representation was pointless.
L. aporus_V9_clade2

L. aporus_V9

L.aporus_V4
L. danicus_V4

L. hargravesii_V9
L. danicus_V9

L. convexus_V4

L. convexus_V9

Figure 5.3.1.2 Graphs produced by Swarm for OTU#1, ΟΤU#2 and OTU#3 in the V4 and V9 LTER-MC dataset,
corresponding to L. aporus, L. danicus and L. convexus respectively. The central node is the seed (the size of which
depends on its abundance), the representative amplicon and most abundant one for each OTU. The number within
each node corresponds to the number of sequences for each amplicon (numbers lower than 10 are not shown). Each
line represents a step of one difference between the two nodes.

The OTUs with a single representative sequence in V4 were mainly L. aporus sequences (42,
following 19 of L. danicus, 16 of T. belgicus, four of L. hargravesii and one of the L. minimus
reference) while in V9 there were two L. aporus and two L. convexus, one L. danicus and again one
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of the L. minimus reference.
The Tara and BioMarKs V9 dataset
The local blast against Leptocylindraceae produced 3,901 sequences of which 3,030 were unique
(removal of duplicates), equal or more than 90% identical to Leptocylindraceae references with
length coverage equal or more than 120 bp. 2,616 ribotypes were grouped with Leptocylindraceae
references and 414 ribotypes mapped alone or with other diatoms on the phylogenetic tree.
Table 5.3.1.4 Number of unique (ribotypes) and total sequences detected for each species based on V9 of the total
BioMarKs and Tara dataset.

Species

N of ribotypes

N of Seqs

L. aporus
L. danicus
L. hargravesii
L. convexus
L. minimus
T. belgicus
Total

979
418
306
507
319
87
2,616

2,397,891
132,268
44,431
402,950
55,730
9,863
3,043,133

In the trees (Fig. 5.3.1.3), all species grouped separately except for L. hargravesii which clustered
within the L. danicus clade. L. aporus V9 clade2 seen in the LTER-MC dataset was also detected
here. In addition, a clade in L. convexus (L. convexus V9 clade 2) and another one in L. danicus (L.
danicus V9 clade 2) were detected, which were diversified because of a single nucleotide position
change. L. minimus was the most variable species with three subclades. As in the MC dataset, NJ
and ML trees were in accordance regarding the assignment of sequences to species and clades.
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Figure 5.3.1.3 Neighbor-joining (A) and maximum-likelihood (B) tree based on V9 Leptocylindraceae sequences of all
154 stations (total BioMarKs and Tara dataset), with bootstrap method set as test of phylogeny (500 replications) and
Kimura 2-parameter model as substitution model. For a clear representation of the tree here and only for this, the
ten most abundant ribotypes of each species were selected. The last number in the ribotype labels represents the
number of sequences.

Swarm produced 29 OTUs, of which 19 consisted of only one representative sequence. The
following table presents some more detailed statistics on the ten OTUs consisting of more than
one representative sequence:
Table 5.3.1.5 Statistics on each OTU for total BioMarKs and Tara V9 Leptocylindraceae dataset. OTUs with only one
ribotype are not presented. The seed is the representative sequence of each OTU which is also the most abundant
one. The numbering of the OTUs depends on their abundance; so OTU#6 was more abundant than OTU#9 but
consisted of only one representative sequence/ unique amplicon.

Marker

V9

# OTU

Species

Unique
Amplicons

Total sequences

Seed sequences

1

L. aporus

979

2,397,443

1,780,482

2
3
4
5
9
10
13
14

L. convexus
L. danicus
L. minimus
T. belgicus
L. minimus
L. convexus
L. minimus
L. minimus

502
724
301
86
2
2
5
3

402,753
176,592
55,463
9,853
82
77
39
34

298,751
110,055
50,433
8,913
75
69
24
21

The swarm analysis confirmed the presence of the populations mentioned in the phylogenetic
tree analysis (Fig. 5.3.1.4). OTU#1, OTU#2, OTU#3, OTU#4 and OTU#5 corresponded to L. aporus,
L. convexus, L. danicus, L. minimus and T. belgicus respectively. The L. aporus OTU clearly consists
of two swarms, the seed sequence of each of them being identical to the two available references,
respectively. The smallest swarm corresponded to the L. aporus V9 clade 2, also found in the LTERMC dataset. The same pattern was obvious in the L. convexus OTU, where the largest swarm
corresponded to the known reference whereas the smaller one, but most abundant, differed by a
single nucleotide. L. danicus OTU was even more complex since it consisted of three swarms. The
largest one corresponded to the known L. danicus reference, the second to L. hargravesii and the
smallest one to the L. danicus V9 clade2.
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L. aporus

L. aporus V9 clade 2

L. convexus V9 clade 2

L. convexus
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L. danicus

L. danicus V9 clade 2

L. hargravesii

L. minimus

T. belgicus

Figure 5.3.1.4 Graphs produced by Swarm for OTU#1, ΟΤU#2, OTU#3, OTU#4 and OTU#5 in total BioMarKs and Tara
Leptocylindraceae V9 dataset, corresponding to L. aporus, L. convexus, L. danicus/ L. hargravesii, L. minimus and T.
belgicus respectively. The central node is the seed (the size of which depends on its abundance), the representative
amplicon and most abundant one for each OTU. The number within each node corresponds to the number of
sequences for each amplicon (numbers lower than 10 are not shown). Each line represents a step of one difference
between the two nodes.
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Three out of the four remaining OTUs present in the table correspond to L. minimus sequences
while the single-sequence OTUs were eight L. minimus, four L. convexus, three T. belgicus, two L.
aporus and two L. hargravesii, confirming what had already been noted in the phylogenetic tree
about L. minimus’ high diversity.
Summing up the diversity analysis in Leptocylindraceae of BioMarKs and Tara, the total number of
species and main clades identified with V9 within species is shown in the following table:
Table 5.3.1.6 Unique (ribotypes) and total sequences of each species and main clades identified after the
Leptocylindraceae diversity analysis in the BioMarKs and Tara dataset.

Species/Clade
L. aporus V9 clade1
L. aporus V9 clade2
L. danicus V9 clade1
L. danicus V9 clade2
L. hargravesii
L. convexus
L. convexus V9 clade2
L. minimus
L. minimus V9 clade1
L. minimus V9 clade2
L. minimus V9 clade3
T. belgicus

Unique Seqs
505
476
380
38
306
379
124
301
2
3
5
87

Total Seqs
1,910,890
487,008
132,268
11,352
44,431
87,201
315,634
55,463
82
34
77
9,863

5.3.2. Temporal distribution
LTER MC: V4, V9 and light microscopy data
The exact dates selected for HTS sampling (shown as stars) compared to the available weekly data
from the light microscopy (LM) counts (Fig. 5.3.2.1) show a quite good coverage of the species
cycle achieved by HTS over three years. However, there were few main peaks that were missed in
some years, for example the L. danicus and L. aporus main peak on April 12th, 2011 and May 8th,
2012.
In all three years three main periods of increase could be distinguished: (i) mid-late spring (April
or May), (ii) summer (June-July) and (iii) late summer-autumn (September-October). Peaks were
separated with dates of very low concentrations or undetected presence. From late autumn (mid
November) until April the cell abundances were quite low, generally <0.05 cells ml-1 and in some
cases <0.1 cells ml-1.
In 2012 the total Leptocylindraceae abundance was lower than the other two years, whereas total
diatoms and phytoplankton showed a slightly lower abundance only in 2013. These interannual
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differences could result to a higher representation of Leptocylindraceae in the environmental
sample of 2013 and consequently led to the production of more Leptocylindraceae sequences in
that year compared to 2012 when other diatom/ phytoplankton families might had compressed
the actual Leptocylindraceae abundance during the sequencing process.

Figure 5.3.2.1 Seasonal cycles of Leptocylindraceae species, all diatoms and all phytoplankton based on light
microscopy (LM) counts in 2011, 2012 and 2013 at the LTER-MC station. The sampling dates selected for HTS analysis
are marked with a star. In 2011 Leptocylindrus danicus, L. aporus, L. hargravesii and L. convexus were
indistinguishable. In 2012 and 2013 L. convexus was characterized and therefore counted separately under LM but L.
danicus was still undistinguished from L. aporus and L. hargravesii.

To further explore interannual variability, the average of the total Leptocylindraceae LM counts
for each month was statistically tested through the three years in order to detect any possible
differences in the family abundance during the time of the study. Due to non-normal distributed
data and non-equal variances in most months, Welch ANOVA and/ or Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA were
used. All individual months had similar abundance (non-significant difference) across the three
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years except for February 2013 and 2011 (p=0.025) and September 2012 – 2011 (p=0.038) and
2012 – 2013 (p=0.033) which were found significantly different by the Kruskal-Wallis test. Indeed
this result is also obvious in the graph (Fig. 5.3.2.1) showing that the peak corresponding to the
autumn bloom in September 2012 was much lower (around 400 cells/ml) than the ones of the
other two years (3,000 – 4,500 cells/ml).
A detailed representation of the temporal distribution of each species and their related clades
(section 5.3.1) based on HTS data is shown in Fig. 5.3.2.2.
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Figure 5.3.2.2 Seasonality of Leptocylindraceae species and their related clades based on the number of V4 and V9
sequences at the LTER-MC station for years 2011-2013.
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For L. aporus, V4 and V9 sequences showed comparable seasonal distribution for the three years
investigated, with peaks detected in May 2013 (2,308 V4 and 1,368 V9 sequences), July 2012 and
2013 (2,987-5,234 V4 and 2,940-4,276 V9 sequences) and September 2011 and 2013 (up to
10,059 V4 and 11,730 V9 sequences in 2013), whereas in 2013 a peak (3,416 V4 and 5,330 V9)
was recorded also at the end of October. The out-grouped V4 L. aporus sequence seen in the
phylogenetic tree (M00390_40_000000000-A6D16_1_2114_17382_11629) was represented by
three individuals, all found on 27 September 2011, leading to a dead end on whether it is a real
population or a product of sequencing error. Leptocylindrus aporus V9 clade2 was present in all
three years with a significant peak of 540 sequences in October 2013, concomitant to the higher
peak of the main clade. No May peak was detected in this clade whereas there was a peak in
March 2013 and February 2012. It should also be mentioned that none of the L. aporus V4
populations could be found to correspond to the L. aporus V9 clade 2 since the former all had
similar seasonality with no specific preference matching the one of the V9 clade 2.
Leptocylindrus danicus showed a first annual peak in April (2,005 – 3,625 sequences) of all years
while in May numbers fell at ca. 1,000 in 2011 and 2012 and at 18 V4 and 8 V9 sequences in 2013.
Two higher peaks were recorded in July 2013 and October 2012 and 2013 (>5,000 and 6,000 V4 or
V9 sequences). Another peak of ca. 2,000 V4 and V9 sequences was recorded in September 2013.
The out-grouping V4 ribotype (M00390_81_000000000-AA7DR_1_2103_9637_20702) was
represented by 3 sequences detected on a single date (July 16th 2013), not allowing to clarify if it
was a real population or not. Leptocylindrus danicus V4 clade 2 followed the same seasonal
pattern as the main clade but with much fewer sequences (at most 14 sequences in July 2013).
L. hargravesii peaked at the end of August - beginning of September 2013 (ca. 450 sequences)
with a smaller peak (100-250 sequences) in July 2013 and 2011. The unexpected presence of L.
hargravesii in summer was confirmed by isolations performed in September 2014, when of 17
strains isolated, eight were L. aporus, six L. hargravesii and three L. convexus. The September L.
hargravesii strains did not differ genetically from the strains isolated in other periods of the year
based on ITS marker. Another small peak was present in January of 2011 and 2013 and February
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of 2012 with 50 – 175 sequences, confirming the presence of the species in winter months. The L.
hargravesii V4 DEL clade showed the highest abundance in July 2011 and 2013, with seven
sequences while August – September, April and January followed with 4-5 sequences. Comparing
the seasonal patterns based on V4 and V9, all dates when the L. hargravesii DEL clade was found
in V4 were also present in the V9 pattern. So it seems that V9 cannot distinguish the two
populations due to the lower variability of the V9 region.
Leptocylindrus convexus peaked in July of all three years with maxima of ca. 2,800 sequences,
followed by very low sequence number or at times no detected sequences for the following
months till the end of the year. In late winter-spring, smaller peaks of ca. 500 sequences were
detected in February 2012 and March 2011, whereas in 2013 a higher and more dispersed peak of
ca. 1,000 sequences was recorded in March, April and May.
T. belgicus was completely absent from both V4 and V9 dataset through January to July. For this
species, V9 marker detected much more sequences than V4, with a peak in September-October of
all three years (up to 17 V4 and 346 V9 sequences in September 2013).

Due to the considerable variability of abundance patterns among the three years, especially for
certain species, the monthly average was used to get a general idea of the actual seasonal
distribution of the species. A graph based on HTS numbers standardized to Leptocylindraceae
monthly sum was made to see the seasonal alternation of species within the family (Fig. 5.3.2.3)
and a graph based on HTS numbers standardized to each species yearly sum was made to
highlight each species’ seasonality (Fig. 5.3.2.4). In the first graph, the contrasting temporal
distribution of the two most abundant Leptocylindrus species, L. aporus and L. danicus, was
apparent with L. aporus prevailing in the period June – September and L. danicus dominating in
April and November. L. aporus V9 clade 2 showed up in February – March. In January, February
and March all species were present except T. belgicus that assumed a higher relevance in the
family only in December. L. convexus held a considerable percentage within Leptocylindraceae
from January until July and L. hargravesii in January and August. The standard deviation bars
demonstrate high variability between the years in July for L. danicus, L. convexus and L. aporus
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and in November for L. danicus and L. aporus. Indeed, the July dates of 2013 showed much more
sequences of these species than the other years did while 2012 dates showed the lowest amount
of sequences. November was not sampled in 2013 but 2012 samples had much less L. danicus and
L. aporus sequences than 2011.

Figure 5.3.2.3 Seasonal distribution of the Leptocylindraceae species at the LTER-MC station based on the V4 and V9
average across the three years. The average abundance has been standardized to Leptocylindraceae monthly sum (Ni
is the average abundance of each species/ clade and Nt is the average total abundance of all Leptocylindraceae at
each month).

In the second graph (Fig. 5.3.2.4), L. aporus showed to be a mainly summer – autumn species with
the V9 clade 2 appearing in a higher degree also in winter and spring. On the other hand, L.
danicus was found to be a spring – autumn species with V4 clade 2 showing a higher presence in
winter than the main clade. L. hargravesii preferred winter, autumn and summer while L.
convexus was mainly a spring – summer species and T. belgicus an autumn – winter species.
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Figure 5.3.2.4 Seasonal signal for Leptocylindraceae species and clades in GoN based on the HTS V4 and V9 data. Bars
indicate the proportional abundance of the sequences for each species/clade in the different seasons (Ni is the
average abundance of each species/ clade and Nsp is the average total abundance of the species or clade at each
year).

In addition, a hieararchical clustering and CCA analysis were performed on the average sequence
abundances of each species of the three years (Fig. 5.3.2.5 and 5.3.2.6).

V4
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V9

Figure 5.3.2.5 Hierarchical clustering plots on the averages of the three years of V4 and V9 abundances at the LTERMC station.

With some exceptions, months did not cluster according to seasons but rather to the blooming of
the same species in these months possibly due to similar environmental conditions. So April
clustered with November in V4 or October in V9, May with October in V4 or June in V9 while
January, February and March were together in both cases as well as July and September.
December was the month with highest difference from the rest in V4. The slight differences
between the markers’ clustering result were due to their different detection power on
Leptocylindraceae species.
V4

DEL
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V9

Figure 5.3.2.6 CCA analysis’ plots on the averages of the three years of V4 and V9 abundances at the LTER-MC station.

The CCA plots showed the same result since there was not clear grouping of spring, autumn etc.
The plots of the two markers were very similar with only few differences. January in particular
was much more distant from the rest of the months in V4 plot and this seems to be a result of the
L. hargravesii DEL clade that was undetected in V9. Other than that, April, November and October
were placed slighlty away due to the L. danicus dominance in these months while T. belgicus
placed December but also September away. August was characterized by L. hargravesii main
clade and less by L. aporus in V4 but in V9 L. aporus was closer to this month.

A better discrimination between the species under the light microscope had only been achieved
in 2013 since that was the year Nanjappa et al. were able to fully describe all the six different
Leptocylindraceae species. Even after that, certain species were impossible to differentiate such
as L. hargravesii and L. danicus while others could be difficult to tell apart when their condition
was not optimal (L. danicus and L. aporus). L. convexus was not distinguished under LM before
2012 and was probably ill-recognized initially in 2012 while thereafter a period of growth was
identified from April through July in 2013 (Fig. 5.3.2.7).
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Figure 5.3.2.7 Relative abundance of HTS V4 and V9 Leptocylindraceae sequences and Leptocylindraceae cells
counted under the light microscopy for 2011, 2012 and 2013 over total diatoms at LTER-MC station. In 2011 L.
danicus, L. hargravesii, L. aporus and L. convexus were indistinguishable under LM (dark red). In 2012 and 2013 L.
convexus was characterized and therefore counted separately under LM (dark blue for L. convexus, as in HTS, and
orange for L. danicus, L. hargravesii and L. aporus).

Taking into account the limitation of the comparison for the above-mentioned reasons, in all
years V4 and V9 showed high correspondence with light microscopy with only few discrepancies
(April 2012 and end of October 2013) that could be due to several technical factors such as the
exponential nature of the PCR technique and/or the variability of the extraction efficiency.
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Environmental data
The bioenv function used on the environmental parameters calculated an environmental
similarity matrix which, along with the similarity matrix of the community, was used for the
calculation of a correlation coefficient. The correlation coefficient is always between 1 (perfect
positive correlation) and -1 (perfect negative correlation). The best subset of environmental
variables was then identified and further subjected to permutation tests to determine
significance. In that way it was found that the environmental variable that best correlated with
the sample similarities of the biological community (species abundance) was temperature, with a
considerably low but positive Spearman correlation of 0.125 for the V4 dataset and 0.326 for the
V9 dataset. A CCA analysis on the Leptocylindraceae matrix and the variables selected with bioenv
showed no specific grouping of dates; the axes explained 16% of total variance in V4 and 29% in
V9 dataset (Fig. 5.3.2.8). For the CCA of V9 dataset, nitrites (NO2) were also included since
temperature along with NO2 showed a correlation coefficient of 0.3062, very close to the one of
temperature alone.

V4

DEL
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V9

Figure 5.3.2.8 CCA plot of Leptocylindraceae V4 (above) and V9 (below) based community matrix and selected
environmental parameters (temperature for V4; temperature and NO2 for V9 dataset) for the HTS sampling dates in
the three study years at the LTER-MC station. In V4 dataset, CCA1 explained 16.08% of total variance. In V9 dataset,
the axes explained 28.76% (26.1% by CCA1 and 0.07% by CCA2) of total variance.

The environmental parameters of each sampling date were also used for a hierarchical clustering
and CCA analysis in order to better detect any differences in the environment between the years
(Fig. 5.3.2.9 and 5.3.2.10).

Figure 5.3.2.9 Hierarchical clustering of the environmental parameters (salinity, PO4, NH4, NO2, NO3, temperature,
SiO2) for the HTS sampling dates in the three years (2011, 2012, 2013) at the LTER-MC station. The height in the
clustering represents the value of the distance metric between clusters. Clades have been grouped in seasons based
on the main months that constitute them.
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Figure 5.3.2.10 CCA plot of environmental parameters (salinity, PO4, NH4, NO2, NO3, temperature, SiO2) for the HTS
sampling dates in the three study years at the LTER-MC station. The orange cycle highlights the summer-autumn
dates, the green highlights the spring months and the blue cycle highlights the winter months.

Even though the hierarchical clustering and the CCA analysis showed mainly a season related
clustering/grouping, there were some dates that violated this pattern. In particular, in the
hierarchical clustering, the spring cluster was interrupted by a winter month, December of 2013,
while on the other hand the winter cluster included two spring months, May and March of 2011.
Also June and May 2013 were present in the autumn cluster while 2012 seems to be a year with
the expected environmental ranges for each season. Looking at the CCA plot, September 18 th
2012 was found much further than the rest of the September dates and therefore resulting in
different seasonal cycles. Looking also the raw data of the environmental parameters, NH4, then
NO2 or NO3 and lastly SiO2 seemed to be the ones responsible for these discrepancies. NH4 and
SiO2 averages were higher in 2013. Salinity and temperature were the most stable ones within
the seasons of all years. Chlorophyll a was mostly linked with the spring and summer months
when the blooms of most phytoplankton species occur; its average was also higher in 2012,
possibly a good year for most species.
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5.3.3 Spatial distribution
Tara stations: V9 data
In the following map (Fig. 5.3.3.1), all stations explored for Leptocylindraceae presence are
shown. The stations explored already by Nanjappa (2012) are included. There were only nine Tara
stations where no Leptocylindrus species was detected, four of them overlapping in the same
region of South Pacific Ocean at the map.

Figure 5.3.3.1. All stations explored for Leptocylindraceae presence in the current study. The BioMarKs station are
coloured green while stations where no Leptocylindraceae was detected are red.

After the removal of the BioMarKs stations’ sequences, which were only used for the biodiversity
analysis, the dataset was further divided based on depth and size fraction in order to study the
world distribution. A description of the number of sequences assigned to each species follows.
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Table 5.3.3.1 Number of Leptocylindraceae ribotypes and the respective sequences found in the whole Tara dataset
(all depths and size fractions) as well as in the surface and deep sea samples of 5 – 20 μm size fraction.

Tara V9
Raw Seqs

1,775,314,734
All size fractions and
depths

SUR, 5-20μm

DCM, 5-20μm

N of
ribotypes

N of Seqs

N of ribotypes

N of Seqs

N of ribotypes

N of Seqs

L. aporus

946

931,336

911

680,584

759

58,189

L. danicus

407

58,101

339

17,938

219

3,832

L. hargravesii

306

35,892

252

9,373

192

6,455

L. convexus

506

393,231

483

112,412

452

42,810

T. belgicus

24

509

12

246

7

66

L. minimus

316

36,804

266

14,511

11

139

Total
Number

2,505

1,455,873

2,263

835,064

1,640

111,491

In all three sets L. aporus was the more abundant Leptocylindraceae species, L. convexus followed
and then L. danicus, L. minimus and lastly T. belgicus.

The world distribution of each species and their related clades depicted on the following maps
was based on the surface and DCM samples of the 5-20 μm size fraction.
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Figure 5.3.3.2 World distribution of log (abundance+1) of Leptocylindraceae based on the Tara Ocean and Tara Arctic
datasets at surface and DCM, 5-20 μm size fraction.

Leptocylindraceae species were found mainly in the coastal rather the open ocean stations. The
family was detected at 89 stations in surface samples and 47 stations in the DCM samples out of
the 146 total Tara stations. Separate maps for each species were made for the surface samples.
The separate DCM maps can be found in the appendix.
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Figure 5.3.3.3 World distribution of log (abundance+1) of L. aporus clades at the Tara stations’ surface samples, 5-20
μm size fraction. OTUs were represented by swarms (Mahè et al., 2014) and were linked to the spatial distribution
with corresponding colours. The size of the bubbles in the lower maps represents the abundance within each clade.

In the surface, L. aporus V9 clade 1 showed some of the highest abundance numbers at certain
stations while in the DCM the situation was reversed for these same stations with L. aporus V9
clade 2 dominating instead. Besides that, L. aporus V9 clade 2 was more widespread, dominating
in more stations compared to V9 clade 1 in both surface and DCM.
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Figure 5.3.3.4 World distribution of log (abundance+1) of L. danicus clades and L. hargravesii at the Tara stations’
surface samples, 5-20 μm size fraction. OTUs were represented by swarms (Mahè et al., 2014) and were linked to the
spatial distribution with corresponding colours. The size of the bubbles in the lower maps represents the abundance
within each clade.
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In surface, L. danicus showed the highest abundance at certain stations while in DCM this was
true for L. hargravesii. Besides that, L. hargravesii was more abundant at more stations at both
depths but also had a more restricted distribution while both L. danicus clades are more
widespread across latitudes.

Figure 5.3.3.5 World distribution of log (abundance+1) of L. convexus at the Tara stations’ surface samples, 5-20 μm
size fraction. OTUs were represented by swarms (Mahè et al., 2014) and were linked to the spatial distribution with
corresponding colours. The size of the bubbles in the lower maps represents the abundance within each clade.

Leptocylindrus convexus V9 clade 2 was more abundant but less diverse than the main clade in
surface and DCM samples. Yet, the distribution of the clades was the same at both depths. A
summary of the species clades’ abundances depicted in the maps above is shown in Table 5.3.3.2.
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Table 5.3.3.2 Number of ribotypes and total sequences for all the clades within L. aporus, L. danicus and L. convexus
for surface and DCM Tara samples at 5 – 20 μm size fraction.

SUR, 5 – 20 μm
Species’ clades

DCM, 5 – 20 μm

Ribotypes

Seqs

Ribotypes

Seqs

L. aporus V9 clade 1

472

604,230

334

11,020

L. aporus V9 clade 2

439

76,354

425

47,169

L. danicus

309

15,855

211

3,725

L. danicus V9 clade 2

30

2,081

8

107

L. hargravesii

252

9,375

192

6,455

L. convexus

362

28,854

338

13,997

L. convexus V9 clade 2

121

83,529

114

28,813

The L. minimus and T. belgicus maps show the polar distribution of the former and the highly
restricted distribution of the latter (Fig.5.3.3.6). Two stations violate the L. minimus pattern
though, in the North Atlantic and Indian Oceans. The sequences present in these stations belong
to the main L. minimus clade and do not constitute a separate population from the Arctic one.
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Figure 5.3.3.6 World distribution of L. minimus and T. belgicus in Tara surface samples, 5 -20 μm size fraction. The size
of the bubbles represents the normalized abundance, log (abundance+1), within each clade.

The hierarchical clustering on the stations based on Leptocylindraceae rarefied abundances
showed a main clustering based on geographical position but there were also signs of seasonal
diversification. For example in both depths the Arctic clade consisted of stations sampled mainly in
summer while the so called Mediterranean/ North Atlantic clade was also characterized by
sampling in autumn. However the rest of the clades didn’t show such a strong seasonal clustering.
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Figure 5.3.3.7 Hierarchical clustering of Tara stations based on Leptocylindraceae rarefied abundances in the 5 – 20
size fraction at surface and DCM samples.

Of course a linkage between stations and seasons cannot be avoided since the stations that were
geographically near were also sampled in the same season (Fig. 5.3.3.8).

Figure 5.3.3.8 World map distribution of the Tara stations where Leptocylindraceae were detected in surface and
DCM, 5-20 size fraction samples. The colour of each station is representative of the sampling season.
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The CCA plots for both depths showed the Arctic stations driven away by the L. minimus
distribution but also many Mediterranean and North Atlantic stations related to L. hargravesii.

Figure 5.3.3.9 CCA plot of Leptocylindraceae rarefied abundances from the Tara surface 5-20 μm size fraction. The
stations are colour-labelled based on their geographical position.

In surface Tara samples the L. danicus V9 clade 2 placed away an Indian and a South Pacific station
(overlapped by the Indian station on the graph) while in DCM samples L. aporus did the same for a
South Pacific station.

Figure 5.3.3.10 CCA plot of the Tara DCM 5-20 μm size fraction Leptocylindraceae rarified abundances. The stations
are colour labelled based on geographical position.
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Environmental data
Through the bioenv function the environmental variables that best correlated with the similarities
of the biological community in the samples (sequence abundance) were temperature, salinity,
NO2, NO3, PO4 and season for surface with a Spearman correlation of 0.153 and temperature,
salinity, NO2, PO4, SiO2 and season for DCM with a Spearman correlation of 0.092. The CCA
analysis on the surface samples using variables selected with bioenv showed no clear geographical
pattern; the axes explained 22.3% of the total variance (Fig. 5.3.3.11). On the other hand, 63.9%
of the variance in the DCM samples was explained; indeed, a distinct group of Mediterranean and
North Atlantic stations and a group of Indian, South Pacific and South Atlantic stations were easily
observed.

Surface, 5-20 μm
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DCM, 5-20 μm

Figure 5.3.3.11 CCA analysis of surface (above) and DCM (below) Tara Leptocylindraceae samples, 5-20 μm size
fraction, and selected environmental parameters. The Mediterranean/ North Atlantic (blue circle) and the
Indian/South Pacific/South Atlantic group (orange circle) are highlighted. The Arctic stations, two stations in the
Mediterranean Sea and one North Atlantic station are not included. In surface samples, the axes explained 22.3% of
total variance whereas in DCM 63.9%.

Environmental data were missing for all Arctic, two Mediterranean and one North Atlantic
stations. The available environmental parameters clustered mainly based on geographical
position in the HCA analysis (Fig. 5.3.3.12). A few stations were very different from the majority
and these were mainly South Atlantic stations for both depths plus an Indian and some South
Pacific stations for the surface samples. The rest of the stations clustered in five main clades, the
Atlantic-Pacific one, the Mediterranean/ North Atlantic, the South Pacific, the mixed clade and the
Indian one. The same clusters were maintained in both depths with only the Indian and South
Pacific clades splitted in the DCM samples.
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Figure 5.3.3.12 HCA plots of the Tara surface and DCM, 5-20 μm size fraction environmental parameters, without the
Arctic stations, two stations in the Mediterranean Sea and one North Atlantic station.

The CCA analysis on the same dataset confirmed the South Atlantic stations to greatly differ from
the rest due to SiO2 in surface and SiO2 and NO2 in DCM (Fig. 5.3.3.13 and 14). In surface, certain
South Pacific stations were different based on PO4 and NO2. In DCM the TARA_085 Southern
Ocean station was distinct due to PO4 and the TARA_032 Red Sea and TARA_018 Mediterranean
due to NO3.
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Figure 5.3.3.13 CCA plot of the Tara surface, 5-20 μm size fraction environmental parameters, without the Arctic
stations, two stations in the Mediterranean Sea and one North Atlantic station.

Figure 5.3.3.14 CCA plot of the Tara DCM, 5-20 μm size fraction environmental parameters, without the Arctic
stations.

5.4. Discussion
5.4.1. Leptocylindraceae diversity
In the phylogenetic tree of the Leptocylindraceae family established by Nanjappa et al. (2013) two
main clades were recognized in Leptocylindrus, one with L. convexus closer to L. minimus and then
to L. aporus, and the other with L. danicus grouping with L. hargravesii, while T. belgicus was far
from all being a completely different genus. All the phylogenetic trees produced in the current
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study, based either on the V4 and V9 LTER-MC dataset or the worldwide V9 dataset, showed the
same topology with well supported species’ clades. What was different and detected for the first
time here was certain clades within L. danicus, L. aporus, L. hargravesii and L. convexus, a result
that showed an unexpected intraspecific diversity of the family.

To start with, the use of a recent technology such as HTS metabarcoding, in addition to light
microscopy, proved to be a valuable complementary method to assess species diversity and
abundance at the LTER-MC site. In fact, much more information was added on the seasonality of
all Leptocylindraceae species while at the same time it became apparent that classical
approaches, such as counting in light microscopy, can help in the interpretation of HTS
metabarcoding results. In particular, diversity recovered at individual MC samples with HTSmetabarcoding was higher than with microscopy because of the difficulty in identification of
certain Leptocylindrus species under the microscope and due to the larger volumes of water
filtered and examined in the HTS sequencing procedure, which allowed for a better coverage of
the rare species on each date. Nevertheless, the relative abundance of light microscopy counts
and HTS reads over the whole diatom datasets were comparable, except for a few dates when HTS
reads were higher, probably because of the low representation of Leptocylindraceae in the total
diatoms, like on 03/04/2012, or dates when microscopy counts were higher due to the opposite
situation, like on 28/10/2013. The match between the two datasets was not a big surprise since it
has been already shown in several studies that HTS counts can provide a reliable estimate of
diatom relative abundance, especially at the genus level, in a given sample (Piredda et al., 2016;
Malviya et al., 2016). However, in HTS metabarcoding analysis, diversity estimates could be also
affected by any possible variation among individuals (Behnke et al., 2004). This bias though can be
excluded in this case, since ribotypes of the named clades can be met in more than one year or
stations, implying intraspecific variation rather than intraindividual. Studies so far have not shown
rDNA copy number variation to be a major concern for diatoms, in contrast to e.g. dinoflagellates,
where the presence of high copy numbers is particularly pronounced (Godhe et al., 2008; Malviya
et al., 2016; Piredda et al., 2016). Furthermore, extremely rare species or taxa at certain regions
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and/or seasons could be the reason for their apparent absence in HTS dataset. In the MC dataset,
the high correspondence between HTS and microscopy for Leptocylindraceae implies that the
mentioned biases are not a problem for the diversity and distribution assessment of this diatom
family.
Another HTS bias to be discussed here is the sequencing artifacts such as nucleotide calling errors,
which can artificially inflate biodiversity estimates. Therefore, artifact removal processes are
usually employed, as it was done in the current analysis by quality filtering and preprocessing and
removal of singletons (MC and Tara dataset) and doubletons (MC dataset). The problem that
comes up at this step is mostly related to the rare taxa, which are represented by low-abundance
sequences sensitive to artifact removal. Several studies have shown that low abundance
sequences such as singletons, doubletons and tripletons, which are usually discarded during
sequence filtering processes due to their lower quality, may be informative and valuable in
reflecting rare and/or unique lineages in communities (Kauserud et al., 2012; Zhan et al., 2013;
Zhan et al., 2014). Zhan et al. (2014) demonstrated that elimination of rare taxa occurred at all
filtering stringencies examined with more rare taxa eliminated as stringency increased. The same
authors suggest the use of internal (reliable operational taxonomic units selected from
communities themselves) and external (indicator species spiked into communities) references as a
practical strategy to evaluate artifact removal process. The limited knowledge on biodiversity in
complex communities, and thus lack of suitable references for eliminating errors/ artifacts while
preserving real sequences (Kunin et al., 2010; Bowen et al., 2012; Edgar, 2013), makes the quality
filtering process even harder and an immense technical challenge that should be resolved.
On the other hand, in many cases rarity has been chosen to be ignored based on some evidences
that the rare biosphere is largely composed of a long queue of errors (Behnke et al., 2011;
Junemann et al., 2013; Kunin et al., 2010). The latter approach has been chosen in the current
study, where the risk of losing “informative” reads has been preferred to that of introducing
potential errors; the thresholds used during the quality filtering have been considered to be
sufficient for detecting diversity and distribution at a satisfying and safe degree for the purposes
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of this study, which is not the exploration of the rare taxa. In fact, none of the two sequencings
(MC and Tara) was aiming at rare taxa, which may have been missed when they were close to the
detection limit of the specific HTS sequencing depth, or in samples where other species were
markedly dominant. In the future, the removed sequences can be explored by careful by-eye
observation of their alignment with Sanger sequences, while a different experimental design sould
have been followed in a study focusing on the rarity in the community.

As already stated in the Introduction, preferential PCR amplification (Wintzingerode et al., 1997)
or high copy numbers of V4 and/ or V9 could also distort the actual proportion among the species
in a sample. As stated before, rDNA copy number variation has not been found to be a major
problem for diatoms (Godhe et al., 2008; Malviya et al., 2016; Piredda et al., 2016). In the present
study on Leptocylindraceae, there were very few inconsistencies between the two methodologies
used, HTS metabarcoding and light microscopy, mainly when numbers of sequences were lower,
probably because of higher errors of both methods in assessing abundances when record
numbers are low. In addition, high number of sequences and ribotypes were limited to specific
dates, suggesting blooms of selected taxa rather than high copy numbers effect. Using deep
sequencing and utilizing more than one marker is a useful way to bypass biases resulting from
DNA metabarcoding, such as detection limit for specimens with low biomass and primer
specificity (Elbrecht and Leese, 2015). When it comes to Tara stations, sampling in different
seasons could cover a wider range of species including those which could have been too rare to be
detected during one single sampling date.

The two markers used in this study worked equally well since both of them were able to detect all
species with a perfect overlap for many cases while at the same time they seemed to compensate
each other, as they both revealed unique intraspecific clades. The uniformity of the V9 swarm
OTUs compared to the V4 ones was an obvious sign that V9 was able to detect much less diversity
than V4 but still had the power to differentiate populations on a level that V4 failed to do so. In
more details, V4 worked better for L. danicus detecting L. danicus V4 clade 2 for the first time in
LTER-MC dataset in this study and separating L. hargravesii in a more straightforward way than V9
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did. In addition it was able to detect the DEL clade within L. hargravesii. On the other hand, L
danicus in LTER-MC dataset was less variable based on V9 but a separate clade (V9 clade 2) was
detected in Tara and BioMarKs dataset which was absent in LTER-MC dataset. L. hargravesii was
not clearly separated from L. danicus with V9 (only one nucleotide difference) neither any
intraspecific variability was detected in the LTER-MC nor the worldwide dataset, but higher
sequence numbers were noted with V9 than with V4 in LTER-MC. This was also the case for T.
belgicus. An intraspecific clade was also detected for L. convexus in the V9 worldwide dataset
which was absent in LTER-MC. Finally, L. aporus was found more clearly diverse by V9 than by V4
with the identification of L. aporus V9 clade 2 in both datasets. These discrepancies between
markers could be explained by the V4 and V9 variable nature. Indeed V4 is the longest variable
region in the rRNA gene (350 to 450 nt) and has the highest length polymorphism (Hadziavdic et
al., 2014). V9 was also characterized by high nucleotide variability in the center of the region,
much shorter though compared to V4 (approximately 60 nt) which makes V4 a better marker to
access diversity (Dunthorn et al., 2012; Hadziavdic et al., 2014). The L. hargravesii grouping within
L. danicus but also the L. hargravesii V4 DEL clade that remains unnoticed in V9 confirms the
lower resolution power of V9. However, V9 should not be discarded as a choice for HTS DNA
metabarcoding since there might be cases that good results can be obtained like it happened
here. The suitability of each marker for detecting diversity depends on the species to a great
degree as each species follows each own evolutionary story. At the same time it has been proven
that primer regions within the 18s rRNA gene are quite different regarding their universality
(Hadziavdic et al., 2014) which could make V4 or V9 better choice for different genera. In fact, the
V4 and V9 primers were checked regarding their match on each Leptocylindraceae species and it
was noted that all species have a higher affinity for the V9 primers. This difference could explain
why V9 might be a better choice for detecting a higher number of sequences in L. hargravesii, L.
convexus and T. belgicus.

The variation found in V4 and V9 markers might correspond to higher differences in more variable
markers such as ITS, which could mean that the clades identified within species might be more
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diverse than revealed here. Actually, it cannot be excluded that the different clades found within
the species correspond even to separate species, considering that known species (L. danicus and
L. hargravesii) were also found inside the same OTU or phylogenetic clade due to their high
similarity in V9. In the worldwide dataset, L. minimus was found to be a quite variable group. Four
out of the ten OTUs in the swarm analysis were composed by L. minimus sequences but it should
be noted that the number of sequences of these L. minimus’ OTUs (except the main one, OTU#4)
were much lower than the rest of the species and particularly these clades had sequences even as
low as 34 compared to other species’ clades e.g. L. danicus V9 clade 2, which consisted of 11,352
sequences. So even though the L. danicus clade 2 was based only on one nucleotide difference in
a conserved region within L. danicus, its actual existence is much more supported by the high
number of occurrences than the L. minimus small clades. Therefore, these clades in L. minimus
should be treated with caution. Finally, the Baffin Bay clade, possibly a yet undescribed taxon,
detected in the V4 BioMarKs dataset by Nanjappa et al. (2014a) does not seem to have a V9
signature in terms of sequence diversity compared to the reference sequences. The L. danicus V9
clade 2 was further explored in the BioMarKs dataset and the majority of the sequences were
located in the Oslo Fjord, where the Baffin Bay clade was also abundant in Nanjappa et al. (2014a).
However, L. danicus, L. hargravesii, L. minimus and T. belgicus were also more abundant in the
Oslo Fjord compared to the rest of the BioMarKs stations, so the L. danicus V9 clade 2 spatial
pattern could be a result of a bloom event in this period rather than an expression of the locality
of the Baffin Bay clade. Further investigation, with isolation of strains of the species from different
areas, is needed in order to clarify all the doubtful cases described above.
5.4.2. Leptocylindraceae distribution in time and space
Based on the so far available knowledge and information on Leptocylindraceae family in GoN, L.
danicus was considered to be present from late autumn through mid-summer (retrieved from
mid-November to mid-July), L. aporus was identified as the species blooming in summer but also
present in autumn (retrieved from mid-July to mid-November), L. hargravesii and L. convexus
were considered to be rare and have the narrowest temporal distribution, only in winter months
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(L. hargravesii retrieved in December and January; L. convexus retrieved from January to end of
March and observed in April samples). Finally T. belgicus was found from late summer through
the autumn (retrieved from end of August to beginning of November) (Nanjappa et al., 2013).
Comparing the HTS numbers with the corresponding seasonality resulting from the LTER-MC
microscopic counts, obvious differences could be noticed in the current analysis. Microscopy
detected a narrower temporal window than the actual one represented by HTS, which was
expected considering the higher sensitivity of the latter method. For rare species and species hard
to discriminate under the microscope, HTS was a very important complementary method in order
to get the real picture of their abundance. At a larger geographic scale, i.e. based on BioMarKs
data and sequences found in GenBank, L. danicus was considered to be the more abundant
species with L. aporus following and then L. convexus, while L. minimus and T. belgicus were of
similar abundance (Nanjappa et al., 2014a). Still in Nanjappa et al. (2014a), L. aporus has also
been considered the most widespread species; L. convexus, L. danicus and L. hargravesii were also
widespread, with the second one having been detected in more stations than the latter; T.
belgicus and L. minimus were absent from most stations with the latter being restricted to colder
European waters and in the Black Sea. The present results mainly confirmed both the temporal
and spatial distribution, especially for L. danicus and L. aporus, but also added important
information on the distribution of the less studied L. convexus, L. hargravesii, L. minimus and T.
belgicus as well as of the new populations identified within each species. The seasonal patterns
were expanded for all species and clarified for the new populations while their specific
geographical patterns could be identified supporting the partition of phytoplankton in the seas
regarding temperature adaptation into the temperate and the tropical class.

To discuss temporal distribution in more detail, the DNA metabarcoding analysis results of both
V4 and V9 on Leptocylindraceae at the LTER-MC station showed indeed a consistently high
abundance of L. aporus during summer and beginning of autumn (July-September) and a bimodal
increase of L. danicus during spring and autumn (April-October) through all three years. In
addition, the new data led to a more complete picture of the species seasonality, the
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understanding of which so far was based on very limited information. So what was new here,
compared to Nanjappa’s (2012) assessment of the species seasonality, was the presence of L.
aporus also in June and May and L. danicus in September. But even more interesting was the
different seasonality of the L. aporus V9 clade 2 compared to the main L. aporus clade. The V9
clade 2 showed no summer peak in any of the three years but rather a big one in October 2013
and two smaller ones in February-March of all years and in September 2013. Although the
environmental parameters between July/ August and September/ October generally do not differ
in a great degree, February and May or October do, a fact that makes the small L. aporus V9 clade
2 population, if not an adapted “non-summer” population, a more plastic one regarding its
tolerance to colder conditions. On the other hand, the L. danicus V4 clade 2 was present in all
three years following a similar pattern as the main L. danicus clade with the addition of only few
lower peaks. The most important would be the one of December 2013 and then February 2012
and March 2011. Although the evidence is not as strong as in the L. aporus case, the L. danicus V4
clade 2 population could also be characterized by higher plasticity than the rest of L. danicus.
Coming back to L. aporus, in BioMarKs and Tara dataset this time, the species was indeed the most
abundant and highly widespread, found in stations of all longitudes and latitudes. A striking result
that adds up to what has just been described based on the LTER-MC dataset was the distribution
and the abundance of the two L. aporus clades. The L. aporus V9 clade 1 was the most abundant
at some stations while the V9 clade 2 was the most widespread one in the surface samples. Yet, in
the deep chlorophyll maximum samples the situation changed with L. aporus V9 clade 2 being
both the most abundant in all stations and widespread. At the same time, the stations where
clade 1 was detected were in the Mediterranean, the Red Sea and the South Pacific Ocean, all of
them close to the equator. Stations with the highest abundance for this clade were in
Mediterranean Sea. Leptocylindrus aporus V9 clade 2 was found at the same stations as the main
clade but also in the Arabian Sea, and at more stations in the Indian Ocean close to South Africa,
Southern Atlantic and South Pacific Ocean. The station with the highest abundance was again in
Mediterranean but other stations with high abundance were located close to South Africa and
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South Pacific. Finally, L. aporus clade 2 was also present in Arctic stations where the main clade
was completely absent. These facts support the hypothesis stated already about clade 2 being a
more plastic or diverse population that can grow equally well in temperate, tropical and polar
zones but also in deep ocean conditions. In LTER-MC, this more plastic clade 2 could have slightly
readjusted its seasonal pattern through selection and have now occupied a different temporal
niche compared to the main L. aporus clade, thriving in the new niche since it seems that L.
aporus clade 1 is a better competitor when they both co-exist in a favorable environment. The L.
aporus V9 clade 2 could have become adapted to these conditions and therefore now be a
completely different population. This hypothesis could be answered with certainty only by
population genetics.

Continuing with the worldwide distribution, the L. danicus V9 clade 2 did not diversify greatly from
the main L. danicus regarding its spatial pattern. L. danicus V9 clade 2 was present in the same
stations that the main L. danicus clade was too, but with a higher preference for the subtropic and
tropic zone stations. When looking into the CCA analysis of surface samples but also DCM, the L.
danicus V9 clade 2 population was plotted further than the main L. danicus population. The
stations where L. danicus V9 clade 2 was detected were in the Indian and South Pacific Ocean. The
L. danicus V9 clade 2 population, which is much smaller than the L. aporus V9 clade 2 population,
might be currently diversifying and moving slowly to more tropical environments following the
same strategy as the L. aporus V9 clade 2. The fact that is a very recent clade would also explain
why it has not been detected in the LTER-MC station yet.

The next revelation of the HTS analysis was L. hargravesii both seasonal and spatial distribution.
The species L. hargravesii had previously been detected only in January but in this study it was
actually much more abundant during summer – beginning of autumn (July - September) escaping
from its characterization as a strictly winter species by the evidences so far only based on
observations on isolated strains (Nanjappa, 2012). This is not a huge surprise though since L.
hargravesii is a rare species and therefore hard to “catch” during isolations. After this indication
based on HTS, isolations during end of August- beginning of September 2014 targeting L.
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hargravesii were performed and the molecular identification did indeed lead to the confirmation
of the metabarcoding analysis results. The possibility of the L. hargravesii DEL clade to be a rare
intraindividual variant within individuals also possessing the normal V4 type has been excluded,
because the deletion was not the only difference between the two clades; there were 12 more
mismatches in conserved domains within Leptocylindraceae. In addition, the ribotypes forming
the DEL clade were found in all three years, indicating that it is a small population of a certain
variant rather than a case of intraindividual variation. The L. hargravesii DEL clade showed a
preference for July so it could be a population better adapted to this period. In the worldwide
dataset, L. hargravesii showed a more extended distribution in the Mediterranean Sea than L.
danicus but a more limited one globally since L. danicus was also detected in temperate and Arctic
stations.

Most

L.

hargravesii

sequences

from

surface

samples

were

detected

in

temperate/subtropical regions such as the Mediterranean Sea but DCM sequences were also
present in the Indian Ocean station near Port Elizabeth, south of Africa. In fact, while L. hargravesii
was less abundant than L. danicus in the surface samples, it reached higher numbers in the DCM
samples compared to L. danicus. The expansion of the seasonal distribution of L. hargravesii in
summer showed that the species is more flexible than thought while the particular geographical
distribution showed a subtropic specification but also a deep sea preference which could explain
the rarity of the species during strain isolations in LTER-MC.

Important information was added for L. convexus distribution as well. The species was found quite
abundant and took part mainly in the July bloom peak in all three years. So although being
present also in winter, the species escaped the strict characterization as a winter species by the
evidence so far available based on strain isolation (Nanjappa, 2012) and proved to be rather a
spring and summer species. In the worldwide dataset, L. convexus was the second most abundant
Leptocylindraceae species and one of the most widespread as well, while L. danicus was found to
be the third more abundant species. But in contrast to the other two worldwide-distributed
species, L. aporus and L. danicus, L. convexus was not found in any Arctic stations. L. convexus
main clade was mainly present in the Mediterranean Sea while stations with intermediate
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abundance were located in South Africa, South Atlantic and South Pacific Ocean. The L. convexus
V9 clade 2 was also present in Mediterranean sites but it was more widespread worldwide, found
also in more stations in the Red Sea, the Arabian Sea and in additional sites close to South Africa
and South America in high abundances. The CCA plots of DCM and surface samples show a slight
divergence between the two populations driven by the Mediterranean stations for the main clade
and the South Pacific and Indian Ocean for the V9 clade 2 population. The abundances were
conserved in the surface and DCM samples, with L. convexus V9 clade 2 dominated at both
depths. Additionally, L. convexus V9 clade 2 was the most widespread L. convexus population.
Therefore, in L. convexus there is a more plastic population just like in L. aporus, able to adapt to
temperate and tropical zones and deep sea. The L. convexus V9 clade 2 population was absent
from the LTER-MC station. Here it should also be noted that the main populations and the clades
found within L. aporus and L. convexus show a very high resemblance regarding their world
distribution which is justifiable considering the two species are genetically closely related and
both summer occurring species so the chances for their physiological responses to resemble are
higher. Niche conservation is also presupposed here.

L. minimus is a species that has never been found in GoN and the results of the current study
confirmed that. One of the most striking observations in the Tara world maps was the bipolar
distribution of L. minimus, which dominated the arctic and Antarctic stations with two single
exceptions of a North Atlantic and an Indian Ocean station. The North Atlantic station was
sampled in winter and the temperature was around 14°C while the Indian one was sampled in
early spring when the temperature was as high as 29°C. Although the Indian population was
constituted only by five ribotypes, four of them represented by only a single sequence, it is a
result that cannot be ignored and implies a possible plasticity of L. minimus that allows it to
survive in high temperatures under specific circumstances which are not clear yet. Nevertheless,
the higher abundance in the rest of the stations showed that this species prefers arctic and/or
antarctic environments which means e.g. very low temperatures and that is why it is so rare in the
temperate and tropical regions, including GoN where it is completely absent. This bipolar pattern
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is strongly supported by the HCA and CCA results. In all the analyses the arctic stations were
placed further than the rest of the stations and they were always linked with L. minimus. This
finding is essential to understand the ecology of this species which was quite recently identified as
a separate species different from T. belgicus (the last one shows a completely different
geographical pattern - discussed right after - further supporting their separation).

Tenuicylindrus belgicus showed an expanded seasonal distribution with a significant high number
of sequences also in December, beyond the August - October period. It was the only species with
almost zero presence in spring, a result that could be also influenced by the high presence of the
rest of the species in the environmental sample sent for sequencing. Tenuicylindrus belgicus was
also the sparsest species worldwide, restricted mainly to the Mediterranean; the Indian station
showed a very low abundance of just three individuals in the surface samples. Tenuicylindrus
belgicus was the only species of the family that was so localized which again could be an artifact of
the sequencing process. Yet again, the low numbers or complete absence in most seasons and
stations reveal a species with a quite limited capability in terms of adaptation to many different
environments. Therefore, despite the fact that Tenuicylindrus morphologically looks close to the
rest of the Leptocylindraceae family, not only it is a genetically different genus but it also shows a
very different behavior in terms of seasonal and geographical distribution.

Summing up on the family spatial distribution, it seems that all Leptocylindrus species, except L.
minimus, are divided in two main geographic occurrences: one consisted of mostly tempered and
subtropic zone sites and the other was broader including also tropical and arctic sites. This finding
is consistent with Hulburt’s (1982) conclusion that two categories of phytoplankton occur in the
sea regarding temperature adaptation; the temperate class of the species that grow at
temperatures ranging from approximately 2°C to 25°C and the tropical class which has a growth
range from around 12 to 34°C. The season of sampling could be a factor for Leptocylindraceae,
probably more notably for L. hargravesii, but it cannot be considered the sole responsible for the
spatial patterns recorded in this study since species found in stations sampled in certain seasons
were also absent in others sampled in the same season. The geographical distribution discussed
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here shows clearly a connection to species and even to clades.

Looking at the Leptocylindraceae family as a whole, it showed a structure driven by each species
preference for certain environments rather than clearly seasonal clustering. That was why HCA
and CCA analysis at LTER-MC station did not show a clear clustering of months based on seasons
but based on the months each species blooms. So, for example July and September, the months
when L. aporus blooms, were placed together while the same happened for April and October,
when L. danicus blooms. It could be assumed that V9 is a better marker for the exploration of the
family structure since V9 detects higher numbers of sequences of the species increasing the
corresponding seasonal coverage. The specific clades e.g. L. hargravesii DEL clade which were only
detected in V4 imply that, as for diversity and distribution, also for community structure both
markers should be used.
At the worldwide scale, the Leptocylindraceae family structure in both depths showed a clustering
based on geographic proximity although there were certain stations distinguishing from the rest
or placed in mixed clusters. The majority of Leptocylindraceae was detected in the 5 – 20 μm size
fraction, in coastal and surface samples as expected considering the size and the ecology of the
species. The geographical distribution analysis was performed on two different groups though; the
DCM 5-20 μm and the surface 5 – 20 μm. This was done to be sure that the sampling procedure
was, if not exactly the same, at least quite similar for all stations. That is why BioMarKs stations
were also removed. In the end, we must be sure that the geographical pattern that we saw was a
result of the actual distribution of the species rather than a bias, product of the different
methodologies used in each project.
It should be reminded here again that Tara stations were sampled in different seasons, a fact that
might have influenced the actual composition of the diatom community. A possible effect of this
could have been the L. hargravesii high abundance in Mediterranean, which was sampled in
summer and autumn. The CCA analysis showed a grouping of some stations related to L.
hargravesii which were actually sampled in winter and autumn. When looking into the specific
corresponding stations they were Mediterranean, North Atlantic and South Pacific stations where
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L. hargravesii was detected. Yet there were still stations sampled in the autumn and winter, such
as in the Indian Ocean, where L. danicus was dominant and L. hargravesii was almost absent. So
even though the time of sampling could have been a factor for the prevalence of L. hargravesii
over L. danicus in certain stations, the geographical position and therefore the related areal
characteristics of the temperate stations had no less importance.
The environmental parameters of the available Tara stations showed that in both surface and
DCM, PO4 and NO2 drive certain South Pacific, South Atlantic and Southern Ocean stations away
from the rest and SiO2 drives certain South Atlantic stations away. Temperature and season were
not major drivers of any specific structure. The South Atlantic group includes stations such as 068
and 078 which are mentioned to be part of the Agulhas rings (http://www.igs.cnrsmrs.fr/Tara_Agulhas/). Agulhas rings are a result of the Agulhas Current coming from southwest
Indian Ocean and reaching the South African east coast which causes large scale cyclonic
meanders known as Natal pulses (Leeuwen et al., 2000). The rings are created at the tip of South
Africa (Station_068) and slowly drift across the entire South Atlantic towards the coast of Brazil
(Station_078). It has been already shown within the Tara expedition research that the Agulhas
rings drive complex nitrogen cycling and can shift the plankton diversity between the Indian and
Atlantic Ocean (Villar et al., 2015). So it is indeed a region that diversifies from the rest and might
have influenced also the species of interest of this study.

The limited seasonal coverage of the Tara sampling is the more fundamental problem in this
dataset, but as far as the relationship between spatial/temporal distribution of individual species
and environmental variables is concerned, it is hard to draw any solid conclusion since
Leptocylindraceae species are a part, and often a minor part, of the whole phytoplankton
communities. Indeed the effort of analyzing these relationships did not lead to a clear picture.
Temperature at LTER-MC and temperature, salinity, selected nutrients and seasons at Tara
stations were the factors that best correlated with the sample similarities of the biological
community (in terms of species abundance). So temperature and season were factors that seem
to matter to a great extent. The low values of the correlation coefficients could be explained by
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the fact that the Leptocylindraceae community is under the influence of other environmental
parameters, not included in the measured ones, as well as by interactions with other diatom and
other plankton species. In addition, when abundance and environmental parameters were tested
separately there were some obvious violations of specific patterns, implying a noise in the dataset
that could be overcome with the extension of the analysis to multiple years on similar dates.
However, the DCM community appeared to be more influenced by the factors examined (x, y),
possibly because the competition at higher depths is less while the environment is more stable.
Nonetheless, the outcome of the environmental analysis on both LTER-MC and Tara stations
confirmed that temperature was an important factor among the studied ones, for the temporal
and spatial distribution of the Leptocylindraceae family.
5.4.3. Conclusion
A point by point comparison with the recent results of a similar study on Leptocylindraceae across
European waters (Nanjappa et al., 2014a; specific points mentioned in the end of section 5.1.2)
can be done here:
1. The species diversity in the Leptocylindraceae is indeed low but higher than known before
this study.
2. L. danicus and L. hargravesii were resolved in V4, both phylogenetic tree and Swarm,
while in V9 L. hargravesii was incorporated as a L. danicus population. Despite that it is
possible to identify each species based on a single nucleotide base difference.
3. L. aporus dominated the V4 but also the V9 dataset.
4. V4 produced more reliable distance trees compared to the lower resolution offered by the
shorter V9 region. Still, there can be specific intraspecific diversity that only V9 can detect
such as clade 2 in L. aporus clade.
5. V9 showed a higher detection power of Leptocylindraceae, especially in the case of T.
belgicus and L. hargravesii. In contrast to Nanjappa et al., (2014a) the explanation of
different techniques (Illumina and 454) cannot be used in the MC dataset since both
markers were sequenced with Illumina. This result could be explained by the higher
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variability of the V4, including the primer region, compared to V9.
6. In GoN, L. aporus dominated in September 2011, 2013 and July 2012 (compared to
October 2009 in Nanjappa’s analysis), the rest of the species were also present at those
dates except T. belgicus in July 2012. In October 2012 and July 2013 L. danicus and August
2011 L. convexus were in higher numbers though all species were also present (compared
to May 2010 in Nanjappa’s analysis). Even though the months are different, the seasons
are the same as Nanjappa’s or slightly expanded.
In total there is agreement of results with an expansion of information thanks to the longer term
nature of the last study.

Other than that, the conclusions can be summed up in the following points:


MC dataset is much smaller than the Tara dataset and therefore a simpler one to handle.
The cleaning and preprocessing analysis was also more extensive than with Tara data.
Therefore the final sequences analysed for the species diversity showed much less
sequencing errors. This, combined with the much smaller amount of data, made it easier
to identify and define species and clades as well as their corresponding single nucleotide
variations in V9. Thanks to this analysis it was eventually possible to detect similar
populations in the Tara dataset. In addition, SWARM analysis was a very helpful tool for
the exploration of the species diversity especially in the Tara dataset which is a vast
dataset. The exploration of the phylogenetic tree would be more laborious and time
consuming without any indications from SWARM OTUs and the MC dataset results.



The intraspecific diversity is low compared to other genera but it exists. Even a single
nucleotide difference can be enough to differentiate two species (e.g. L. danicus and L.
hargravesii in V9) or populations (L. aporus V9 clade 1 and V9 clade 2). V4 and V9
complete each other regarding intraspecific diversity assessment because of the different
resolution power. The different species and clades within species show specific seasonal
and geographical distribution which further supports their diversity.



The seasonality of the individual species was confirmed and most importantly expanded.
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V4 and V9 complement each other in this matter due to their different detection power.
The comparison with microscopy counts showed that HTS is an important complementary
method for species hard to diversify morphologically or isolate due to rarity. Yet the
absence of species or clades in HTS data during specific periods, especially during
blooming events, should not be considered definitive since blooming ribotypes may
saturate the sample and mask the presence of the rarer ones.


The world distribution of Leptocylindraceae family revealed possible spatial patterns not
only for the individual species but also for the clades identified within each species
leading to the hypothesis of adapted populations.

The results from the HTS DNA metabarcoding, combined also with the physiological and
transcriptomics results of the previous chapters lead to the conclusion that specific genotypes can
hold an essential role in the ecology and evolution of diatoms. At this point a general question
comes up, the answer to which will be important for our understanding of the entire marine
environment and the marine community interactions: How specific genotypes alter the
community structure and what is the impact of the phenotypic diversity offered by multiple
genotypes on a given community composition (Wohlrab et al., 2016).
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The results of the present study on the marine planktonic diatom family Leptocylindraceae have
shown the many aspects of its species diversity, which otherwise show a great morphological
uniformity, and thereby have answered important questions related to the seasonal and spatial
distribution of the family. Eukaryotic phytoplankton has been proven to be vastly diverse in many
studies so far (Falkowski and Knoll, 2007; Graham et al., 2009; Simon et al., 2009) while
investigation on this field still continues (de Vargas et al., 2015). The diversity of a species is
expressed in many levels, such as in the molecular level in specific markers, morphological and
physiological state, niche differentiation and functional diversity. There are many different
properties of a lineage (e.g. interbreeding in the biological concept, niche or adaptive zone in the
ecological concept, heterogeneity in the phylogenetic concept etc.) that can be focused on in
order to define a species or a population. Nevertheless, as stated by de Queiroz (2007), all
properties are evidence for the characterization of a species, arising though at different times
during the process of evolution. Therefore, the study of all these aspects is needed in order to
fully describe how diverse a species may be and ultimately understand in what way each diversity
level interacts or relates to the other. Furthermore, exploring the diversity of a species helps us
also understand its spatial and temporal distribution; for example physiological and genomic
adaptations associated with certain ecotypes (genetically distinct population adapted to specific
environmental conditions) might maintain or create a specific distribution (Moore et al., 1998;
Bibby et al., 2003; Rocap et al., 2003; Stuart et al., 2013). The present study adds important
information towards this direction through the examination of physiological, functional and
molecular diversity of Leptocylindraceae diatom species. In all three mentioned levels, a high
degree of intraspecific diversity has been noticed, while indications of possibly new species were
found, which was surprising since Leptocylindraceae is generally considered a species-poor family.
Starting with physiology, growth experiments under different temperatures of the L. aporus and
L. danicus, which show a contrasting time of occurrence in the GoN, gave the first clue of
intraspecific phenotypic plasticity. This physiological diversity could be due to the fact that both L.
aporus and L. danicus are species with intermediate to high levels of abundance and a broad
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seasonal window of occurrence; this is one of the main hypotheses of the present thesis and is
met in functional and molecular diversity as well. Although strains isolated in specific season, and
thus possibly adapted to the environmental temperature of this season, did not show any clear
pattern indicating their temporal origin, there was a growth pattern that seemed to relate to the
time strains had been kept in culture. Hence, the issue of in-culture evolution was raised, the
effects of which could have led to the differentiation of at least two of the three old L. aporus
strains and even overruled their actual reactions due to their natural state. In the recent years,
there has been increasing awareness of the evolutionary potential of prolonged growth in culture
(Wood et al., 2005; Lakeman et al., 2009) while evidence for genetic adaptation by phytoplankton
are constantly reported (López-Rodas et al., 2008; Huertas et al., 2010; Lohbeck et al., 2012;
Schlüter et al., 2014). For this reason, the in-culture evolution scenario was considered highly
important and was kept in mind when assessing the results of the following analyses as well.
Moving to the functional diversity of Leptocylindrus species, inter- and intraspecific variability
were both evident. First of all, the in-culture evolution effect first noticed in the physiology of L.
aporus old strains was further supported by the significantly differentially expressed transcripts of
the single old strain sequenced compared to the more recently isolated ones. Although the
intrinsic character of the strain as isolated cannot be excluded as the reason for its different
expression profile, the similar physiological response of another old strain during the growth
experiments supports the in-culture evolution assumption. Whichever is the case, an important
general conclusion of the current study is to keep in mind the age of the strains used in the
experiments, which might influence the final results. If possible, an experimental plan for the
appraisal of the age effect should be designed. Otherwise, newly isolated strains should be used.
The L. aporus expression patterns at different temperatures and the comparative analysis with
the profiles of the other Leptocylindrus species led to the suggestion of a possible system involved
in adaptation, which takes advantage of transposable elements (TE). The TE mechanism could
offer the necessary intraspecific plasticity that enables individuals to cope with the constantly
changing environmental conditions while in more stable environmental conditions TEs could
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participate in the establishment of adapted populations. In fact, TEs are constantly gaining more
attention regarding their role in stress response and evolution, establishing their involvement
particularly in heat or cold shock reaction and their attraction to epigenetic changes (Ito et al.,
2011; Janska et al., 2014; Lutz et al., 2015; Migicovsky and Kovalchuk, 2015; Naydenov et al.,
2015; Ropars et al., 2015; Berendsen et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2016; Zovoilis et al,
2016; Garbuz and Evgenèv, 2017). Interestingly, the stress-induced retrotransposon response has
been shown to be genotype-specific in fungi and plants (Ansari et al.,2007; Long et al., 2009;
Lopes et al., 2013; Berg et al., 2015). Indeed, the number of significantly differentially expressed
transposable elements was different for each pair of strains in all Leptocylindrus species
confirming a genotype specific TE profile. In addition, although TEs were a main component of the
L. aporus response to low temperature, they were also significantly present in the differentially
expressed genes between strains, while the total number of genes expressed significantly
different between L. aporus strains were much higher than between different temperatures. This
is an impressive outcome which highlights the level of intraspecific diversity in L. aporus. The
intraspecific diversity in gene expression was also obvious in L. danicus, while L. convexus and L.
hargravesii were more homogeneous. Comparative transcriptomics offered one more evidence in
support of the hypothesis already stated in the analysis of the physiological diversity; abundant
species that show a broad temporal range in GoN (L. aporus and L. danicus) were found to be
more variable regarding strain gene expression compared to L. convexus and L. hargravesii, which
are more scarce and have a more restricted seasonal niche. The functions that were enriched in
most strains were related to membrane properties including transportation of molecules and
signal transduction, which could be linked to the different capacity of each strain in responding to
environmental stress or uptaking certain nutrients. Other enriched functions were related to posttranslational or post-transcriptional regulation which could be again linked to the different ability
of each strain to adjust its cellular metabolism and enhance resilience mechanisms under
environmental challenges. The same functions that were different among strains were also found
to be statistically different among species, implying that membrane properties and regulation
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mechanisms have a crucial role in both intra- and interspecific diversity while TEs and the HSF
regulatory system could also play a part in the plastic responses and adaptation of each species to
different environmental conditions, such as temperature. It seems that the regulation of specific
functions is involved in the temporal, and possibly also spatial, differentiation of the
Leptocylindraceae species.
A factor that contributed greatly towards some of the valuable conclusions of this study was the
use of different strains as replicates for each species in the experiments. Given the fact that
multistrain studies in phytoplankton, and especially in diatoms, are almost absent while
multistrain studies in most organisms have shown a significant degree of intraspecific diversity
(Snyder et al., 2004; Llinás et al., 2006; Bradford et al., 2011; Dugar et al., 2013; Sobkowiak et al.,
2014; Brion et al., 2015; Palma-Guerrero et al., 2016; Galinier et al., 2017), the use of different
Leptocylindrus strains for the assessment of the species physiological and functional diversity was
unconventional, yet vital for the better understanding of the ecology and evolution of the family.
The results of this thesis call for further studies focused on the diversity of intraspecific responses
in diatoms. Further experiments should be also designed for the clarification of the exact role of
TEs, as well as for other heat/ cold stress related genes, such as SYM1. In particular, newly
isolated strains should be tested under similar conditions. The acclimatization should be the same
for all strains and designed as to include different time intervals, including immediate exposure to
stress after the strain isolation; the gene expression for each acclimatization experiment at
different time interval would provide more precise information on the actual response of each
strain to perturbations.
One thing missing in this thesis, which would have helped in the interpretation of the expression
results, is the genome of the strains. Even in the form of a draft genome, it would have assisted in
analysing the RNA-seq data and gaining insights into the evolution of the genes of interest.
Transcriptome assemblies based on a reference genome are generally considered more effective
than those generated using de novo strategies alone, offering several advantages such as high
sensitivity for low abundant transcripts (Martin and Wang, 2011; Marchant et al., 2016).
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Nevertheless, combined, genomic and transcriptomic data help to define new genes that are not
predicted with the use of an automatic annotation. In our particular case, having the genome
would have been of great use in order to understand the interaction of the TEs with the
surrounding region or identify any promoters involved in their activation. Additionally, a more
thorough investigation of the transcripts related to the functions found interesting in the
comparative transcriptomics analysis should be conducted; the focus should be on more specific
pathways in order to understand the fine differences among the strains and the species. Genes
related to temperature and/ or heat and cold stress could be also followed and their expression
compared among the species. In any case, the gene expression profiles of each Leptocylindrus
species need further exploration in order to fully exploit the information that they have to give us.
Lastly, interesting new information was obtained regarding the molecular diversity of the family,
revealing unexpectedly high intraspecific variation in certain species. Genetic polymorphisms such
as SNPs and INDELs were explored and this was the first time this kind of genetic markers were
used in a eukaryotic phytoplankton genetic study (Rengefors et al., 2017). The genetic
microvariations but also phylogenomics analysis led to a clear separation of the variable L. danicus
and L. aporus from the less diverse L. convexus and L. hargravesii, which, given the similar
partition highlighted by comparative gene expression analysis, comprises the third line of
evidence supporting the hypothesis on species differences in the level of intraspecific diversity
based on their abundance and broader or narrower seasonal niche. Despite their morphological
similarity, all differences among strains and species described so far point at a considerable
degree of functional and molecular variation in the Leptocylindraceae family, though this is more
obvious in certain of the species than in others. As a matter of fact, L. danicus and L. hargravesii,
the species with less divergence in morphology and specific genetic markers (Nanjappa et al.,
2013), were found to be highly diverse regarding strain functions and microvariations based on
sequences derived from the whole transcriptome. The ecological aspects of this kind of diversity
could be seen in the spatial and temporal distribution; different species have different
distribution, and also new clades identified in this study show signs of ecological adaptations to
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different environments. The molecular differences detected in these clades were not many (at
times single nucleotide differences), but they were found in V9, a small part of a scarcely variable
phylogenetic marker and might correspond to wider variations in more variable markers.
However, since there is no strong evidence on their characterization as new species, we currently
refer to them as populations; as already stated in the Introduction, the present thesis treats
groups of conspecific individuals that are demographically, genetically, or spatially disjunct from
other groups of individuals, as populations. In the LTER-MC and more notably in the Tara Oceans
dataset, populations with specific distributions were detected in L. aporus and L. convexus, the
most abundant Leptocylindraceae species in Tara Oceans dataset (the population of L. convexus
was not detected in LTER-MC dataset, where the species was less abundant than L. danicus). Both
species showed populations slightly different in V9 from the already known ones, and in both
cases these new populations showed a similar range and a preference for deep waters as well. In
addition, the different population uncovered in L. aporus showed specific seasonal distribution
too. Overall, this structure further supported the high intraspecific diversity in the most abundant
species and pointed at ecological differences for those populations. The same was true for the
entire species of L. danicus and L. hargravesii, with each one of them presenting different
distribution patterns. Therefore, it is possible that the ecological separation of the populations
mentioned above could even lead to speciation, if it has not already done so, as has been
suggested for other eukaryotic (Palenik et al., 2007) and prokaryotic organisms (Kopac et al.,
2014) and as might have happened in the case of L. danicus and L. hargravesii. Strain isolations in
different seasons or in the regions where the new populations of L. aporus, L. danicus and L.
convexus in Tara were detected should be performed in order to investigate if these are just
populations or actual new species. In addition, multiple sampling at a single location across
different seasons is proposed to verify the presence or absence of a species at a site.
Combining all the above information and the knowledge gained has allowed the diversity of the
Leptocylindraceae family to be explored at many levels and ultimately identified functional and
molecular differences among the species that could account for the seasonal and geographical
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variation in their distributions. Consequently, it was possible to give some answers to the
questions initially identified (a) on individual species and their composition (structure) across the
season in terms of genetic and functional diversity and (b) on co-occurring species and their
similar or distinct behaviors and responses to environmental conditions:
1. Are individual species able to respond to environmental fluctuations due to populations
consisting of similarly highly plastic individuals or rather populations consisting of
diverse individuals each with narrower physiological tolerances and responses, which
could also be a result of adaptation to different conditions?
Plasticity and adaptation are terms that have been extensively described in the General
Introduction, section 1.6. Differences in the genetic composition among populations in different
regions/ seasons are considered to be a result of adaptation while in the case where each single
individual in that population exhibits wide-ranging physiological capabilities, enabling it to cope
with different conditions in different environments, is considered plasticity. In spite of the
separate definitions given here, they are two mechanisms that cannot be easily distinguished
since they are part of a dynamic process driven by environmental variability and natural selection.
In the end, they both play an important role in diatoms distribution through their constant
interactions. This was apparent in the current study, where signs of both plasticity, seen in
physiological and functional responses of strains, and adaptation, seen in the distribution patterns
of the new populations identified, were noticed. Highly plastic individuals of Leptocylindrus
species might have been favored, especially in fluctuating environments, as they could rapidly
acclimate to the new environmental conditions and then from there on, plasticity was altered by
natural selection and ultimately became or facilitated adaptation. Therefore, to answer the
question, it could be hypothesized that Leptocylindraceae, and possibly other diatoms, consist of
populations with individuals of high plasticity (wider distribution) and populations of slightly
narrower physiological tolerances and responses, which could also be a result of adaptation to
different conditions. As it happens in most cases, the two scenarios do not have to exclude each
other.
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2. Do different co-occurring species react in the same way under the same environmental
conditions or might each one of them take advantage of different sections of the
environmental spectrum and therefore have different functional traits?
Just like in the individual species hypotheses, these two conditions are not mutually exclusive.
Results of the present thesis revealed strategies, such as the TE stress response mechanism and
the regulation of molecular transportation and signal transduction, which could be detected in
most of the species, including co-occurring ones, while at the same time uncovered patterns that
are confined to abundant species of broad seasonality or to rare ones with narrow seasonality
separately.
Summing up, plasticity is a key characteristic of diatoms that allows them to survive in many
different environments while it offers the appropriate phenotypic variability for selection to act
on and lead to new adapted populations. If the specific environmental conditions reoccur and
therefore the selection is strong, this could also lead to the evolution of new species. The high
intraspecific plasticity, the constantly changing environment and the unconstrained access of
diatoms to different niches in the sea could be the answer to the wide range of plankton species
supported by a limited range of resources (plankton paradox); thus, the resources would be
limited for plankton only in a specific time and place. The different models and hypotheses on the
plankton paradox have been extensively discussed in the General Introduction, section 1.6, and
after careful consideration of the current results, the case of Leptocylindraceae could be
proposed to favor for the plankton diversity maintenance through non-equilibrium, as Hutchinson
(1961) already suggested for all planktonic communities. Important mechanisms that take part in
the complex processes of plasticity and adaptation and ultimately evolution of diatoms could
include transposable elements that react to the environmental changes as has been shown in the
case of L. aporus when faced with cold stress. In fact, temperature was proven to be an important
factor determining the distribution and seasonality of the whole family. Although this thesis is
based only on a single diatom family and contains a considerable degree of speculations, an
explanation is suggested about the plankton paradox, an issue that has been already proposed
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and explored in several studies (Hutchinson, 1961; Descamps-Julien et al., 2005; Miyazaki et al.,
2006). In conclusion, diversity in Leptocylindraceae could be maintained because the habitat
never reaches an equilibrium, ultimately leading to populations composed by highly plastic
individuals but also populations with individuals which have adapted their plasticity in the cases of
the more stable environments, like the deep sea and polar regions.
Overall, the present study adds valuable information in the context of phytoplankton research by
pointing out that a re-assessment of a species diversity, using a larger dataset than used before
(Nanjappa et al., 2014a) or more than one strain (growth and gene expression experiments),
provides a more complete picture of the species ecology and evolution, which could have been
totally missed previously due to the restriction of data or the exploration of variability on a single
level. In addition, taking advantage of the new technologies to explore questions already
investigated is a vital part of phytoplankton science, especially in genetics and transcriptomics.
Similar

interdisciplinary

studies,

combining

physiological

experiments,

genetics

and

transcriptomics, and using more than one strain, in more diatom species could lead to the
clarification and finally the generalization of concepts and theories applying to all diatoms
regarding their seasonal and temporal distribution in the marine environment. However, the
limitations that go along with each technique should be always kept in mind and considered when
interpreting the results. For instance, one important drawback of transcriptomics in diatoms,
which came up quite strongly in the present study, is the low percentage of annotation caused by
the lack of extensive, well-curated datasets for free-living protists. The fact that many speciesspecific genes underlie the ecology of diatom species, and their interactions with the surrounding
environment and co-occurring species (Bender et al., 2014; Pearson et al., 2015), makes their
annotation even harder. As an indication of it, more than half of the proteins predicted in an iron
limitation study in diatoms had no homology to known proteins (Mock et al., 2008) while in
another study, a significant proportion of P. tricornutum genes (13%) were diatom-specific
(Rastogi et al., in revision, cited in Tirichine et al., 2017) and therefore no functional information
about the proteins encoded by them is available. Gene annotation must be improved
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substantially if we are to gain a better mechanistic understanding of the cellular pathways and
processes that are affected by environmental changes or vary across species. Furthermore,
transcriptomes are not genomes. Transcriptomes recover only the genes that are expressed at the
time of sampling instead of all the genetic potential of a species. This issue can be addressed to
some extent by combining multiple transcriptomes from a strain that is cultured under different
environmental conditions, in the same way it was done here for L. aporus at three different
temperatures. Yet of course, gene expression does not immediately translate into protein
function because of the potential for post-transcriptional and post-translational processing. Posttranslational modifications, as well as genomic features that regulate transcription, such as
promoters and methylation, are still not well understood (Veluchamy et al., 2013). For these and
other reasons, a combination of transcriptomic, proteomic, metabolomic and gene manipulation
studies of marine protists is necessary to validate any inferences made from studies of gene
expression and this is the path that should be followed for Leptocylindraceae as well. On top of
this and as already described further above, there are more hypotheses to be investigated in
order to completely unravel the diversity, and thus ecology and evolution, of Leptocylindraceae.
As technologies are improved and our knowledge and understanding of the marine ecosystem
and its players expands and matures, we will hopefully be able to better explore and explain the
way in which marine microorganisms survive, are distributed and thrive through space and time.
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Appendix 1
Classes of transposable elements
Transposable elements can be divided into two classes based on the main mechanism of
movement and their transposition intermediate (Wicker et al., 2007):
1. Class I TEs or “retrotransposons”. These TEs follow the ‘copy-and-paste’ replicative
mechanism where a reverse transcription process results in one or several additional
copies of the original element that are subsequently inserted in other loci. Due to this
kind of mechanism, this class of TEs can rapidly invade a genome. Retrotransposons can
be further divided into five orders depending on the organization of their gene domain
and the presence or absence of small repeats of non-coding domains: (a) long term
repeat (LTR) order, (b) long interspersed repetitive elements (LINEs) order, (c)
Dictyostelium intermediate repeat sequences (DIRS) order, (d) Penelope (PLE) order and
(e) short interspersed repetitive elements (SINEs) order (Fig. A1.1).

Figure A1.1 General structures of the Ty1-Copia, Ty3-gypsy which are LTR retrotransposons, LINE and SINE
retrotransposons in plants. The LTR retrotransposons have long terminal repeats (LTR) in direct orientation at each
end. Within the LTRs are U3, R, and U5 regions that contain signals for initiation and termination of transcription. The
transcript is represented by the thin arrow. The genes within the retrotransposons encode capsid-like proteins (CP),
endonuclease (EN), integrase (INT), protease (PR), reverse transcriptase (RT), and RNAase-H. Other sequences
featured are PBS (primer binding sites), PPT (polypurine tracts), NA (nucleic acid binding moiety), IR (inverted
terminal repeats), DR (flanking target direct repeat), 5’ UTR (5’ untranslated region), 3’ UTR (3’ untranslated region),
and Pol III A and B-promoter recognition sites for RNA polymerase III. The envelope (env) gene-like sequence in the
position of ORF 3, where a functional env gene is present in the animal retroviruses, has been found in both Ty1copia and Ty3-gypsy groups (not shown). The LTR retrotransposons range from a few kb up to 15 kb in size. LINEs
usually range in size from less than 1 kb to ca 8 kb, while SINEs are normally 100 bp to 300 bp in size. (Kumar and
Bennetzen, 1999).
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2. Class II TEs or “DNA transposons” which follow the ‘cut-and-paste’ mechanism. These TEs
are transposed via a DNA intermediate; the original element is excised and reinserted at
another locus of the genome. This mechanism is more conservative and less genomeinvading than the ‘copy-and-paste’ of the retrotransposons. However, some DNA
transposons (subclass 2) use the displacement of only one DNA strand getting out of the
‘cut-and-paste’ boundaries. Class II consists of four order: (a) TIR order, (b) Crypton, (c)
Helitron, and (d) Maverick order.
Appendix 2
World maps in DCM Tara samples

Figure A2.1. World distribution of log (abundance+1) of L. aporus at the Tara stations’ at the DCM samples, 5-20 μm
size fraction. OTUs were represented by swarms (Mahè et al., 2014) and were linked to the spatial distribution with
corresponding colours.
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Figure A2.2 World distribution of log (abundance+1) of L. danicus clades and L. hargravesii at the Tara stations’ at the
DCM samples, 5-20 μm size fraction. OTUs were represented by swarms (Mahè et al., 2014) and were linked to the
spatial distribution with corresponding colours.
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Figure A2.3. World distribution of log (abundance+1) of L. convexus at the Tara stations’ DCM samples, 5-20 μm size
fraction. OTUs were represented by swarms (Mahè et al., 2014) and were linked to the spatial distribution with
corresponding colours.
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Figure A2.4. World distribution of L. minimus and T. belgicus separately at Tara DCM samples, 5 -20 μm size fraction.
The size of the bubbles represents the normalized abundance, log (abundance+1), within each clade.
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